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Introduction

The Commission on Parliamentary Scrutiny was established by the Hansard Society in September 1999. It was given an eighteen month brief to examine "how Parliament carries out its role as scrutiniser of the words and actions of the Executive and assess whether the structure and processes are in need of change." The Hansard Society has set up a number of similar Commissions in recent years, to examine issues such as the electoral system, party funding and the regulation of privatised utilities. In 1993 the Commission led by Lord Rippon of Hexham published its report on Parliament and the legislative process, Making the Law: The Challenge for Parliament examines Parliament's non-legislative functions and how effectively Parliament holds Government to account.

*The Challenge for Parliament* highlights some of the problems with the way in which Parliament currently performs its scrutiny and accountability functions. The report makes a series of recommendations designed to place Parliament at the apex of a range of scrutiny mechanisms, enabling it to draw more effectively on the technical expertise of outside bodies and engage more fully with issues of public concern. The Commission firmly believes that Parliament must adapt quickly if it is to retain its centrality to British politics and be effective in holding Government to account.

Method of inquiry and research

The Committee's research was conducted through a series of private meetings and seminars as well as written evidence. It was decided at an early stage that the Commission would not take oral evidence in public. Given the sensitive nature of the subject and the fact that the most useful evidence would come from MPs, ministers, whips and civil servants the Commission believed that hearings would be more productive if they were held in private, on a 'Chatham House rule' basis.

During the eighteen months of investigation the Commission held meetings with the Leader of the House of Commons, Rt Hon Margaret Beckett MP, her then shadow, Rt Hon Sir George Young MP, and the Liberal Democrat spokesperson on constitutional matters, Robert Maclean MP. The Commission had private sessions with the Liaison Committee, former ministers, the clerks of both Houses, senior civil servants and experts on European matters. The Commission also met individually backbench MPs, committee members, whips and ministers. The Commission published a consultation paper which was distributed to every MP and peer, as well as to around 800 individuals and organisations. The full list of contributors and participants is included in appendices 2 and 3.

The Commission met in plenary at least every two months for the duration of the Commission's work. However, at an early stage the Commission was split into three sub-groups, responsible for investigating the role of the chamber, the role of select committees and financial accountability. These sub-groups met once a month and took evidence for the first six months of 2000.

---

The Commission was keen that the work should include a comparative dimension and not focus solely on Westminster. The Commission visited the Scottish Parliament early in its investigations and received valuable advice from officials from the Scottish Parliament and the Executive as well as from MSPs and ministers. We are also grateful to the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and the Inter-Parliamentary Union for their help and advice.

The Commission published three discussion papers during its lifetime which reflected some of the interim conclusions of the sub-groups. These papers were *Systematic Scrutiny: Reforming the Select Committees*, *Creating a working Parliament: Reforming the Commons Chamber*, and *Parliament and the Public Purse: Improving Financial Scrutiny*.

The Commission conducted a survey of MPs' attitudes to Parliament during the summer of 2000. Every MP was sent a questionnaire asking them about their activity in the Commons and the effectiveness of the different methods of scrutiny. We received responses from 179 MPs and the results provide an internal perspective on the working of Parliament and inform many of the Commission's recommendations. The full findings are contained in appendix 4. The questionnaire was sent to Members with a covering letter from the then Speaker, Rt Hon Betty Boothroyd MP. The Commission is grateful to the former Speaker and her staff for their help.

The Commission is indebted to many of the staff of the Houses of Parliament. The report contains a detailed analysis of select committee activity during the 1997–8 and 1998–9 sessions. This work was compiled by a House of Commons clerk. His work provided a useful overview of the work of the select committees which would not otherwise have been available and we are very grateful to him. We would also like to thank the staff who kindly counted the number of MPs in the Commons chamber at set times.

The Commission secretariat would especially like to thank the Parliament and Constitution section of the House of Commons Library, in particular Barry Winetrobe, Oonagh Gay, Aileen Walker and Pat Strickland. Each of these provided valuable advice and support during the Commission's work for which we are very grateful. We would also like to thank Professor John McEldowney of Warwick University, for his contribution to the Commission's work.
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Executive Summary

Parliament has been left behind by far-reaching changes to the constitution, government and society in the past two decades. Despite recent innovations, particularly in the handling of legislation, the central question of Westminster's scrutiny of the executive has not been addressed. Parliament performs a unique role in any representative democracy. It is the principal means for holding Government to account between general elections on behalf of the public. Parliament should provide a permanent monitor of the work of Government, regularly call ministers to explain their actions and, where necessary, seek remedial action.

The Commission examined the strengths and weaknesses of the various ways in which the Commons and Lords pursue accountability - through debates, ministerial statements, questions, select committee inquiries and the work of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) and the National Audit Office. The Commission also examined the many non-parliamentary ways by which Government is scrutinised - through the courts, judicial inquiries, regulators and inspectors.

Serious gaps and weaknesses in the working of accountability were found. Scrutiny of Government by MPs and peers is neither systematic nor rigorous. The quality of information provided to Parliament is variable. Parliamentary inquiries have a poor record in locating responsibility for failures by the Executive, ensuring that the Government acts upon them and in following up recommendations for improvement. A survey of MPs' views carried out especially for the Commission showed that Members themselves are sceptical about Parliament's ability to hold Government to account.

The Challenge for Parliament sets out a vision of how a reformed Parliament might work. Its central theme is that Parliament should be at the apex of a system of accountability - drawing more effectively on the investigations of outside regulators and commissions, enhancing the status of select committees and clarifying the role of Parliament and its politicians. The various activities of MPs and peers in the committees and chambers of both Houses should be better co-ordinated so that they complement each other in the pursuit of accountability. But, crucially, Parliament must reflect and articulate issues of public concern. Making Government accountable is a task undertaken by Parliament on behalf of the electorate with the aim of improving the quality of government. Parliament must respond to, and highlight, the most pressing political issues in a manner that the public understands.

The Commission's seven principles for reform

Our report sets out seven principles designed to achieve these objectives, which are supplemented by a series of detailed recommendations. The recommendations appear at the end of each chapter. The entire list of recommendations is included at the end of the report. The Commission's seven central principles for improving scrutiny are:

1 See Appendix 4
Parliament at the apex

Parliament alone cannot guarantee accountability. Politicians do not have the time, resources or expertise to keep a close watch on anything as large, fragmented or complicated as modern government. However an array of independent regulators, commissions and inspectors responsible for monitoring the delivery of government services now exists outside Parliament. Parliament should be at the apex of this system of scrutiny. It should provide a framework for their activity and use their investigations as the basis on which to hold ministers to account. This is the central theme of the report, outlined in chapter one and more fully developed in the report’s final chapter. Our recommendations aim to create a more formal and organised relationship between those outside bodies and Parliament, to promote more systematic scrutiny by both the Commons and the Lords.

Parliament must develop a culture of scrutiny

The Commission believes that MPs are unclear about their duties and, in particular, about how they can and should hold the executive to account. Vigorous scrutiny depends on politicians using the tools already available. That requires them to understand the unique role and potential of Parliament. The Challenge for Parliament is based on the belief that changes in the attitudes and behaviour of politicians themselves are as important as changes in the working of Parliament.

Parliament lacks a corporate ethos which promotes collective functions such as accountability. Members of the Commons have to balance a number of competing roles of varying significance — representing the interests of their political party and constituency as well as performing their parliamentary duties. Parliament should provide the means and opportunity for MPs to reconcile these diverse and conflicting roles. Party loyalties and demands need to be balanced with scrutinising the executive and holding government to account. Scrutiny should be an integral part of the work of every MP.

Committees should play a more influential role within Parliament

The Commission regards the system of select committees as the principal vehicle for promoting this culture of scrutiny and improving parliamentary effectiveness. The introduction of the departmental select committees in 1979 enhanced the ability of Parliament to scrutinise and hold ministers to account. The committees provide a means for monitoring and keeping a permanent eye on the work of government departments and agencies. Select committees can filter, and highlight, the work of other, external scrutiny bodies. The system should now be extended and developed so that they make a more significant contribution to parliamentary business and to the work of every MP.

The role of the committees needs to be more closely defined, so that each has a set of core responsibilities and a set of certain pre-agreed and public goals. Their reach should be extended to provide regular scrutiny of regulators, executive agencies, quangos and the like. Committee structures should adapt to new methods of work through sub-committees and perhaps the use of rapporteurs. In return, committee service should provide rewards for MPs — chairing a select committee needs to be recognised as a political position comparable to being a minister, and be paid accordingly. In addition, the committees should be given the staffing and resources needed to oversee the areas for which they are responsible.
The chamber should remain central to accountability

The chamber should remain the forum where ministers are held to account for the most important and pressing issues of the day. The chamber is the public face of the House of Commons and therefore the main means of informing and persuading the wider electorate. The structure and content of business in the chamber should reflect this important role. Reforms should aim to improve public interest, attendance and the influence of the floor of the Commons. The Commission believes that the scrutiny value of many lengthy debates is questionable. There should be more short debates and more opportunities for questions in the chamber. MPs should have the opportunity to question ministers on recent select committee reports. The Opposition and backbench MPs should have more opportunities to call ministers to account through ministerial statements or Private Notice Questions. There should be an opportunity for short cross-party 'public interest debates'. In short, the chamber should be more responsive to issues of public concern.

Financial scrutiny should be central to accountability

The Commons has a unique legal role in the authorisation of tax and spending proposals and therefore a special responsibility to scrutinise them. MPs have a responsibility to the public to ensure that the Government provides value for money in what it spends and that the money is spent wisely. At present, the Commons fails to perform this role in either a systematic or an effective manner. Financial scrutiny should be central to the work of the Commons since it underpins all other forms of accountability. The procedures of the Commons need to be adapted to ensure that all committees, and hence all MPs, have the scope and resources to ensure proper financial accountability.

The House of Lords should complement the Commons

For the most part The Challenge for Parliament concentrates on improving the efficacy of the House of Commons. At the time of writing, the future composition and role of the Lords is still uncertain and future changes to its structure and composition will inevitably affect what the House does. But whatever happens to the Lords, the Commission believes that it has an important role to play in holding the Government to account. The primary focus, particularly on financial matters, should still be the Commons. But the Lords plays a valuable role in complementing the scrutiny work of the Commons.

All the political parties are committed to a second chamber where no single party has an overall majority. Because of this, the second chamber provides a different perspective on accountability. It is likely to have a less adversarial approach and take a longer view of policy and administration. The Commission also believes that the Lords has a significant role to play in the scrutiny of issues which cross departmental boundaries. Where the Commons committees are tied to departments and ministries the Lords has proved itself effective in examining broader issues, for example, Europe or science and technology. It should have specific responsibility for ethical, constitutional and social issues for which the Commons has insufficient time. This though will require closer co-operation and co-ordination between the two Houses.
Parliament must communicate more effectively with the public

Parliament is at its strongest when it articulates and mobilises public opinion – both Houses need to improve their communication with, and responsiveness to, the public. Whereas Government, the political parties and individual MPs are attuned to media requirements, Parliament is not. Reforms are required at a number of levels. Parliament needs to adapt its procedures and hours to improve media coverage and make parliamentary business more comprehensible to voters. A designated press office should maintain media interest and co-ordinate select committee publicity. Committees themselves could improve their public profile and the range of their consultations by making greater use of the internet. A Petitions Committee would provide another channel for communication and might alert MPs earlier to issues of public concern. Overall, Parliament must improve its ability to respond.

The report is designed as a challenge to MPs and peers at the start of a new Parliament, at a stage when they are looking ahead and starting afresh on the work of scrutiny. The Commission recognises what the Select Committees and, in particular, the Liaison Committee – have done in recent years. The report seeks to take forward some of the new ideas for change. But the Commission can only make suggestions. It is up to MPs and peers to give Parliament a more central role.
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Chapter One

The changing role of Parliament: New forms of accountability

1.1 Parliament performs a unique role in any parliamentary democracy. It provides the principal means by which the Government is held to account for its activities. However, the role of Parliament is changing. The size and complexity of modern government means that it is no longer possible for Parliament alone to ensure accountability across the wide range of activities of central departments, let alone the myriad of other public sector bodies. If it is to be effective in performing its core functions, Parliament must adapt.

1.2 The expansion of government since the early twentieth century has resulted in new mechanisms for the delivery of services. The bulk of government activity is now carried out through arms-length executive agencies, quangos and the like. Powers have been ceded by Westminster to other political institutions – in Brussels, Edinburgh, Cardiff, and Belfast. At the same time there has been a greater concentration of power within Whitehall around the office of the Prime Minister.

1.3 As Parliament's ability to achieve accountability has been called into question, there has been an increased use of the mechanisms of direct democracy, such as citizens' juries and focus groups. The expansion in the scope of regulators of privatised utilities, inspectors, commissions, ombudsmen, and even the Citizen's Charter have changed the public's understanding of what accountability means.

1.4 Government decisions are also increasingly being challenged outside Parliament in the courts for example. Meanwhile, pressure groups and non-governmental organisations regularly question Government policy. But the biggest change has been the much greater role and influence of the mass media on the conduct and communication of politics.

1.5 These developments have provided opportunities as well as challenges for Parliament. MPs and peers now have a much greater and more diverse range of information available on which to question Government. However, Parliament has failed to adapt sufficiently and is, in many respects, the least reformed part of the British constitution. The role of Parliament needs to be clarified in the light of these changes. There are certain functions that Parliament alone can perform.

Defining accountability

1.6 The House of Commons is the main means by which the Government is held to account between general elections – ensuring that departments are run efficiently and effectively by providing oversight and calling ministers to account. However, there is no agreement, or clear definition, about how Parliament should perform this role or what it should achieve. In practice, accountability has been confused with the ill-defined and often muddled doctrine of ministerial responsibility. The goals of efficient
and effective government have often been lost in the party battle over whether a minister should resign. Attempts to clarify Parliament's role have challenged the widespread view that accountability is tied up with ministerial resignation. Following lengthy inquiries, both Houses of Parliament passed resolutions on a code of conduct for ministerial accountability just before the 1997 election. These have placed much greater emphasis on information and explanation, but there is little evidence since then that Parliament's ability to secure accountability has been strengthened.

1.7 Accountability requires Parliament not only to secure explanations from ministers but also to influence Government decisions. This might take a variety of forms, ranging from a ministerial commitment to review an administrative error or direct remedial action. The Commission believes that ministerial accountability in its many forms relies on MPs' ability to enforce both the spirit and the letter of the 1997 parliamentary resolution.

1.8 It will always be difficult to pin down responsibility and there will always be loopholes which can never be guaranteed by a parliamentary resolution or a ministerial code. Effective scrutiny is achieved when the activity of ministers and civil servants is conditioned by the knowledge of a vigilant Parliament, willing and able to use the powers at its disposal. The Commission believes that if Parliament is to perform its core function of holding Government to account, MPs have to be more effective, and seen to be more effective, in scrutinising the executive.

The changing structure of Government
The 'agencification' of Government

1.9 The use of arms-length agencies to either advise or deliver government services has been a feature of government for the last 30 years. However, the most significant change to the delivery of government services was the introduction of Next Steps in the 1980s and 1990s. The programme involved hiving off civil service functions to new agencies, created "to carry out the executive functions of Government within a policy and resources framework set up by a department." Although they were to be given greater autonomy than while they were part of the Government department they remained responsible to the minister. The introduction of the agencies was designed in part to give a greater managerial freedom to agency chief executives. The Next Steps Agencies now account for three quarters of central government activity.4

1.10 It was envisaged that this drive for more efficient service delivery would make the task of identifying responsibility much easier than would have been the case within a Government department. Then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher assured the Commons that there would be,

"...no change in the arrangements for accountability. Ministers will continue to account to Parliament for all the work of their departments, including the work of the agencies. Departmental select committees will be able to examine departmental agencies' activities and agency staff in the same way as they examine departments now."4

---

4 See Appendix 1.
1.11 This quasi-government is both a challenge and an opportunity for Parliament. Ministers no longer answer directly to Parliament for the activities of their department’s various bodics, but this does not mean that they should escape scrutiny by the Commons. However, rigorous scrutiny of the agencies relies on the willingness of the departmental select committees to pursue accountability from the agencies and their chief executives where once they would have questioned the minister. In practice, Parliament has been slow to adapt to the existence of the agencies. In the 1997–8 session of Parliament only 15 of the 117 select committee reports published dealt with the work of executive agencies, in the following session the number was 19 of a total 141. * Evidently the growth of the agencies has not been matched by a concomitant growth in parliamentary scrutiny.

**Constitutional reform**

1.12 Whilst the use of agencies by Government has had an impact on structures of accountability the programme of constitutional reform enacted by the Labour Government after 1997 sought to alter fundamentally the country’s democratic processes. In their first Parliament the Government devolved power to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, established the Greater London Authority, incorporated the European Convention on Human Rights into UK Law and enacted Freedom of Information legislation, not to mention the first stage in reforming the House of Lords.

*Figure 1A – Constitutional legislation 1997–2000*

Referendums (Scotland and Wales) Act 1997
Northern Ireland (Elections Act) 1997
Regional Development Agencies Act 1998
Government of Wales Act 1998
Scotland Act 1998
Northern Ireland Act 1998
Human Rights Act 1998
Greater London Authority Referendum Act 1998
Registration of Political Parties Act 1998
European Parliamentary Elections Act 1999
Greater London Authority Act 1999
House of Lords Act 1999
Freedom of Information Act 2000
Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000
Representation of the People Act 2000

*Research for the Commission on Parliamentary Scrutiny, "Survey of the subject-matter of select committee reports, 1997–8 & 1998–9". Appendix 5*
1.13 Parliament has been slow to adapt its own procedures in the face of these sizeable constitutional reforms. Devolution, for example, means that the new bodies, and specifically the Scottish Parliament, remove responsibility from Westminster for a range of functions, and as the Procedure Committee noted in its report on the Procedural Consequences of Devolution there is a degree of confusion as to what can and cannot be discussed in London. Since devolution certain matters are now ruled as inadmissible by the Speaker if they relate to devolved matters. Yet defining the specific ministerial responsibilities of the Scotland Office or Wales Office is not straightforward. There are many issues which overlap, where responsibility is not clear. The fear of some who gave evidence to the Procedure Committee was that this ambiguity would allow ministers in the Westminster Parliament to define those areas where they are willing to answer questions.

1.14 The model for incorporation of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) into British law also has far-reaching effects on the activity of MPs and ministers at Westminster. The model means that Parliament can, if necessary, override judicial concerns that a law is not in keeping with the requirements of the ECHR. Where the judges declare the law to be incompatible with the ECHR, the defective provisions will be referred to a committee of both Houses which will decide whether legislation needs to be amended. The Bill became law in 1999 and came into force in October 2000. However, the joint committee was not established until February 2001 and, at the time of writing, it is not clear how the system will operate in practice.

1.15 As is often the case in such areas it appears that the House of Lords is adapting more quickly to events than the Commons. In February 2001, and following a recommendation of the Royal Commission chaired by Lord Wakeham into reform of the Lords, the House established a new committee to examine issues of constitutional significance. Chaired by Professor the Lord Norton of Louth the committee’s remit is to “examine the constitutional implications of all public bills coming before the House; and to keep under review the operation of the constitution.” However, given the scale of constitutional reform and its likely impact on Westminster, Parliament’s overall response has been limited.

**Europe**

1.16 British membership of the European Union has undoubtedly blurred the line of accountability from Government to Parliament. The activity of Ministers in the Council of Ministers, for example, is largely beyond the scrutiny of Westminster. The Council of Ministers is the forum in which representatives of all the member states meet to hammer out European policy. Because of the often sensitive nature of these negotiations the Council meets in private and only a small proportion of what is discussed ever reaches the light of day. Although Ministers are often obliged to report back to the House on their meetings, this only provides an attenuated form of accountability. The greater use of qualified majority voting in the Council (meaning that no single country has a veto) has increased the emphasis on horse-trading and made it even more difficult for Parliament to achieve clarity.

*Procedure Committee, (1998–9), The Procedural Consequences of Devolution, HC 185*
*‘Lords to probe constitution’, Press release, 8 February 2001*
THE CHANGING ROLE OF PARLIAMENT: NEW FORMS OF ACCOUNTABILITY

1.17 This is of course not just a problem for the United Kingdom. Membership of the EU has an effect on all member-states' internal procedures for decision-making and accountability. There have been improvements in the way in which the Commons deals with European matters, for example, by increasing from two to three the number of standing committees dealing with European legislation, extending the scope of scrutiny to cover the second and third 'pillar' issues and allowing Parliament to conduct scrutiny before and after meetings of the Council of Ministers.

1.18 However, there is a sense that MPs, and in particular select committees have not adapted sufficiently to membership of the European Union. Evidence submitted to the Commission by David Millar, a former Commons clerk and former director of research at the secretariat of the European Parliament suggested that,

"With laudable exceptions, select committees have failed the electors by not pointing up the extent to which EU proposals, policies and activities make an impact on a widening range of national policies. ... committees owe it to the public to illustrate and to comment, clearly and succinctly, on what has been, and is, happening in this regard in the course of scrutinising national policies."

1.19 Although the House of Lords has taken an increasingly important role in monitoring developments within the EU and their impact on the UK, the changes in the Commons have been less dramatic. By comparison with other member-states, notably the Nordic countries, who have overhauled their internal mechanisms for scrutinising ministers more effectively, the provisions at Westminster are less comprehensive.

Centre of Government

1.20 The final trend which has characterised the operation of Government over the last thirty years is the centralisation of power within Whitehall and around the Prime Minister's office. Although the developments predate the Labour administration there have been significant changes since 1997. The Performance and Innovation Unit, the Social Exclusion Unit and the Centre for Management and Policy Studies were all established following the 1997 election with a view to providing a more strategic approach to policy making. Inside 10 Downing Street the staff and resources serving the Prime Minister have grown from 71 during Edward Heath's office in June 1970 to 148 in December 1998. Much has also been made of the growing use of political appointees across government, and in particular, the enhanced influence of the policy unit based at 10 Downing Street. Giving evidence to a hearing of the Committee on Public Administration Professor Peter Hennessy commented that we have a Prime Minister's department 'in all but name'.

Appendix 7, Evidence 19
24 May 2000
1.21 The growing influence of the Prime Minister and the Cabinet Office have not been
matched by increased parliamentary scrutiny. Research by Burnham and Jones
identifies a number of factors which have undermined the accountability of the Prime
Minister in the chamber of the Commons. In the first place, Prime Ministerial
activity and attendance has declined. There was a marked decline under Major, who
made fewer statements or speeches in debates than Wilson or Heath, and answered
half the number of questions, including supplementaries, per session as Heath. Apart
from Prime Minister’s Questions (PMQs) Tony Blair rarely visits the Commons. He
led the government in debate on only three occasions in the first two Parliamentary
sessions and has attended fewer divisions than any other post-war Prime Minister.

1.22 Burnham and Jones also note John Major’s tendency to use a question from a supporter
to make what opposition backbenchers suspected was a substitute for a statement, “in
a format which denied them the greater chances of questioning the Prime Minister
offered by a formal statement to the House.” This practice has been continued by
Blair, although the number of formal statements to the House has increased.

1.23 Parliament’s ability to scrutinise the work of the Prime Minister relies almost entirely
on PMQs. However, the accountability value of PMQs is minimal and serves more
as a vehicle for the differentiation of the policies of the main political parties. Although
the Committee on Public Administration is responsible for examining the work of
the Cabinet Office, concerns about the inadequacy of current arrangements for
interrogating and securing accountability from the Prime Minister led them to argue
that he should appear once or twice a year before a select committee. The rejection
by the Prime Minister’s office of all such requests suggests that this is unlikely to occur
in the near future.

1.24 The effective oversight of Government relies on Parliament keeping pace with
changes to the structure and operation of Government. Parliament should provide a
shadow for Government activity. However, its response to developments has been
inadequate. It has failed to adapt sufficiently and remains, in many ways, the last
unreformed part of the constitution. As a result Parliament is not effectively
performing its core tasks of scrutinising and holding Government to account.

New forms of accountability and redress

1.25 At the same time as Parliament’s effectiveness has increasingly been called into
question, a host of complementary mechanisms have evolved which seek to scrutinise
the activity of government, its delivery of services, and most recently the public
utilities. The extent to which these are the result of parliamentary inadequacy or its
cause is debatable, but they do provide an alternative means by which individuals and
organisations can seek accountability and redress. However, their effectiveness relies
on the effectiveness of Parliament. Their strength lies in supplementing parliamentary
activity, not replacing it, so that their technical scrutiny is used as the basis for holding
ministers to account. It appears that Parliament has, once again, failed to adapt
sufficiently to capitalise on their expertise.

Discriminatory Illusions and Realities*. Paper presented to the PSA 50th Annual Conference, 10–13 April 2000
* Ibid., p. 17*
1.26 The most obvious new forms of scrutiny and regulation emerged during the 1980s and 1990s with the creation of regulators to oversee the work of the privatised utilities. The whole point of privatisation was to remove these industries from day to day interference by ministers, but since they remained in the main monopolies, continuing regulation was deemed necessary to encourage competition and protect consumers. Although these regulators are formally accountable by statute through ministers to Parliament – via the publication of annual reports and appearances before select committees – the relationship is indirect.

1.27 Other regulators have a similar relationship with Parliament. Ofsted, for example, responsible for maintaining educational standards in state schools is an independent 'non-ministerial government department' responsible for providing advice to the secretary of state for Education and Employment. The Chief Inspector is appointed by the Prime Minister. In 1999 the Education and Employment Committee raised its concerns, arguing for greater parliamentary scrutiny of its work. Yet there are few formal links, scrutiny is still variable and there is no annual debate of Ofsted's work within Parliament.

1.28 Such concerns are shared by the regulators themselves. In evidence to the Commission Sir Jan Byatt, Director General of Ofwat, explained his concerns that Parliament was not making maximum use of the tools available.

"The complexity and sophistication of the modern society, the economy and technology may make it increasingly difficult for Parliament to fully grasp the impact and outcome of the work of Government. We have been keen to brief and educate MPs on the role of Ofwat and the major issues affecting the water industry. We have, however, been disappointed by the results. Over the past year Ofwat delivered its price review of the industry, which included £15 billion of capital expenditure on treatment works and the infrastructure. The environmental and water quality guidance set by Ministers was subject to limited scrutiny by Parliament."

1.29 Elizabeth France, the Data Protection Commissioner, raised similar concerns about the extent to which select committees were drawing on the work of bodies such as the DPC.

"there appears to be no effective mechanism in place to ensure that all relevant and interested parties are invited to contribute to the deliberations of select committees. . . . Further there does not appear to be a clear mechanism for publicising the future work of select committees. The overall effect of this situation is likely to be that select committees are not taking advantage of a large amount of outside expert advice."

1.30 The content of select committee reports between 1997 and 1999 reflects the low priority given to the work of external regulators with only 21 of the total 258 mentioning their activity.

---

* Appendix 2, Evidence 25
* Since 30 January 2001, the post has become the Information Commissioner to reflect its responsibilities relating to freedom of information
* Appendix 2, Evidence 23
* Appendix 5
1.31 The situation was summed up by David Edmonds, the Director General of Ofel who stated that although the process of parliamentary scrutiny was "probably moderately successful", it was sporadic and unsystematic, "scrutiny is too unpredictable with long intervals between visits. Also accountability to other bodies, especially stakeholders, is increasingly seen as important and this acts to ensure efficient and effective regulatory action."

1.32 Parliament must make better use of the work of others so that its scrutiny is more coherent and systematic or risk being superseded by other non-parliamentary forms of accountability.

1.33 There are areas where Parliament has used other methods of investigation to buttress its activity. Despite limited expectations at its inception in 1967, the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (PCA or Ombudsman), has been successful. The office has responsibility for investigating cases of maladministration by public bodies, and has built up a reputation for high calibre investigative research and persuasive argumentation in its reports. The strength to Parliament is that although the PCA is mostly concerned with the investigation and resolution of individual cases of maladministration, MPs are able to use the broader lessons of such cases for the improvement of policy and administration. And despite having few formal powers of redress, its findings carry authority and almost all the PCA's recommendations have been accepted by Government."

1.34 The number of cases referred to the Parliamentary Ombudsman has continued to rise since 1967. Between 1990 and 1999, the number of cases per year increased from 100 to 2108. The success of the PCA is illustrated by the fact that it has spawned a host of other public and private sector ombudsmen (see figure 1B), so that most of public service is covered by one ombudsman or another. Although there are plans to co-ordinate the system, the vast bulk of information generated by these bodies is not used by Parliament.

---

**Figure 1B - Ombudsmen**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ombudsman Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking Ombudsman*</td>
<td>Banking services and products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Societies Ombudsman*</td>
<td>Building societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate Agents Ombudsman</td>
<td>Estate agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Ombudsman Service (set up by the Financial Services &amp; Markets Act 2000)</td>
<td>Financial services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funeral Ombudsman</td>
<td>Funeral services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Service Ombudsman</td>
<td>Health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Association Ombudsman Scotland</td>
<td>Housing associations in Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Housing Ombudsman</td>
<td>Independent housing services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance Ombudsman*</td>
<td>Insurance services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Ombudsman*</td>
<td>Investment services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Services Ombudsman</td>
<td>Legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government Ombudsman</td>
<td>Local government services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland Ombudsman</td>
<td>Northern Ireland services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensions Ombudsman</td>
<td>Pensions services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Insurance Arbitration Service*</td>
<td>Personal insurance disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Investment Authority Ombudsman*</td>
<td>Personal investment disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Complaints Authority</td>
<td>Police complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish Legal Services Ombudsman (appointed by Sec of State for Scotland)</td>
<td>Scottish legal services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*to become part of Financial Ombudsman Service when FSA Act 2000 comes into force

---

* Appendix 2, Evidence 24
1.35 The success of the Ombudsman system can be viewed as part of a wider trend where accountability is conceived in terms of the individual. Since the introduction of the Citizen’s Charter in 1991 there have been an increasing number of public service charters covering health and education which seek to guarantee the rights of the individual and right to redress when things go wrong. At the same time there has been a rapid increase in applications for leave to apply to judicial review, rising from 358 a year in 1981 to 3,208 in 1994.  

It is difficult to ascertain exact figures on how many cases reach the courts and how many are upheld but the figures show a greater propensity for individuals and organisations to use the courts to challenge government decisions. The fact that the vast majority of cases fall into one of three areas – either crime, immigration or housing – illustrates the extent to which individuals are using this course in order to seek redress from government.

1.36 Such developments have undoubtedly strengthened the public accountability of Government, but as Philip Giddings observes they “suggest that the British cultural preference for the political method of complaint-redress has now changed, reflecting a decline in confidence in our political system and, perhaps especially, our politicians.” However, these new forms of accountability should not be viewed as alternatives to Parliament, but as complementary. The work of other regulatory and scrutiny bodies generates a huge amount of information and expert opinion on the performance of Government. They provide new opportunities for Parliament to scrutinise and challenge departments. However, MPs have failed to use these new mechanisms in any systematic way.

The public and Parliament

1.37 It therefore should not be too surprising that levels of confidence in politics are low and declining. The British Social Attitudes Survey shows a declining level of trust in Government over the last 25 years from 39% in 1974 to 16% in 2000, and a similar drop in the number of people who believed the system of Government worked well from 48% in 1973 to 35% in 2000. The ESRC-funded ‘Citizen Audit’, also showed low levels of support. They asked 3,140 people to rate from 0 to 10 how far they trusted various institutions (0 – do not trust at all, 10 – trust completely). The survey found that 11% did not trust the House of Commons at all, 14% did not trust Government at all, and 16% felt the same way about politicians as a breed.

1.38 Ofwat’s evidence to the Commission reflects the tone of many contributions regarding the position and role of Parliament in relation to Government.

---

1 Weir, S. & Beecham, D. (1999), op cit., p. 446
2 In response to enquiries from Margaret Hodge MP in 1997 five departments replied that they did not keep such records on grounds of disproportionate cost. One of these was the Home Office which stated that it had been involved in ‘several thousand’ cases, and estimated that its decisions had been upheld in around 90% of cases. Cited in Weir and Beecham, ibid.
5 The Commission is extremely grateful to Patrick Seyd of Sheffield University for providing these figures.
In examining the role Parliament has to play in this process, it is necessary to recognize the powerful influence of the media and well-organized powerful pressure groups. Increasingly it is these who are leading the process of scrutiny and challenging the accountability of government."

In many ways Parliament, pressure groups and the media work to reinforce this impression. The media require NGOs and pressure groups to provide non-parliamentary opinions and analysis of government policy. Such analysis will often be the basis for interviewing ministers. Pressure groups themselves use the media effectively to promote their point of view and generate public interest in the issues. Between them they provide a regular challenge to Government decisions. Parliament appears not to have fully adapted to their existence. A submission to the Commission from the Green Party expressed surprise that “Parliament has not yet found a structured and regular manner in which to use the wealth of information and research generated by the various pressure groups and NGOs that now exist.”"

Perhaps more significantly, the media has superseded Parliament so that the main arena of British political debate is now the broadcasting studio rather than the chamber of the House of Commons. Parliament rarely sets the agenda for the day’s news stories. The style of parliamentary proceedings, the lack of topical debates in the chamber, and the odd hours of the Commons, means that it is not frequently a feature of the daily news bulletins. The quality of debates in the chamber, the length of contributions and the rules which govern them, put them beyond the understanding and interest of most voters. Television allows politicians to communicate directly with voters much more effectively than anything they say in the chamber.

The parliamentary perspective on accountability

MPs appear to share this view of Parliament’s ineffectiveness. As part of the Commission’s research a questionnaire was sent to every Member of Parliament, asking for their views on how well they thought Parliament performed in a number of areas, what they thought were the key functions of Parliament, and how they saw their own roles inside and outside Parliament. The results of the survey appear throughout the report and the full results are available in appendix 4."

MPs were asked to rate Parliament’s performance between 1 (very effective) and 5 (not effective at all), and asked “Overall, how effective is Parliament at holding government to account for its actions?” 26.8% thought it was quite or very effective, 40.2% thought it was neither effective nor ineffective, and 31.3% thought it quite or very ineffective. However, in response to the question “How effective is Parliament in scrutinising government activity in the following areas?”, as figure 1C shows, MPs share many of the concerns expressed about Parliament’s ability in certain core areas.

Appendix 2, Evidence 25
Appendix 2, Evidence 9
The survey elicited 179 responses from MPs, 55 Conservative, 101 Labour, 14 Lib Dem, and 9 others.
1.43 MPs appear to be ambivalent about Parliament's efficacy in relation to policy making, public services and expenditure, with opinion evenly divided. However, in most other categories a majority of MPs believed that Parliament is quite or very ineffective. Almost two thirds shared this view about scrutiny of cross-cutting issues and over 78% about the council of ministers. In relation to scrutiny of outside bodies 72.6% thought Parliament was quite or very ineffective at scrutinising the utility regulators, 63.7% thought the same about scrutiny of executive agencies and 81.6% with regard to scrutiny of quangos.

**Figure 1C – The effectiveness of Parliament**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Effective</th>
<th>Neutral Responses</th>
<th>Not Effective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government expenditure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other public services (e.g. NHS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Agencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-cutting issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility Regulators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The European Council of Ministers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quangos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.44 This verdict from MPs themselves reinforces the impression that Parliament needs to engage more directly with the concerns of the public, draw more systematically on the work of non-parliamentary regulators and inspectorates, and adapt to the changes in the structure of Government.

**Clarifying the role of Parliament: Parliament at the apex**

1.45 The Commission believes that the effectiveness of Parliament requires a clarification of its role and its relationship to other mechanisms of accountability. Parliament alone cannot guarantee accountability across the entire range of Government activity. Although new forms of scrutiny and accountability have emerged Parliament has a unique role in making their work relevant. Parliament's role is in disentangling the key political issues from technical scrutiny, interpreting their significance and using this as the basis on which to challenge Government. Parliament should be the apex of the system of scrutiny.

1.46 Parliament performs certain functions which cannot be performed by any other institution. On the basis of available evidence Parliament calls ministers to account for their actions. Its role is to seek information and explanation from Government and, where necessary, seek amendatory action. Parliament performs an oversight role ensuring that lessons are learnt and that mistakes are not repeated. It provides political accountability from ministers and civil servants so as to improve the quality of government on behalf of the public.
1.47 Different forms of accountability are now provided by a range of non-parliamentary institutions, but these can only supplement and not replace accountability to Parliament. As the Public Service Committee has noted, accountability might be provided “by Charters, through the Ombudsman, through the courts, even; and we welcome that. Accountability to Parliament should not preclude accountability to the public; and vice versa. Parliament needs to retain and protect its role; and to do so, it has to be more effective in fulfilling it.”

1.48 The Commission believes that the effectiveness of Parliament, and the effectiveness of other scrutiny and accountability mechanisms, depends on the interaction between them. Parliament should make all the accountability structures relevant. The reports of the privatised utility regulators, the ombudsman or the Data Protection Commission provide an expertise beyond the scope of Parliament or its committees. However, the impact of these reports on the quality of government, relies to a large extent on Parliament developing their findings and using them in holding the Government to account. Parliament should illuminate the key political issues for the public, by bringing expertise to politics and policies to expertise. In this sense Parliament’s job is to add value to the work of others, in so doing it will be more effective in its pursuit of ministerial accountability.

1.49 Parliament should provide the framework for accountability. Parliament’s relationship with other bodies needs to be systematised so that they complement one another. This requires parliamentary reform which provides greater direction for MPs and Peers in their work in the chamber and in committees.

Conclusion: The reform of Parliament

1.50 Parliament must adapt to the changed context in which it now operates. Despite the fact that its standing and role have been eroded by events, the pace of parliamentary reform has been slow. It has failed to adapt adequately to the challenges it faces.

1.51 In 1997 the Labour Government established a new ‘Modernisation Committee’ chaired by the Leader of the House of Commons. Its first report set out its objectives and its desire to examine four specific areas: the legislative process; the accountability of government to Parliament; the parliamentary calendar and procedural changes. Between 1997 and 2000 the Committee published fifteen reports and has achieved some significant changes. Some of its recommendations have been relatively minor and some have simply encouraged (or acknowledged) greater experimentation, rather than formalising procedures into standing orders (see for example HC190 The Legislative Process).

---

* Public Service Committee. (1995-6), Ministerial Accountability and Responsibility, HC 313-I, para 1.7

* Changes include provision of the introduction of a parallel chamber in Westminster Hall, carry-over of bills from one session to the next, changing the hours of Thursday Sittings, greater use of committees to scrutinise draft legislation and programming of bills.
1.52 The history of recent parliamentary reform has been one of improving the efficiency of Parliament, but not its effectiveness. Changes have tended to focus on long overdue and much-needed reforms that improve the working conditions of MPs. However, since the introduction of the departmental select committees in 1979 there has been little attempt to address issues of accountability or the balance of power between Parliament and the Executive. The Modernisation Committee stated in its first report that ministerial accountability was one of the four principle issues it would address. However, despite tackling a number of other subjects,16 the Committee did not broach the issue. This is despite the continued interest of the Public Administration Committee and, most significantly the reports of the Liaison Committee during 2000.17

1.53 The Commission believes that if Parliament is to improve its effectiveness, reform must be based on underlying principles which improve Parliament’s relationship with the public and outside bodies. Parliament needs to be at the apex of the network of regulatory bodies and alternative scrutiny mechanisms. It should seek to commission work and draw effectively on the findings. However, the changes envisaged in this report are not just a matter of reforming parliamentary procedure but require a more qualitative shift in perceptions of the proper role of Parliament, the ethos of the House of Commons and the role of MPs, and the way in which Parliament interacts with the public and outside organisations.

Principle 1 – Parliament at the apex

If Parliament is to improve its effectiveness, reform must be based on underlying principles which improve Parliament’s relationship with the public and outside bodies. Parliament needs to be at the apex of the network of regulatory bodies and alternative scrutiny mechanisms. (para. 1.53)

---


17 The Liaison Committee published three reports during 2000–2001 (see bibliography) and took the unprecedented step of taking oral evidence from the Leader of the House of Commons, Margaret Beckett on 11 July 2000
Chapter Two

Building a culture of scrutiny in the Commons

2.1 Procedural reform alone will not improve the quality of parliamentary scrutiny. Parliament is only as effective as its Members. Proposals for reform may include giving Parliament a range of statutory powers to demand information or call ministers and their officials to account, but the effectiveness of the institution relies on its members' willingness to use the powers at their disposal. This in turn requires that every MP regards the pursuit of accountability as an integral part of their work in the Commons.

2.2 Every MP must balance a number of competing roles. They must represent the interests of their political party and their constituency, as well as discharging their parliamentary duties. The Commission acknowledges that for most MPs, the scrutiny of government is only one role amongst many. Regardless of any reform, the party will remain the dominant factor in the life and loyalties of most MPs. However, the Commission is concerned that the dominance of the party in the structure and ethos of the Commons means that for many MPs, their party role too often overshadows their parliamentary role. As a result, parliamentary scrutiny and oversight are not as effective as they might be.

2.3 Evidence to the Commission emphasised that the effectiveness of Parliament required a change in attitude as well as procedure, and solutions which sought to create a new ethos. Michael Ryle, a former clerk of the Commons told us that reform should focus on making Parliament more effective rather than simply increasing its constitutional powers.\(^1\) Dr Nicholas Baldwin argued that

"reform of the House of Commons, and the effectiveness of any reform, depends ultimately upon the attitude of the Members of Parliament themselves and upon their ability to exert a 'parliamentary' attitude over and above the attitude of the frontbenches . . . In short, changes in the procedures and machinery of the House of Commons designed to enhance its ability to scrutinise the Executive will be to no avail whatsoever unless there are also changes in its own collective character."\(^2\)

2.4 Professor Michael Rush made a similar point to the Commission stating that although certain procedural changes have enhanced the ability of Parliament to hold Government to account, "ultimately it is attitudes that are crucial. This is not to argue that no useful procedural changes can be made, rather that their efficacy depends on Members being willing to use them to good effect."\(^3\)

2.5 The Commission recognises that the institutional structure of Parliament and the dominance of parties means that MPs have very different and often contradictory views about their own role, and that of Parliament. Many of these problems relate to the absence of separation of powers and the Commission recognises that for as long as the political parties are the principal means for organising parliamentary

---

\(^1\) Appendix 2, Evidence 30
\(^2\) Appendix 2, Evidence 2
\(^3\) Appendix 2, Evidence 29
business, the executive will dominate Parliament. The Commission's recommendations seek to redress some of the balance between the executive and Parliament in the Commons. The Commission also sought recommendations which would promote cultural change by offering MPs greater opportunities and incentives to reconcile their roles in a manner that does not lose sight of the public interest.

The institutional structure of the Commons and parliamentary roles

2.6 What MPs do at Westminster is, of course, decided by the individual MP. There are few obligations on the Member of Parliament, there is no job description and MPs enjoy a great deal of leeway in defining who they represent, and how they represent them. In a landmark survey of Members of Parliament Donald Searing" found eight distinct roles which individual MPs could play whilst in the Commons, four of these were backbench roles – policy advocate, ministerial aspirant, constituency member, Parliament man – and four were leadership roles – parliamentary private secretaries, whips, junior ministers, senior ministers.

2.7 He found that in so far as MPs consciously chose a particular role, their decisions were based on both institutional and political factors. The opportunities provided by the institution were obviously a significant factor but these were tempered by MPs' own political ambitions, which rely on the support and patronage of the political party. In short, the structure of the institution, and its formal and informal rules, will "define the essential tasks that need to be performed." At Westminster the two most important factors which determine activity are the dominance of the governing party over the activity of the Commons, and the influence of the parties over their MPs.

2.8 Westminster is characterised by the dominance of the executive. Although this is common in many democracies, especially where the executive is drawn from the legislature, evidence to the Commission from Professor Thomas Saalfeld shows the extent of executive dominance at Westminster is far greater than for many other parliaments. The extent of this control is conveyed in Standing Order 14 of the House of Commons which states that "save as provided in this order, government business shall have precedence at every sitting".

2.9 The organisation of business in the chamber of the Commons is determined by the governing party. It allocates the timing for all debates and legislation, and although in practice this relies on negotiation with the Opposition parties through the 'usual channels', the Government will time debates to its own advantage. The notion that the Government shall get its business dominates procedures in the chamber and standing committees. This has a number of implications for Parliament as an institution. It means that Parliament is informed of its business by a Cabinet minister,
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" ibid, p.34
" Appendix 2, Evidence 31
the Leader of the House, on a weekly basis who announces the content for each day the following week and provisional business for the week after. Although the Labour Government has introduced reforms which seek to bring a greater predictability to parliamentary business the current system means that it is impossible for MPs to plan their work too far ahead.

2.10 The effect on the ethos of the Commons is to emphasise the distinction between executive and legislature. MPs conceive their role according to their position, and the position of their party, in relation to the Government. There is little sense that Parliament owns its business or determines its own workload, nor much sense of Parliament acting collectively as an institution. In some respects this atomises and individualises the work of MPs, with each MP acting as “his own public relations officer.” Although Parliament has certain collective functions, its ability to deliver them is limited by the fact that it has no collective ethos, “The idea of ‘Parliament’ as a political force, or as a whole, is simply a myth. Parliament in this sense simply does not exist.”

2.11 The only collective activity inside the Commons is orchestrated by the political parties and the only realistic career path for the ambitious MP is through the structures of the political party. The vast majority of activity in the Commons chamber is organised along party lines and the whips on both sides play a significant role in marshalling the contributions of their MPs. The knowledge that whips and party leaders will determine their political career has a significant bearing on MPs’ behaviour, and it is these traits which emphasise the party political divide that are most likely to get a backbencher noticed. Promotion is more likely to be the result of partisan activity – toeing the party line, asking the right questions, scoring points off the Opposition – than pursuing the accountability functions of Parliament.

2.12 Given these factors it is not surprising that MPs’ conception of their role inside Parliament is dominated by the party. But Parliament is built around two separate confrontations.” The first is the party political battle between Government and Opposition parties, which is reflected in the very shape of the chamber. The second is that between those MPs that are members of the Government and all other Members of Parliament. In theory, all MPs who are not part of the executive have a responsibility to scrutinise and hold government to account. However, there appears to be a disjunction between the way in which MPs think of their own role and how they see the role of Parliament as an institution.

2.13 The Commission’s survey of MPs “asked politicians to comment on their role and goals, the role of Parliament as an institution and to rate how effectively Parliament carried out its core task. Regardless of party, MPs felt that the two most important functions of Parliament were the scrutiny of legislation and the scrutiny of Government departments. Over 90% of Members stated that such roles were very or quite important. As Fig 2A shows, when asked which was the most important function of Parliament, scrutiny of legislation came first with 37%, whilst 15.6% named scrutiny of government departments.

2 Weir & Beckham, op cit., p. 176
4 Appendix 4
2.14 MPs also attach a great deal of importance to parliamentary duties when thinking about their own role as an individual MP within Parliament. Just over 80% regarded holding the government to account as very or quite important and over 70% thought in similar terms about the scrutiny of legislation. The survey revealed the importance of the political party in shaping the thinking of MPs with more than two-thirds regarding voting with their political party as very or quite important, and when asked how important were the interests of the political party in determining their behaviour 71.5% stated they were quite or very important. However, it is worth noting the very high level of support for the constituency role, almost 90% regarded the solution of constituent's grievances as very or quite important and over 80% thought similarly about protecting the interests of the constituency.

2.15 Asked to rank these possible roles in order, scrutiny of government came first with 33%, followed by protecting the interests of the constituency, dealing with constituents grievances, and then, perhaps surprisingly, scrutiny of legislation. Voting with the political party was regarded as most important by only 2% of the poll.

2.16 The fact that MPs place such a high value on their parliamentary roles might be regarded as heartening for the effective functioning of Parliament. However, when the figures are broken down by party a different pattern emerges. The figures show the extent to which party membership influences the MPs perception of their role. Opposition MPs give a greater precedence to the 'parliamentary' roles – scrutiny of departments and legislation – than the Government MPs. As figure 2B shows, whereas more than half of Conservative MPs regard holding government to account as their most important task, only a quarter of Labour MPs regard this as their priority. It is the constituency roles (dealing with grievances and protecting constituency interests) which is the overriding concern of more than 40% of Labour MPs.
2.17 The extent to which MPs tend to define their own role according to their party's position in government or opposition was further emphasised in evidence submitted by Professor Michael Rush. In a survey conducted by the Study of Parliament Group MPs were asked to rank the constituency role, influencing policy, supporting the party or scrutinising government, in order of importance. In 1994, the most important role for Conservative MPs was representing the constituency, and scrutiny of government the least important. By 1999 the constituency was the second most important role, after the scrutiny of government.²²

2.18 The findings show that MPs take their parliamentary duties seriously and give them a high priority. There is a discrepancy between the politician's view of the proper role of Parliament and how they rank their own priorities as an MP. It appears that in practice their activity will be largely determined by party political considerations. Scrutiny, it seems, is a task for the Opposition, not for the Government's own MPs. Whilst Parliament has certain collective duties in relation to Government, it does not appear to have the collective ethos which ensures the effective performance of these duties. This may reflect the ambitions of MPs; as figure 2C shows whilst around 60% expressed a desire to serve on a select committee it appears that relatively few saw this as the basis for a parliamentary career. Less than half this number saw chairing a select committee as an important goal (a third of MPs regarded it as unimportant), whilst a slightly higher number wished to become a junior minister and almost 40% expressed a desire to serve in cabinet.

²² Appendix 2, Evidence 29
Figure 2C – Importance of parliamentary roles to MPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Important</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Not important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select committee membership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet membership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministerial office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing committee membership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairing a select committee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.19 The Commission believes that reform of the Commons must seek to find ways of allowing MPs to balance their party role with their parliamentary role. Reform should give MPs the opportunity, ability and incentives to pursue their parliamentary roles. The Commission believes that the principal means for this is through the system of select committees. However, the effectiveness of the committee system in changing the culture also requires that greater attention is paid to the training and support of MPs in their work. Although the Commission believes that reforms to the select committees would improve the effectiveness of Parliament, a change in culture will require that this ‘parliamentary’ activity is fostered and co-ordinated, so that MPs have a better understanding of their roles and how they impact on the role of Parliament. The Commission believes that a Parliamentary steering committee should be established to provide greater co-ordination of activity.

Enhancing the select committees

2.20 The Commission believes that the system of select committees provides opportunities for MPs to play a more productive parliamentary role. The select committees avoid many of the most sterile and partisan aspects of parliamentary activity in the chamber and standing committees. One of the principal recommendations of this report is that Parliament should become a more committee-based institution, and many of our other proposals stem from this central theme. The Commission believes that to be more effective in holding the Government to account, Westminster must look to the committees.

2.21 In subsequent chapters we examine the performance of the departmental select committees since their establishment in 1979 in holding government to account, their relationship with the chamber of the House of Commons, and make recommendations to improve their effectiveness. This chapter focuses on their value in changing the culture of the Commons and providing an alternative source of activity to the party political roles. The recommendations aim to highlight the committees’ role in fostering cultural change in Parliament.
2.22 The committees have two main potential strengths. First, the activity of the committees is not determined by party political considerations, and they allow MPs to develop their parliamentary role. Relatedly, they provide an important arena for scrutiny where activity is not prescribed by the Government. Second, development of the committees could provide MPs with an alternative career path which does not rely solely on the patronage of the political parties.

Committees as forums for parliamentary activity

2.23 The introduction of the departmental select committees in 1979 has shown that the conflict between MPs’ differing roles can be resolved, to quite a large extent, by the correct institutional framework. Part of the argument for their introduction was that it would change their perceptions of their own roles. Professor Anthony King, writing in 1976, argued that MPs on select committees see themselves primarily as parliamentarians rather than party MPs.

> “concerned with investigating the quality of the performance of the executive (of whichever party), with protecting the rights of the citizen against the executive (of whichever party), and with ascertaining the prerogatives of backbench MPs (irrespective of party).”

2.24 According to Rt. Hon Robert Sheldon MP, the chair8 of the Liaison Committee and a former chair of the Public Accounts Committee, these hopes have to a large extent been borne out. Speaking in a debate in November 2000 about the Liaison Committee reports designed to reform the select committees,9 he pointed out their value and strengths,

> “In each select committee, there has been a search for bipartisan agreement. Point scoring has a part to play on the floor of the House, but it has no role in Select Committees... We understand that the first priority of MPs is to support or oppose the Government, but it is possible, in a Select Committee, to move away from that confrontation and look at the facts of a matter. It is interesting that the trust and confidence that grows between Select Committee members means that it is more difficult for them to play the party game at the expense of the investigative role that is their proper task.”

2.25 The strength of the select committees is that they are largely free from the interference of the political parties. Although the Institute of Directors raised concerns in their submission to the Commission about the process of appointment to committees10 (which we deal with in more detail in the next chapter), once they have been established the committees tend to derive their influence from effective cross-party collaboration. As a result the committees provide a forum which allows MPs from all parties to reconcile their conflicting roles in the pursuit of the public interest. The lack of overt party politics in the committees means that, in distinction to other parts of Parliament they “can be the focus of public input and the pipeline between the constituents and the government.”11

---

9 The words ‘chair’ and ‘chairmen’ are used in place of ‘chairman’ and ‘chairmen’ throughout the report. The Commission acknowledges that the latter are the formal rules used inside the Houses of Parliament but find it preferable to use the terms which do not specify gender.
10 Liaison Committee, (1999–2000), Shifting the Balance: Select committees and the Executive, HC 300
11 HC Debts, 9 November 2000, vol 356, col. 474
12 Appendix 2, Evidence 13
Committees as an alternative career path

2.26 Although the committees provide an alternative focus for parliamentary activity, the impact on Parliament as a whole is limited by their size and status. They provide one possible role in Parliament. But only a limited number of MPs can take advantage of these opportunities and the incentives for backbenchers to engage in this activity are often only as a possible stepping stone towards promotion, and other roles as a minister or shadow spokesperson. Lord Naseby told the Commission that the select committees seem "to be treated as a training ground for potential ministers and to sideline certain MPs seen as incapable."

2.27 The Commission believes that the impact of the committees on the culture of the Commons requires them to play a more important and extensive role. The committees should provide an additional and alternative career path to the ministerial ladder.

2.28 The first problem is that select committees do not provide a job for every MP in Parliament. At the end of February 2001 there were 325 MPs serving on select committees. However, excluding the domestic committees and those that do not perform a scrutiny function (such as Accommodation and Works, Broadcasting, and Information) this number drops to below 300. Fewer than half the MPs in Parliament serve on a committee designed to scrutinise and hold the Government to account.

2.29 The Commission believes that committee activity should be integral to the work of every MP and recommends that every backbench MP should be expected to serve on a select committee. The Commission does not believe that MPs should be coerced into this activity, and accepts that there are some MPs, perhaps former Prime Ministers or senior ex-ministers, who would be unlikely to want to engage in committee work. However, the expectation of committee service should act as a powerful pressure on individual MPs and provide the impetus for a new ethos to develop in Parliament. The increased membership would mean expanding the size of the committees and require alterations to their structure and support which we examine in the next chapter.

2.30 With almost every backbencher serving on a committee the Commission believes that the status of the committees would be enhanced. However, the Commission believes that MPs should be given further incentives to take this work seriously and provide the basis for an alternative career path.

2.31 Reform should, in the first place, tackle the number of MPs on the payroll vote. There are around 110 ministers in the Government, the vast majority of which are in the Commons. Although the Commission makes no specific recommendations on reducing the number of ministers it is concerned that in addition to these ministers there are 53 positions for parliamentary private secretaries (PPSs).\(^6\)\(^7\)

\(^6\) Appendix 2, Evidence 70.
\(^7\) Figures correct as April 2001.
2.32 One of the most significant features of the early part of the 1997 Parliament was the large number of MPs who left committees to take up positions in Government. The turnover of membership on some select committees since 1997 has been staggering: for example, between 1997 and November 1999 the Social Security Committee had a turnover of 64% and the Treasury Committee had a turnover of 42%. The Public Administration Committee had a turnover of 64% in the session 1999–2000 and the Education and Employment Committee 47% during the same session. The Commission agrees with the analysis of the Liaison Committee about the implications of this situation.

"Ministerial office has a powerful attraction for many back-benchers on the government side of the House. But it is a matter of concern when able and effective select committee members - and sometimes even chairs - are so easily tempted by the lobbies of government and opposition appointments. We must be realistic about this; many Members understandably aspire to be Ministers, and of course former Ministers bring valuable knowledge and experience to their service on select committees... What we would like to see is a better balance between the attractions of government office and of service on select committees."

2.33 The Commission acknowledges that it is inevitable that some members will, quite rightly, wish to take up posts in the government or on the frontbench. But the Commission wishes to promote a more effective Parliament and believes that the current number of MPs on the payroll vote seriously weakens Parliament's ability to carry out its collective functions. The Commission recommends that all but the largest government departments should have only one PPS. The Commission recognises that there may be exceptions, with the larger departments such as Environment, Transport and the Regions requiring more than one PPS, but believes that the number of PPSs must be drastically reduced.

2.34 In addition the prospect of committee service must be made more attractive and should provide specific incentives for MPs. Evidence from Age Concern to the Commission reflected the views of many in stating that committees would be more effective if "Committee membership, especially the chairmanship, was better resourced and considered on a par with ministerial office." The Commission also noted that Lord Wakeham's Commission recommended that salaries should be paid to those members who chair significant committees in the second chamber. The Commission agrees with these views and believes that key posts on select committees should be paid and MPs chairing committees should receive a salary equivalent to that of a minister.

---


*b* Liaison Committee, (1999–2000), HC 300

*c* Appendix 2, Evidence 1


*e* The current entitlements for MPs and ministers is as follows. Backbench MP £48,371, Under secretary of state £74,474, Minister of State £82,693, Cabinet Minister £114,343. Source: Review Body on Senior Salaries (2001), Report No. 48: Review of Parliamentary Pay and Allowances, Cm 4907-11, p 5
2.35 The position of committee chair can be onerous, with few rewards. We recognise that there are differing views about the desirability of paying chairmen. During our meeting with the Liaison Committee a number of committee chairs expressed concern that payment and the increased in status of the post would consolidate the control of the whips. Others believed that it might damage the collegiate nature of some committees, encouraging other members to think that the chair should do all the work. However, others remarked that remuneration would provide the necessary status and recognition and might discourage chairs from taking unpaid PPS jobs and, if the pay were sufficiently high, discourage them even from taking ministerial positions.

2.36 The Commission recognises that there are genuine concerns but we are not convinced that the disadvantages outweigh the benefits. The influence of the whips over the committees exists regardless of payment and we believe that our other recommendations regarding committee membership and selection overcome many of these concerns. As for the collegiate nature of the committees, some chairs undoubtedly consider that they already have to shoulder almost the entire burden of work. But in the following chapter we recommend the creation of new posts on the select committees to share the work and extend the scope of committee inquiries.

2.37 The next chapter examines the staffing of the committees in more detail, as our recommendations are linked specifically to improving the outcomes and increasing the responsibilities of select committees. However, enhancing the status and performance of committee will also require more resources and support. In addition to payment of the chairs, committees should be provided with more staff, greater allowances, research or travel budgets.

Enhancing understanding of parliamentary roles

2.38 The effectiveness of Parliament in this area also requires that MPs and committees are properly trained and supported in that role. At one level the provision of training is essential to the creation of a new ethos in Parliament. MPs and prospective MPs are presently trained by their political parties to be effective political campaigners, constituency workers and press officers. The parties do not teach them how Parliament works. In the Commission’s private meetings with MPs almost all stated that they came to Parliament with little or no understanding of what was expected of them or how to do the job. This was borne out by the Commission’s survey of MPs which showed that almost two-thirds of MPs said they had received no training at all. As a result only 40% of our survey felt that they were prepared for the job by the time they reached Parliament."
2.39 Although the House authorities provide an introductory course less than 4% of our poll attended. For most MPs the job is learnt from older MPs or simply by trial and error. "Developing the culture of the Commons so that it becomes a place where MPs can reconcile their various roles in the pursuit of the public interest requires a more rigorous approach to induction and training. The Commons should build on current practice and provide continuing training for MPs related to their work on committees, parliamentary procedure and specialist subject policy areas.

2.40 Given the importance the Commission attaches to the committees we believe that MPs should be properly trained for such work. At present MPs are given no training for their work on select committees yet the committees' effective scrutiny of ministers and civil servants requires certain specific skills. New MPs are expected to develop expertise in the particular specialist subject, often from scratch. They are also expected to develop a mixture of forensic, interrogation and accounting skills. Former minister Rt Hon Michael Jack highlighted the issue succinctly for the Commission, "Unless you have been in government yourself, it is sometimes quite difficult to understand just how closed Ministers are being in the way they conduct themselves. I think there would be merit in Members being given training in the art of thorough probing, to ensure that whenever the government were questioned, it was done as thoroughly as possible."46

2.41 The Commission also believes that such training will be of benefit to Government. Better trained, more capable MPs are likely to become more competent ministers. The transition to a ministerial post, as described to the Commission by one senior civil servant, marks a shift 'from oratory to activity'. The Commission believes that the sorts of expertise and skills developed on select committees are likely to be of greater use to prospective ministers than activity in the chamber.

2.42 The Commission's discussions with individuals and organisations revealed some concern that MPs would baulk at the prospect of training. However our research suggests that the increasingly professional breed of new MPs brought in at each election is likely to have had experience at relatively senior levels in both the public and private sectors where continuing training and induction were mandatory. The experience of Parliament therefore is often a shock for new Members. Put simply, it does not match the professional standards that most new MPs were used to in their previous career. The survey showed that of those who expressed an opinion there were a significant proportion who wanted further training. The most popular area was information technology where 64% wanted further training, 44% wanted training in subject specific policy areas and, perhaps most significantly, 45.5% wanted further training in parliamentary procedure.47

2.43 The Commission believes that Parliament has collective functions and MPs need to be trained to perform them effectively.

---

47 Appendix 2, Evidence 14
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Leadership and co-ordination in Parliament

2.44 Changes to committee membership and training will not themselves alter the ethos of Parliament. Cultural change needs to be reinforced. This is unlikely to come from the Government. The Commission believes that in order to perform its collective functions more effectively Parliament requires a leadership and co-ordinating body.

2.45 The Commission believes that Parliament should have a steering committee responsible for the management of the parliamentary timetable. This would bring a greater certainty to the parliamentary timetable and involve the main political parties in the management of business. In addition, the Liaison Committee should be restructured to provide a greater degree of leadership and co-ordination for parliamentary activity. The Commission believes this would bring greater co-ordination and effectiveness to the efforts of the select committees.

Parliamentary steering committee

2.46 The idea of a steering committee to organise business is not new and has been recommended by other reviews of Parliament, not least by the Hansard Society Commission on the legislative process" and more recently by the Norton Commission report on strengthening Parliament. It is not unusual for modern Parliaments to have a steering committee which decides and manages parliamentary business, and the model has been incorporated into the Scottish Parliament under the title 'Bureau'.

2.47 The Scottish Parliament Bureau was intended to replace the Westminster system of Government-dominated and secretive 'usual channels'. Chaired by the Parliament's Presiding Officer, the Bureau consists of representatives of parties with five or more MSPs. Votes on the Bureau are weighted according to party size. This means that, in practice, the executive can be assured of its business, but it gives a formal role to the other parties in the decisions on the timing of business.

2.48 Although in practice the use of the Bureau has not entirely done away with some elements of the 'usual channels' it has meant that business is formally timetabled. The Bureau has become a key forum for discussion and negotiation on many complex or controversial aspects of parliamentary administration and operation, not just the arrangement of its formal business. The fact that there are apparently extremely few occasions where the Bureau proceeds to a formal vote can suggest an impressive degree of cross-party consensus, or, alternatively, either the presence of informal, but decisive, pre-meetings or the ceding of the initiative to the Executive as occurs at Westminster.

2.49 The Commission believes that a steering committee at Westminster should be made up of representatives of all parties with more than ten MPs. Votes on the steering committee would be weighted to reflect the strength of the parties in Parliament. The Government would therefore be assured of getting its business. However, the system would put the management of business on a formal footing and overcome many of the problems inherent in the informal agreements of the 'usual channels'.

A parliamentary executive

2.50 The Liaison Committee, consisting of the chairmen of the select committees, brings together some of the most senior backbench MPs, with representatives of all parties and many different parliamentary and former government backgrounds. In theory, the experience and status of many of the Committee’s members would make them ideally placed to provide leadership. However the Liaison Committee has in the past tended to concentrate on the internal administration of select committees and has failed to make much wider impact. Its greater activity in 2000 suggested that it might be developing a higher profile on behalf of Parliament. It published two reports in the 1999–2000 session on reform of the select committee system: Shifting the Balance: Select Committees and the Executive\(^7\) and Independence or Control?\(^8\), which was the committee’s response to the Government reply to the first report. A third was published in March 2001, Shifting the Balance: Unfinished Business;\(^9\) which further developed some of the committee’s proposals.

2.51 One particular proposal, to change the way that members are appointed to select committees, indicated that it was serious about developing a genuine parliamentary leadership. The Liaison Committee believed that the Whips had assumed too much influence in nominating members to serve on select committees. This influence it believed had three unwelcome consequences: long delays in setting up committees at the beginning of a Parliament, long delays in appointing a replacement when a Member leaves a committee and, in our view most important, members had been kept off committees, or removed from them, on account of their views.

2.52 It proposed that the Liaison Committee should be renamed and reconstituted as the Select Committee Panel and would propose to the House the names of Members to serve on select committees. In the early weeks of a Parliament, before a Liaison Committee was established, it proposed that the House should appoint a chair of Committees and two Deputy chairs of Committees, senior and respected Members of the House, who would invite names for membership of committees, with a deadline for submissions. They would propose to the House the membership of each committee not more than a fortnight after that deadline. Under this proposal Members would be free to propose themselves, or others, with information about qualifications and suitability; and the Whips could make their own suggestions; but the final decisions on nomination would be made by the chairs and Deputies. The Liaison Committee believed that “this system would be transparent and fair, and that it would protect the independence of select committees.”

---
\(^7\) Liaison Committee, (1999–2000), HC 300
\(^8\) Liaison Committee, (1999–2000), HC 748
\(^9\) Liaison Committee, (2000–2001), HC 321
\(^{10}\) HC 300, para 20
2.53 The Government entirely rejected these proposals. It rejected both the analysis (that the Whips had unwarranted influence and consequences that flowed from that) and the proposed solutions. The Liaison Committee responded in forthright terms.

"There is widespread disquiet, both amongst Members and outside the House, about a system which is not open, and which is not clearly independent of the Government and the party managers. Those being scrutinised should not have a say in the selection of the scrutineers. We believe that the present system does not, and should not, have the confidence of the House and the public."

2.54 The Liaison Committee appears to have been comprehensively defeated. Indeed it might have been practically difficult to have adopted the proposals in that particular form, even if the Government were minded to do so. But it was clear that the Government was not prepared to accept even the spirit of the proposals.

2.55 The Commission believes that part of the answer lies in reforming the Liaison Committee itself. It is a large and unwieldy body, its membership straddles departmental, cross-cutting, procedural and domestic committees, and it has 33 members in total. The first small change would involve removing the domestic committees, which were only ever envisaged as advisory, and their presence on the Liaison Committee is anomalous.

2.56 The Liaison Committee should be reduced in size and should elect its own executive body of six MPs. It should also adopt a new name which illustrates more clearly its role within Parliament, such as the Select Committee Panel or Parliamentary Executive Committee. The new body, and specifically its own executive, would be responsible for the membership of the committees and the coordination of their activities. We envisage that the individual committees would retain some autonomy but the new Panel would perform an important function in agreeing targets and activity with committee chairs (see paras 3.23–3.26). We believe that the Liaison Committee has the potential to provide a focus for Parliament's role in the scrutiny of Government and wider parliamentary reform.

Conclusion: Changing the culture

2.57 It is impossible to provide a set of detailed recommendations that guarantee a change in the ethos of the House of Commons. As we stated at the outset of this chapter the most significant determinant of Parliament's effectiveness will be the activity of its Members. The way in which those Members perform will depend on a number of factors, the strength of the political parties in Parliament, the conditions in the MP's constituency, the level of party discipline and the political issues of the day. However, the Commission believes that Parliament should provide a forum where MPs can reconcile these differing interests in the pursuit of the public interest. The Commission acknowledges the very important role played by party politics in illuminating issues of public concern, but such a role works only in certain situations at certain times. If party political interests override all other factors, the public interest is often lost. The Commission's principal objective is that Parliament engages with and articulates issues of public concern.
Principle 2 – Parliament must develop a culture of scrutiny

The task of holding Government to account should be central to the parliamentary work of every MP but, in practice it is often defined solely in party political terms. Reforms should seek to enable MPs to balance their party role with their parliamentary role in the pursuit of the public interest. The Commission believes this should be achieved mainly through the system of select committees.

Recommendations

1. To develop a culture of scrutiny and allow all MPs to pursue their scrutiny function every backbench MP should be expected to serve on a select committee. (para. 2.29)

2. The high turnover of MPs on committees is partly a result of the large number of MPs on the payroll vote. This should be reduced, so that all but the very largest government departments are limited to one PPS. (para. 2.33)

3. Reforms should seek to improve the attractiveness of committee service and create a parliamentary career path for ambitious MPs. Key posts on select committees should be paid and MPs chairing committees should receive a salary equivalent to that of a minister. (para. 2.34)

4. The Commons should build on current practice and provide continuing training for MPs related to their work on committees, parliamentary procedure and subject specialist policy areas. (para. 2.39)

5. Fostering a culture of scrutiny requires greater leadership and co-ordination of parliamentary activity. Parliament needs a steering committee or bureau which formally organises parliamentary business. (paras 2.47–2.49)

6. In addition, the Liaison Committee should be restructured and re-named to provide a greater degree of leadership and co-ordination for parliamentary activity. The committee should be reduced in size and elect its own executive body of six MPs. It should play a greater role in determining the membership of the committees and oversee their work. (paras 2.50–2.56)
Chapter Three

Reforming the select committees

3.1 The system of departmental select committees, responsible for the scrutiny of policy, administration and expenditure of Government ministries was established in 1979. They provided Parliament, for the first time, with a structure for systematic inquiry into the full range of Government activity. The committees are the main parliamentary vehicle for monitoring the work of Government and should provide a permanent watch over departments of state.

3.2 Since their inception they have generally been regarded as a successful innovation. Academics and parliamentarians alike have acknowledged their contribution to the effectiveness of Parliament. Successive reports from the Liaison and Procedure Committees have cited their importance in holding ministers to account, so that they have “provided a far more rigorous, systematic and comprehensive scrutiny of ministers’ actions and policies than anything which went before.” This view was supported by evidence to the Commission. Sir Ian Byatt, director general of the water industry regulator Ofwat, commented that “The work of select committees represents an effective means of scrutiny...they bring out important issues of public interest.” The Consumers’ Association expressed a similar view, “select committees can and often do play a useful role in challenging Government and other bodies, improving the transparency of decision making, and in some cases leading the Government to rethink its position.”

3.3 However, the success of the committee system is limited. Despite the generally favourable view of their work the quality of scrutiny is variable and unsystematic. The Liaison Committee report, Shifting the Balance, published in 2000, which provided an overview of the system of select committees, commented that although their introduction should be regarded as an undoubted success, their performance “has not been consistent and success not unalloyed. In each of the five Parliaments since 1979, different committees have shone; some have found it difficult to surmount the difficulties they have encountered.”

3.4 The Commission believes that the system of departmental select committees provides the basis for a more effective system of scrutiny. Select committees should bring coherence to the various methods for scrutinising Government. Their increased effectiveness thus relies on them raising their objectives and engaging more systematically with external scrutiny mechanisms.

Footnotes:

1 Procedure Committee, (1989–90), The Working of the select committee system, HC 19-1, para. 67
2 Appendix 2, Evidence 25
3 Appendix 2, Evidence 4
4 HC 300, para 41
3.5 The Commission sees the committees' unique role as mediating between the technical investigations of the regulators, inspectorates and even judicial inquiries and the work of Parliament. The scrutiny of Government is likely to be more effective where the select committees are able to disentangle the issues of political significance from external investigations and use these as the basis for questioning ministers. They thus become a sifting mechanism for issues of importance and offer an interpretation of their significance. The effectiveness of the committees therefore relies on them bringing added value to other forms of scrutiny, making all other structures of accountability relevant, by identifying the public interest and linking it into the parliamentary process.

The work of the select committees

3.6 One of the principal reasons for the apparent success of the select committee system is because of the qualitative shift in Parliament's performance compared with the situation before 1979. Select committees had been a feature of Parliament for some time, but they tended to be either ad hoc, temporary and/or not related to a department. During the Labour government of 1966–70 a series of subject specific committees were established to monitor areas such as agriculture, education and science, and race relations. However, the departmentally related committees were not reappointed in 1970 (with the exception of overseas aid) and the general opinion of the select committees was poor.\(^7\)

3.7 The 1979 reforms offered interrogation of all departments by a greater number of MPs in a more systematic fashion than Parliament had previously experienced. The fact that the committees were tied to ministries meant the MPs could legitimately roam over the activities of the department and call ministers and civil servants to account for their decisions. Moreover, the prolonged and intensive questioning in committee hearings offered a much more effective means of getting answers from ministers, and the ability to use that information to highlight key issues.

3.8 The benefits of the system were summed up neatly by former clerk Michael Ryle in his evidence to the Procedure Committee in 1990 – the committees had enabled more frequent and systematic examination of government policies, the provision of more information about the workings of government, improving the contact between Parliament and the people, opening up the arguments of pressure groups, and increasing the influence of Parliament on Government.\(^8\)

3.9 However, as we have noted, the system is far from perfect. The committees operate on a limited budget and tend to have only between three and six staff each, which inevitably affects the range and scope of their investigations. Their inquiries cannot match the level of detail provided by many external scrutiny bodies. The committees must pick their subjects carefully, and as a result the quality of scrutiny is less than systematic and varies from committee to committee. An examination of the committee

---


\(^8\) HC 19 II
system between 1997 and 1999 reveals tremendous variation in the subjects and workload of the various committees.\textsuperscript{66} In that period the Committee on Environment, Transport and the Regions produced 33 reports, whilst the Scottish Affairs committee published only four. Although this is perhaps not the most reliable gauge of a committee’s effectiveness (and these two committees are, for different reasons, atypical), it does signal a disparity which underlies many of the problems in the committees, and concerns relating to the quality of oversight, the failure to deal with key issues, and concerns about impact and effectiveness of committee reports.

Autonomy of committees

3.10 The fact that there is very little standardisation of committees’ work is partly a result of the fact that each committee has complete autonomy over its inquiries. Standing orders relating to the select committees give them a free hand in determining which issues they investigate and how they investigate them.

“Every select committee shall have leave to report to the House its opinion and observations upon any matters referred to it for its consideration ... and also to make a special report of any matters which it may think fit to bring to the notice of the House.”

3.11 In some respects this can be regarded as a source of influence in that it gives committees the freedom to range widely over the array of Government activity. But in other ways it is a weakness of the system as a whole. Whilst the selection of subjects will be influenced by the resources available, the determining factor will be the attitude of the committee chair. The chair will ultimately decide the subject of their inquiries and the amount of time that the committee spends on those subjects. Several members of the Liaison Committee told us that their decisions were, more often than not, influenced by a consideration of how interested they thought the committee’s Members would be in a particular subject. When one committee chair was asked why the select committees spent so little time on scrutinising the finance of their departments, he mournfully replied that it was impossible to get MPs to turn up at meetings which were discussing finance, because “They’re simply not interested.”

\textbf{Figure 3A – Subject matter of committee reports 1997–9}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject matter</th>
<th>No. of reports</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of committee reports published during the period between 1997 and 1999 was 238. The figures reflect the fact that most committee reports cover more than one subject matter.

\textsuperscript{66} For full findings see appendix 3

\textsuperscript{6} Standing Orders of the House of Commons – Public Business, (2000), HC 518, No. 133
3.12 As our research shows, the latitude given to committees means that they spend a greater proportion of their time investigating policy matters than they do the ministry’s finance or administration. The fact that more than three quarters of the reports covered policy matters, compared with around a third for finance, bears out the above committee chair’s view that MPs find policy more interesting. It is a view reinforced by the former minister Rt Hon Michael Jack MP, “there is a strong temptation by select committees to produce reports on subjects which they themselves find interesting. I believe this inevitably means that they do not spend as much time as they might shadowing the activities of government departments on a day to day basis.”

3.13 The desire of the chair to maintain the interest of committee members and ensure cross-party support will also have an influence on the choice of subjects and the rigour with which they are investigated. Commentators have remarked that committees are not very effective with post mortem enquiries, such as Arms-to-Iraq or BSE because they tend to be extremely contentious and occur within the lifetime of one administration. As such the Government majority on the committee is put under extreme pressure to dilute their findings. At the other end of the legislative process committees have in the past occasionally avoided issues likely to be the subject of forthcoming legislation. This approach, described by Butler, Adonis and Travers in their book about the genesis of the poll tax, was termed the ‘Rossi doctrine’ after Sir Hugh Rossi, the chair of the environment committee which failed to examine the proposed tax. Although committees have shown a greater willingness to address forthcoming legislation since then, as Butler et al note, such an attitude consigns select committees to the political car park.”

Engagement with external scrutiny bodies

3.14 The autonomy of the committees and their limited resources has a further impact on the rigorousness with which they pursue issues raised by external scrutiny bodies. It is estimated that over 500 bodies present reports to Parliament, some on an annual basis, others less frequently. During the 1999–2000 session of Parliament 247 reports were officially laid before MPs. However, whereas the National Audit Office keeps a record of those organisations obliged to submit a financial report, the Commons has no such central list of bodies which lay reports before the House. It appears that it is the duty of those bodies to fulfil their statutory obligations rather than Parliament’s duty to ensure that they do so. In the two sessions 1997–9, only 13.7% of committee reports (21) dealt with the work of the regulators, who are obliged to report to Parliament. This figure is put into starker contrast when one excludes the reports of the Committee on Public Administration on the Ombudsman (1), the Health Service Ombudsman (7) and the Northern Ireland Ombudsman (1).

---
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3.15 The lack of systematic engagement with the work of the regulators and inspectors was a cause of concern in evidence submitted to the Commission. The evidence from Elizabeth France, the Data Protection Commissioner, is particularly relevant. The Office of the Data Protection Commissioner (ODPC) is directly answerable to Parliament, via an annual report laid before each House of Parliament, for issues relating to data protection. Specifically, the Home Affairs committee is responsible for scrutinising the work of the Commissioner and the Commission’s annual report is sent individually to each member of the committee. However, the Commissioner was concerned about the extent to which the committee were aware of such work and the implications of this for accountability.

“The Commissioner does understand that data protection is only one of a range of subjects of interest to the committee and the pressure there must be on their time. However, the Commissioner has yet to appear before the committee to discuss her Annual Report and the general work of her office. The previous Data Protection Registrar appeared before the Home Affairs committee on just one occasion to discuss his Annual Report.”

“... as a public servant responsible for spending a large sum of money her actions should be subject to effective review by Parliament. However, she also believes that the work of the ODPC would be enhanced if it were to be routinely scrutinised and endorsed by a select committee. Further it would give the Commissioner an opportunity to raise issues of concern.”

3.16 As Elizabeth France notes the committees have limited resources and a wide subject area to cover. However, the concerns of the ODPC raise questions about the extent to which committees are systematic in their coverage of the Government’s work. This is a problem for Parliament as the committees’ work should not simply be post hoc investigation, their oversight of government should also provide a trip-wire for administrative or policy failure.

3.17 In addition, as the evidence suggests, parliamentary engagement with the work of bodies such as the ODPC would not only strengthen Parliament, but would also strengthen the external scrutiny mechanisms through MPs’ interest and involvement. The vast amount of information generated by expert scrutiny bodies brings with it the potential for an enormous strengthening of scrutiny and accountability. However, committees need to be more systematic in their use of such information.

3.18 Concern about the ability of committees to cover a wide range of issues has resulted in the creation of non-departmental scrutiny committees such as the Environmental Audit Committee. The Data Protection Commissioner suggested to us that this was a possible model to be developed, and that “there may be value in creating a cross-departmental select committee exclusively dealing with information issues, including freedom of information and data protection.” A similar suggestion was made by Dr Nicholas Baldwin who argued for a ‘democratic audit’ committee which would examine legislative proposals regarding possible clashes with the Human Rights Act, the Freedom of Information Act and devolved Parliaments.
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Impact of committee work – does it have any effect?

3.19 If the committees are not rigorous in their relationship with external scrutiny mechanisms, they are also isolated from many other areas of activity inside Parliament. The committees have no formal relationship with the chamber and do not examine legislation. As a result, of the 396 departmental select committee reports published between May 1997 and November 2000, 29 were debated in the main chamber, and since its inception in November 1999 to the end of the 1999–2000 session, 13 were debated in Westminster Hall. However, none of these were put to a vote.

3.20 This detachment from the main business of the chamber detracts from the committees' work. Some committees have scrutinised draft legislation since 1997 and have had an impact on the subsequent passage of the bill through Parliament, but such activity is sporadic and there are concerns that the terms of scrutiny can be dictated by the Government department.

3.21 As to the effect of committee reports, their impact is notoriously difficult to measure and there are few concrete examples of where committees have significantly altered Government policy. However, the committees do little to check how far their recommendations have been taken up. The work of shadowing Government and ensuring that mistakes are rectified would require the committees themselves to return to their reports and assess whether the department has taken the necessary action. The committees would provide the criteria by which their own effectiveness could be judged.

3.22 Although the introduction of the departmental select committees in 1979 improved the quality of scrutiny and accountability at Westminster, the system provides a partial form of scrutiny. Its flaws mean that it does not guarantee accountability. The Commission believes that in order to improve accountability through the committees their duties should be more closely specified, their relationship with external scrutiny mechanisms formalised and their input into the other areas of parliamentary activity increased.

Improving scrutiny

3.23 The effectiveness of the select committees requires that their role is clarified. The committees have a political function. Committees should leave it to others to establish the facts of a case. Even with increased members, staff and resources the select committees would struggle to match the expertise available outside the walls of Westminster. Detailed forensic investigation is not the strength of these committees, and to engage in such activities is a waste of time and resources. As one academic has put it, “it is pointless for a Parliamentary committee, comprised as it is of politicians, to investigate that which is not of political significance.”

---

* The Commission is grateful to the Joint Office of the House of Commons for these figures.
3.24 The principal task of the select committees should be to extract the issues of political significance from the technical scrutiny provided by the regulators and inspectorates. This would add value to their work and strengthen parliamentary scrutiny if it is used as the basis on which to challenge ministers, civil servants and others. However, the effectiveness of Parliament relies on it engaging with the work of such bodies in a more systematic fashion. In the first place, both Houses should maintain a central list of all those organisations obliged to report to Parliament. This list should be distributed to every committee, so that every departmental select committee is aware of the organisations which come under their jurisdiction.

4.25 The Commission believes that in order to make scrutiny more systematic the select committees should be given a set of core duties. The committees should retain the freedom to initiate inquiries according to the interests of the committee or to respond to emerging issues. One of the system's strengths is its flexibility and its ability to adapt to changing circumstances. This adaptability should not be lost. But to improve the coverage of issues, to utilise the work of the regulators and to give the committees a continuity to their work they should meet pre-agreed objectives over the course of a Parliament. These objectives would provide a set of criteria against which their performance can be judged.

3.26 We do not believe that an external Commission such as ours should detail the activities of a select committee. The objectives would vary from committee to committee and the Commission believes that the specific objectives should be agreed with the reformed Liaison Committee, which would also be responsible for monitoring progress over the Parliament. This would take the form of a concordat between the Liaison Committee and the relevant select committee (see figure 3B) agreed at the beginning of each parliamentary session. The purpose of the core tasks would be to make scrutiny more systematic, as such these objectives might include: balancing inquiries between administration, finance and policy of their department; monitoring all departmental reports, business plans and performance indicators; conducting a regular cycle of work on activities of the regulators, executive agencies, quangos and other associated bodies within their department's purview; and review the progress of the department following the committee's previous reports.
**Figure 3B – Model concordat of select committee duties**

The Liaison Committee has agreed the following concordat with the [example] Committee that it will publish, within six weeks of the end of each Session (except where a dissolution occurs), a report setting out its achievements against the following targets.

**Expenditure**
- To examine and report on the main Estimates and annual expenditure plans of its department by 30 June each year.
- To examine and report on the resource accounts of its department by 31 March each year.
- To consider each supplementary estimate presented by its department, and report to the House whether it requires further consideration, within 28 days of the presentation of the supplementary estimate.
- To report annually on its department’s performance against its service level agreements.
- To report, at least once in each Parliament, on the impact of efficiency savings on the running costs of the department and their impact on the effectiveness with which it delivers services to the public.

**Administration**
- To consider the reports and accounts of each executive agency within the department, and report annually at least on whether any raise matters of particular concern.
- To take evidence and report on, over the cycle of a Parliament, each agency within the department of which the budget exceeds 4% of the overall departmental budget.
- To take evidence and report on, over the cycle of a Parliament, not fewer than one in four of the remaining agencies within the department.
- To take evidence and report on, over the cycle of a Parliament, each NDPB sponsored by the department which has an annual budget in excess of £10 million.
- To consider, and if appropriate take evidence and report on, each major appointment made by the relevant Secretary of State.

**Policy**
- To examine and report on any major policy initiative announced by the Department.
- To examine each Minister in the department, at least annually, on their discharge of their particular policy responsibilities.
- To keep under consideration the department’s compliance with Freedom of Information legislation, and the quality of its provision of information to Parliament by whatever means.
- To consider each item of delegated legislation made by the department, and draw the attention of the House to those which raise particular questions of policy which require debate or other consideration.
- To consider each treaty signed by HMRC falling within the area of responsibility of the department, and draw the attention of the House to those which raise particular questions of policy which require debate or other consideration.
- To consider and report on any draft legislation proposed by the government and referred to it by the House.

The annual report of the Committee will also itemise its expenditure in the relevant period on research, specialist advice, travel and entertainment.

At the beginning of each Parliament, within three months of its appointment (allowing for periods when the House is adjourned), the Committee will publish a report setting out its strategic plan for achieving the above targets, and any other matters relating to the discharge of its responsibilities that it thinks fit.
3.27 Such tasks may appear onerous, however, the Commission does not believe that each of these should be undertaken as a major, or even medium-scale inquiry. In most cases it is envisaged that the committees will not need to take evidence. The purpose of the core tasks is to ensure that the committee is at least taking note of the activity within their department and its associated bodies in a more regular fashion. This should enable them to identify significant issues at an earlier stage and if the committee feels it necessary this can be the starting point for a more detailed investigation.

3.28 Evidence from Andrea Ross-Robertson from Dundee University stated that identifying core objectives would improve the effectiveness of the committees. These "criteria could be set out in order of reference. If the committee's remit has a clear purpose and if it has been appropriately interpreted by the committee, then assessing the committee's output against it objectives is a useful means of judging its effectiveness." Such a procedure is already adopted by the Defence committee and the Commission believes that select committees should have a set of objectives and performance indicators by which their performance could be judged. This would provide a public measurement of their effectiveness.

Systematising scrutiny – improving the coverage of select committees

3.29 The introduction of core duties will increase the workload of every committee. It will require that committees are better-resourced and staffed and this is examined in more detail later. However, in the previous chapter we recommended that every backbench MP should serve on a select committee. We believe that the increased number of MPs serving on select committees will improve their capacity to cope with these extra demands and allow the committees a variety of options in their approach to their duties.

3.30 The Commission was struck by the work of the select committee on Environment, Transport and the Regions. This committee has 17 members, compared with the usual 11 members for other committees. The size of the committee means that its work is conducted through sub-committees operating in each of the subject specific areas. The fact that this committee was able to produce 33 reports over the course of the two parliamentary sessions 1997-1999 suggests that a similar approach by other committees may improve their productivity and scope of their scrutiny.51

3.31 The Commission believes that the principal method of work for these enlarged committees should be through a series of sub-committees with specific remits for examining different aspects of departmental activity. The Commission believes that this would markedly improve the breadth and depth of scrutiny.

3.32 The benefit of such a system is highlighted in the concerns of Sir Ian Bvett, the Director-General of Ofwat. As he points out, departments produce a plethora of information, but the committees largely fail to make use of it.
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The Government has been concerned to focus on target setting, public service agreements (PSAs) and many other initiatives. It would appear there is little structured evaluation or scrutiny by Parliament on the beneficial outcomes or otherwise to be achieved by Government objectives. Trying to engage select committees in the production of PSAs and Resource Accounting, each designed to improve openness and accountability seems to have attracted little attention or interest in Parliament.

Each of the subject based sub-committees could be established with responsibility for monitoring the statistics produced by the department, but also by the bodies related to the department. The sub-committees would be given responsibility for reporting to the main committee issues of significance. It would be for the committee to decide whether such information merited a larger inquiry.

The Commission believes that the flexibility of the committees and the range of issues covered would be enhanced by adoption of the rapporteur system. Rapporteurs are common in European Parliaments but are little used in Westminster-style legislatures. The rapporteur would be a committee member, chosen by members of the committee to prepare background papers and research on a specific subject of interest to the committee. The rapporteur might have responsibility for monitoring a subject for the course of a Parliament. The benefit of the system is that it allows individual Members to play a greater role pursuing issues of particular interest, and as such broadens the scope of the committee without limiting their inquiries. The House of Commons should allow committees to experiment with the use of rapporteurs who would gather evidence and produce background papers for the whole committee. The Liaison Committee or Procedure Committee should evaluate the performance of the system.

Sir Ian Byatt's concerns about Parliament's treatment of finance were echoed in other evidence to the Commission. The Commission believes that, given the importance of monitoring expenditure in the process of holding government to account, Parliament must pay far greater attention to these sorts of indicators than it does at present. Chapter five deals with Parliament's scrutiny of government expenditure in more detail and includes a series of recommendations to improve accountability in this area. It is sufficient to state here that the Commission believes every departmental select committee should have an audit sub-committee, specifically responsible for examining the finances of the department (see para 5.20).

The Commission acknowledges that the increased workload will put extra pressure on MPs, even with enlarged membership and extra resources. The Commission believes that this extra work must also be reflected elsewhere in Parliament so that MPs are given more time to pursue their committee work. The most valuable resource available to select committees is time; the time of MPs to attend meetings and read briefings; the time of the staff to undertake the many tasks select committees should carry out; and the time in the parliamentary week, with the competing demands of the chamber, standing and select committee committees. The Commission believes that select committee work is at present squeezed by other functions and duties. Select committee activity should be a priority of MPs and the House as a whole; our recommendations are designed to ensure that they have the time and resources to function effectively. As such in the next chapter we recommend that one day a week should be devoted to committee work when the chamber does not meet (see para 4.28).
Ensuring accountability — improving impact

3.37 Although improved resources and membership are likely to enhance the productivity of the committees it does not necessarily follow that this will improve their effectiveness. The powers of the committees are limited in their access to information and Ministers, and in their ability to enforce their findings. Although standing orders give committees the power to compel witnesses to attend this does not apply to Ministers or specific Government papers. And as one select committee chair told the Commission at a private meeting, the only power he possesses is to embarrass the Government occasionally. Committees have few formal powers for ensuring their reports are taken notice of or their recommendations implemented and they usually rely on a wily chair able to generate media coverage.

3.38 However, it is not clear that increasing committees’ formal powers would dramatically improve their performance. Rather, as the comment from the above committee chair suggests, the impact of the committee’s report will depend on the way in which the committee handles it. The Commission believes that select committees have significant scope to improve their effectiveness within their existing powers.

3.39 In evidence to the Commission, Age Concern suggested that select committees should follow up their reports with a review of progress, perhaps at the end of each parliamentary session. David Millar, a former clerk in the House of Commons made a similar proposal,

“Each select committee should be obliged, by sessional order or by decision of the Liaison Committee, to follow up the degree of implementation of its recommendations, e.g. three or five years after their publication, and to report upon them. This would highlight government failure to implement, enable interested parties to point out the desirability (in many cases) of their implementation, and attract media attention”

3.40 The Commission agrees with this analysis. The impact of committee reports will be determined by the assiduity with which their recommendations are monitored and followed up. Committees should publish a periodic review (two to three years after the original report) assessing how far their recommendations have been implemented.

3.41 There is some concern about the quality of government replies to committee reports, although our research shows that committee clerks are generally quite satisfied with the quality of Government replies with only 17% regarding the responses as unsatisfactory or highly unsatisfactory." We have no way of knowing whether committee chairs would share these views, and the Liaison Committee in 2000 stated that,

“Too many are superficial — and give the impression that they have been drafted with only a cursory look at the summary of recommendations, ignoring the analysis and argument in the body of the report... The format of replies sometimes burdens on the casual. A Government reply should not be given by letter or written answer.”
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1.42 Age Concern suggested that Ministers ought to be obliged to respond to committee reports through oral hearings as a way of improving both the status of the report and the quality of reply. Government replies should conform to a set of minimum standards. These should include an undertaking that a reply should address each of the committees' specific recommendations and oblige Government to formally publish their response. However, once again the extent to which such standards of reply are maintained is likely to rely on the persistence of the committee in following up unsatisfactory replies.

Making committees relevant to Parliament

3.43 The Commission's proposed reforms are intended to make select committees the engine of parliamentary activity. By expecting every backbench MP to serve on a committee and increasing their responsibilities we hope that their status will be enhanced. However, the committees' vital role in filtering evidence and highlighting issues of political significance needs a parliamentary outlet, and the Commission believes that reform should integrate the committees into the activity of other parts of Parliament. The Commission believes that committees should have a greater impact on the debates in the chamber and the scrutiny of legislation.

3.44 As we have noted committee reports are irregularly debated and very few are put to a vote in the chamber. The introduction of Westminster Hall has increased the opportunities for debating committee reports, but the attendance at such debates is often poor and can sometimes include only the members of the relevant select committee. In many ways, the use of Westminster Hall reflects the low priority given to committee work. Part of the problem is that reports are rarely considered on a substantive motion, but rather on a motion to adjourn the House. This means that even when a vote is taken it is not related to the recommendations of the report.

3.45 The Liaison Committee studied this matter in some detail and recommended that there should be a half hour debate once a week after question time on a committee report published within the previous fortnight. The Government rejected this proposal on the grounds that two weeks was not enough for ministers to develop a considered response.

3.46 However, the point of this recommendation is not simply to create more time for select committee debates, as many of these are of low quality and often attract only the members of the committee to the chamber. The Liaison Committee itself noted that their proposal was to provide a half hour at prime time to highlight topical issues and encourage an exchange of views between MPs and Government. In a subsequent report the committee refined its recommendations suggesting a "more question-based event" perhaps along the lines of starred Questions in the Lords. The Commission

---
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supports the proposal of the Liaison Committee. There should be regular opportunities for short debates/questions on recently published reports during a peak period in the chamber, to which ministers should give the Government's preliminary response.

3.47 The Commission also believes that the work of the select committees should have a greater bearing on parliamentary scrutiny of legislation. Several members of the Commission believed that select committees should be responsible for examining legislation, and we received evidence from a variety of sources reinforcing this point of view. It is argued that the expertise built up on select committees means that bills would receive a much closer level of scrutiny than under the current system of standing committees.

3.48 The counter argument, equally fervently expressed, is that if select committees were given a legislative role this would dominate their activity and weaken their ability to scrutinise and hold ministers to account. In the Scottish Parliament where committees undertake both accountability and legislative functions this appears to be the case in some areas. The Justice and Home Affairs Committee, for example, in its first year examined four pieces of legislation and was unable to initiate any of its own inquiries. By comparison other committees had very few pieces of legislation to deal with and were able to scrutinise in greater detail their department's work.

3.49 Although our remit does not extend to parliamentary scrutiny of legislation the Commission believes that the expertise of select committees should be deployed much more effectively in examination of legislation. However, a range of options exist between the current system and the creation of new dual-purpose committees. Since 1997 the Government has made a greater effort to publish bills in draft and use the select committees in their scrutiny. Dr Lynne Jones MP suggested that pre-legislative scrutiny committees should be made up of interested MPs and that the same MPs should make up the standing committee. Age Concern informed the Commission that they were

"attracted to the notion of combining select and standing committees so that they can together better scrutinise legislative proposals but first await consideration of the pre-legislative committee experiment. Most legislation emanates from Whitehall and has been consulted upon with interested parties well before it reaches Parliament. This process should involve Parliament earlier, perhaps by using select committees."

3.50 The Commission recommends that Parliament experiment with various methods for involving select committees in the legislative process. The larger select committees working through a variety of sub-committees mean that scrutiny of legislation need not dominate the activity of the entire committee. Committees should play a greater role in the scrutiny of draft legislation, but this relies on earlier publication by departments so that committees have sufficient time to examine the draft bills. In addition, one or two dual-purpose committees, conducting departmental inquiries and scrutinising legislation, should be established on a pilot basis and their performance evaluated by the re-organised Liaison Committee.
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Resources

3.51 Our recommendations for enhancing the functions of select committees would require a consequent increase in staffing and resources. At present the annual cost of the select committee system is £7.7 million, this compares with the £394.9 billion of central government expenditure each year. A recent report on the governance of the House of Commons highlighted the core issues,

"Resourcing a Parliament effectively is an extremely difficult business. The House of Commons is no exception. The House has no mission statement, Members of Parliament have no job description. The Parliamentary process is to a great extent reactive, and the type and scale of activity is often dictated by external events . . . Yet the effective operation of the House is of enormous constitutional and public importance. The elector (and taxpayer) expects Governments to be held to account; constituents to be represented and their grievances pursued; and historic Parliamentary functions to be extended and adapted to changes in the wider world . . . These things do not come cheap, and no-one should expect them to. Seeking to hold to account a complex, sophisticated and powerful Executive; dealing with an unremitting burden of legislation; and meeting ever-increasing expectations on the part of constituents; all this requires substantial, high quality support."

3.52 The resources available to Parliament in its scrutiny function need to be examined strategically, and to be planned and managed as a whole. This is currently impossible in the way the Houses are organised and managed. There are various sources of expertise available to Parliament and politicians—the generalist administrators and policy analysts of the clerk’s departments, the specialist staff directly employed by individual committees, the specialists in the House of Commons Library, the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, the National Audit Office, the legal services of the two Houses, and the “freelance” special advisers employed on an ad hoc basis by select committees. To these could be added the individual research assistants employed by Members and Peers. However, these resources are disconnected, largely unaware of the opportunities for co-operation and co-ordination, and occasionally engaged in direct and damaging competition with each other.

3.53 Those who are charged with managing Parliament’s scrutiny function—for the most part the clerk’s departments of the two Houses—have no strategic direction from their employers and little freedom of action to innovate and develop the scrutiny function within broad guidelines. It might be supposed that the relationship between a committee and its staff would be similar to that between a Minister and his department—the one making key decisions and giving strategic direction, the other implementing those decisions. Examining and evaluating alternatives, developing services to deliver that strategy more economically and efficiently, and carrying forward day by day work within the broad framework of political direction.

3.54 In fact, it seems that these relationships are ill-defined and often dysfunctional. On occasion the roles seem to be reversed, with staff trying to give strategic direction and chairs and members concerning themselves only with the grammar of their draft reports.

---

\(^{14}\) Liaison Committee, (2000–1), Shifting the Balance: Unfinished Business, HC 321, para 142

\(^{15}\) Review of Management and Services: Report to the House of Commons Commission, (1998–99), HC 745, paras. 2.1–2.5
3.55 Rational strategic planning of scrutiny activity cannot happen in such a context, and rational manpower resource planning cannot take place without any definition of the task to be done or any output measures against which to judge whether the organisation is hitting its targets. We have proposed elsewhere a model 'concordat' between the Liaison Committee and a departmental committee (see Figure 3B). We believe that making explicit and transparent the expectations of a committee from its staff in a similar way could begin to clarify the resource to task allocation for committee staff, and provide a framework within which the managers of those staff could become more creative and innovative in delivering an effective scrutiny function to each House. The provision of extra staff resources to select committees should be tied to a clarification of the committees' roles and their core tasks. Extra staff or secondments should be related to their agreed functions and duties.

3.56 More generally, the Commission sees a need for both Houses to begin to move beyond the rather piecemeal and hand-to-mouth approach to financing and staffing their scrutiny functions that they have adopted in the past. In parallel to the clearer leadership we have proposed for the politicians in the two Houses, there needs to be clearer leadership of the permanent staff of each House, planned around a clear set of expectations. That leadership needs to be able to take a wider view of how to deliver on those plans, and to be able to co-ordinate the various resources available, both within the permanent staffs and outside, to do that in the most effective and efficient manner. The House authorities should review the work of the clerk's department and levels of support to ensure that committees, and the scrutiny function more generally, are supported in the most effective way possible.

Conclusion: Enforcing accountability

3.57 It should not be doubted that the current operation of select committees is central to the performance of the House of Commons, and in general the select committees work well. Our survey of MPs revealed that MPs thought the committees were far and away the most effective way in which Parliament held Government to account. Our findings (which are included in figure 4E) show that 83.8% regard select committees as an effective or very effective means of holding ministers to account, and in total 57.5% of MPs regarded the select committees as the most effective weapon in Parliament's armoury.106

3.58 The Commission's recommendations must be viewed in this context. However, the success of the committees relies on their keeping pace with Government so that they make the best possible use of the information and performance indicators provided by departments. The Commission is concerned with the effectiveness of Parliament as a whole and that reform of the select committees fits into changes to other parts of the Commons and Lords. One of the committees' principal strengths is that they provide a less adversarial forum in which to draw out issues of political significance, however, such an atmosphere is not suitable for all forms of
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accountability. The task, and what our reforms are intended to achieve, is to link the various parts of Parliament with each other (so that, for example, the work of the committees illuminates that of the chamber) and with the outside world (engaging with information from government departments, regulators and the public). The Commission believes that committee work should be an integral feature of every MP’s activity and complement their work in other spheres, notably the chamber.

Principle 3 – Committees should play a more influential role within Parliament

The Commission believes that the system of departmental select committees provides the basis for a more effective system of scrutiny. However, the work of the committees needs to be made more systematic. The duties of the select committees should be more closely defined, their relationship with external scrutiny bodies made more formal and their input into the other areas of parliamentary activity increased.

Recommendations

Core duties and performance indicators

7. Both Houses should maintain a central list of all those organisations obliged to report to Parliament. This list should be distributed to every committee, so that every departmental select committee is aware of the organisations which come under their jurisdiction. (para 3.24)

8. The select committees should be given a set of core duties and functions. To improve the coverage of issues, to utilise the work of the regulators and to give the committees a continuity to their work they should meet pre-agreed objectives over the course of a Parliament. These objectives would provide a set of criteria against which their performance can be judged. (para 3.25)

9. These objectives should be agreed with the reformed Liaison Committee, which would also be responsible for monitoring progress over the Parliament. These objectives might include: balancing inquiries between administration, finance and policy of their department; monitoring all departmental reports, business plans and performance indicators; conducting a regular cycle of work on activities of the regulators, executive agencies, quangos and other associated bodies within their department’s purview; and review the progress of the department following the committee’s previous reports. (para. 3.26)

10. Select committees should have a set of objectives and performance indicators by which their performance could be judged. This would provide a public measurement of their effectiveness. (para 3.28)

Developing new methods of work

11. The principal method of work for these enlarged committees should be through a series of sub-committees with specific remits for examining different aspects of departmental activity. The Commission believes that this would markedly improve the breadth and depth of scrutiny. (para. 3.31)
12. The House of Commons should allow committees to experiment with the use of rapporteurs who would gather evidence and produce background papers for the whole committee. (para. 3.34)

**Improving impact**

13. The impact of committee reports will be determined by the assiduity with which their recommendations are monitored and followed up. Committees should publish a periodic review (two to three years after the original report) assessing how far their recommendations have been implemented. (para 3.40)

14. Government replies should conform to a set of minimum standards. These should include an undertaking that a reply should address each of the committees' specific recommendations and oblige Government to formally publish their response. (para 3.42)

**Integrating committee work into parliamentary activity**

15. There should be regular opportunities for short debates/questions on recently published reports during a peak period in the chamber, to which ministers should give the Government's preliminary response. (para 3.46)

16. The expertise of select committees should be deployed much more effectively in examination of legislation. Committees should play a greater role in the scrutiny of draft legislation. However, this relies on earlier publication by departments so that committees have sufficient time to examine draft bills. (para 3.47-3.50)

17. In addition, one or two dual-purpose committees, conducting departmental inquiries and scrutinising legislation, should be established on a pilot basis and their performance evaluated by the re-organised Liaison Committee. (para 3.50)

**Staffing and support**

18. The recommendations for increasing select committee responsibilities also require a consequent increase in staffing and resources. (para 3.51) However, the resourcing of Parliament needs to be examined strategically. The provision of extra resources should be tied to a clarification of the committees' roles and their core tasks. Extra staff or secondments should be related to their agreed functions and duties. (para 3.55)

19. The House authorities should review the work of the clerk's department and levels of support to ensure that committees, and the scrutiny function more generally, are supported in the most effective way possible. (para 3.56)
Chapter Four

Restoring the centrality of the Commons' chamber

4.1 The floor of the House of Commons is the main public focus for activity at Westminster. It is the arena for the discussion and dissemination of the most important issues, and at times of extreme political tension, the chamber provides the most vivid images. The Government ultimately derives its authority from being able to carry a majority in the chamber. It is the public face of Parliament and the ultimate forum for holding ministers to account. But the Commission believes the chamber is in decline; judged in terms of the amount of public interest it generates, the extent to which it influences events or even attendance by MPs, it appears to be waning.

4.2 The chamber performs a unique function in holding ministers to account, highlighting issues and illuminating them for the public. Yet the structures and procedures of the chamber have not sufficiently adapted to accommodate the changes to the committee system, the role of MPs and the interests of the public. As a result it does not effectively complement other aspects of MPs' work. The chamber should be the plenary session of the House of Commons, in order to perform this function it should meet less often, and meet for a purpose.

4.3 The role of the chamber needs to be refined so that its activity is more likely to highlight the most important political issues. This requires changes to the hours that the chamber sits, the way that business is conducted, the content and subject matter of questions and debates, and the way this activity links with other parts of the MP's job.

Role of the chamber – the importance of party politics

4.4 The chamber's role in contributing to the scrutiny and calling to account of government has three main components, namely authorising Government actions, debating issues of political significance and calling ministers to account for their actions through questions and debates. The chamber's role is distinct in that it provides a broader oversight role than that of the committees which can engage in more detailed investigation. The fact that the Government must maintain a majority in the division lobbies means that it carries the ultimate sanction of accountability. Its role in illuminating issues for the public means the ministers should not only be accountable to MPs through the chamber but also be judged by public opinion. The chamber should be the summit of the process of parliamentary scrutiny, with MPs drawing on information gathered from other sources, and perhaps filtered by the committees, to question and seek clarification from government ministers.

4.5 The chamber is inevitably more partisan and party political than the committees. The structure of the chamber and the vast majority of its procedures are built around the assumption of two main parties. Party cohesion is fundamental to the working of
Parliament. Commons business is organised around a series of informal agreements between the political parties. These agreements, and by default Parliament, work only for as long as the parties can carry their MPs with them. An effective Parliament needs effective parties. Proposals to improve the quality of scrutiny and accountability cannot be based on the removal of political party influence from Parliament. Rather they must acknowledge its importance.

4.6 The clash of differing political opinions in the chamber should highlight the most significant features of an argument, in their starkest form. Party politics should add to the public understanding of policy matters, and allow the electorate to decide on the basis of the performance of the main parties.

4.7 However, the current quality of the party political debate falls short of what is required at Westminster. The principal audience for most contributions appears to be other MPs in the chamber rather than the wider public and as Betty Boothroyd noted in her farewell speech in the Commons, “engagement with the real issues is seen to be overshadowed by political point scoring simply for its own sake.”

The Commission is concerned that too little of what goes on in the chamber reflects issues of public relevance. As we have stated throughout the report, accountability to Parliament is a task undertaken on behalf of the public. Parliament is strongest where it engages with and articulates issues of public interest in a manner that the public understands.

The chamber’s failure to adapt

4.8 The quality of activity in the chamber is partly a result of its failure to adapt to changes elsewhere in Parliament and in the role of MPs themselves. The thrust of recent parliamentary reform has been to remove some of the chamber’s traditional functions to other forums such as committees, or more recently, the parallel chamber in Westminster Hall. However, this siphoning off of tasks has not been matched by a clarification or even a reduction in the chamber’s hours. It is not clear what the chamber should do with this extra time, it still meets as often, but its purpose is now less clear.

4.9 As figures 4A and 4B show, over the last 40 years neither the total number of sitting days nor sitting hours has fallen significantly. In figure 4A the peaks in the graph are sessions following election years and are therefore unusually long, (and the preceding session unusually short). But ignoring election years, the variation in the number of sitting days is limited.

10 Rt Hon Betty Boothroyd MP, Speaker’s resignation statement, HC debs, 26 July 2000, vol. 354, col. 1114
4.10 Figure 4B eliminates election years and takes a mid-term year from each of the Parliaments since 1960. Again it shows that there is no significant drop in the number of hours that the chamber sits for each year. But, over this same period the pressures on MPs to be active outside the chamber have increased. Some MPs serve on select committees, others serve on standing committees and research suggests that the amount of constituency work faced by the average MP has grown dramatically in recent years. In addition there are opportunities to be active in backbench and all-party groups, and the introduction of Westminster Hall in 1999 has increased the amount of time overall for MPs to debate matters.

**Figure 4B — Total sitting hours per session 1960–1999**

---

4.11 This combination of factors has made the chamber simply one option among many for the active politician and in many respects it is the least appealing. The structure of debate in the chamber restricts backbenchers ability to make a meaningful contribution. The 2001 report of the Review Body on Senior Salaries included a generic job description for MPs which stated that "Members appear in the chamber to speak rather than to listen. It is a forum for making a case but for most of the time has only a marginal effect on major decisions." One backbench Labour MP told the Commission although his opportunities to speak in the chamber were not formally limited he had been advised unofficially by the Speaker's office (who are ultimately responsible for the choice of speakers) to choose his subjects wisely as he would only get called four times in each parliamentary session. Philip Norton suggests that the introduction of the select committees in 1979 was in part a reaction to the frustration felt by many MPs who wanted to have some impact on public policy but had few opportunities in the chamber.112

---

**Figure 4C - Attendance during debates March 2000**

![Attendance Graph March 2000]

**Figure 4D - Attendance during debates November-December 2000**

![Attendance Graph November-December 2000]

---

112 Review Body on Senior Salaries, Report No. 48: Review of parliamentary pay and allowances, Volume 2: Independent study on pay and allowances, Cm 4997-II, p.32
114 The number of MPs in the chamber were recorded at a peak period and a low period. They were recorded at 2.45pm and 8pm on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 11.30am and 2pm on Thursday, and at 10am on Friday. Numbers over 300 were not recorded; the high points are therefore 300 plus.
Mechanisms for accountability in the chamber

4.12 The low levels of attendance may not therefore be surprising but they reflect the quality of much activity in the chamber. The principal means of being involved is through either debates or questions to ministers, but our poll of MPs revealed that none of these mechanisms are regarded in particularly high esteem. Although select committee hearings were regarded as effective or very effective by 83.8%, the chamber's mechanisms fared less well. The percentage of MPs who regarded them as 'effective' or 'very effective' for written questions were 50.8%, ministerial statements 45.2%, private notice questions 43%, departmental question time 25.1%, Opposition Day Debates 22.9% and only 7.8% for Prime Ministers Questions.

Figure 4E – Effectiveness of parliamentary mechanisms

Debates

4.13 Given that the Government controls the timetable in the Chamber it is usually able to choose the territory on which it will debate. Debates initiated by the Opposition are therefore an important mechanism for scrutiny by forcing the Government to give an account of its activity. For the most part these opportunities lie in either adjournment debates or Opposition Days. Backbench adjournment debates allow MPs to raise almost any topic that is the responsibility of government. However, they are often concerned with the MPs' own constituency interests, are usually poorly attended and the only vote is on whether the House should adjourn. As such they cannot be used to reach any substantial decision.

4.14 The main tool of the Opposition parties is their ability to call debates on 20 days each year on a subject of their choosing. The topics are often broad departmental or policy areas, but a significant number seek to force the government to address more specific topical issues. The debates revolve around a substantive motion which is usually critical of the Government's policy. The results are predictable; the Opposition motion is rejected and the Government's amendments accepted and the quality of debate similarly formulaic.
4.15 Their main weakness is not that they are dominated by party politics, but the quality of the political debate they tend to engender. The debates allow the Opposition parties to raise contentious issues, test the arguments of ministers and occasionally illuminate a particular public problem. By exposing the key elements of government policy to sustained criticism, the Commons should highlight the strengths and weaknesses of that policy. However, the adversarial nature of most contributions and the low quality of debate in general means that there is little public interest in Opposition Days. Their merit is purely for the benefit of those attending. "It is the debate which counts, and the general approach and commitment of the main speakers." Speeches and interventions are aimed at parliamentary colleagues and party whips, designed to identify which MPs deserve promotion.

4.16 In addition MPs find it difficult to raise issues of concern to their constituents other than in sparsely attended adjournment debates. The procedures of the House mean that it is almost impossible for substantive topical debates to be raised on anything other than party political grounds. There is no equivalent of the 'short debate' or 'interpellation' used in other democracies, which require the attendance of a minister, and usually generate a packed plenary.

4.17 The introduction of Westminster Hall in October 1999 provided 134 opportunities (or 108 hours) for MPs to raise issues with ministers in the 1999-2000 session. There were also 13 debates on committee reports (39 hours). This should not be derided as it provides a valuable new mechanism for raising issues. However, whilst individual MPs might welcome the opportunity to speak more often, the fact that the average attendance over the session was between 10 and 12, raises a question about their wider value.

4.18 It may be that debates are no longer suitable for today’s politics. In an era of soundbite politics and 24 hour news, the idea of debating a single issue for six hours is alien to most MPs and their electorate. The results are also questionable, as it is rare for such debates to bring a new clarity to a contentious political issue, and hardly surprising that so few MPs sit through the proceedings.

Questions and statements

Oral questions

4.19 In theory the purpose of PQs is to elicit information from Government. In practice, although the daily question time of Ministers can be informative, it is often motivated more by the desire for political point-scoring. Certainly PQs do not fulfil the same purpose they did at the end of the 19th century, as Norman Chester points out,

"In 1901, and indeed for some years after, a Member could hand in a Question at the Table as late as 11pm or 11.30 on, say, Monday for answer the next afternoon. His Question would be certain to be reached. If he did not like the answer he could come out of the Chamber, think out one or two further Questions, hand them in and be certain of the Minister having to reply to him on the Thursday. If the Minister again failed to satisfy him he could put in another Question which would be reached on Friday, and so on, day after day if he so wished."  

---


" . ibid., para 14

4.20 This sort of repeated oral questioning is impossible today given the volume of Questions and the increase in the scope of Government. The desire to accommodate more PQs saw the introduction of the ‘Order of Questions’ which means that a department faces concerted questioning during Question Time, but only once a month.

4.21 Question Time has tended to become another part of the ‘permanent election campaign’ on the floor of the House. The process is heavily influenced by PPS’s and whips who plant pre-arranged questions amongst backbenchers in the hope that these ‘favourable’ subjects will dominate. For their part the Opposition will often orchestrate questions around a particular policy failure. The apparent misuse of Question Time led Speaker Michael Martin to make a statement to the House on 14 February 2001, which upbraided both Government and Opposition.

“The primary purpose of Question Time is to hold the Executive to account. Erskine May says that a question must either seek information or press for action, and that it must relate to matters for which Ministers are officially responsible. Questions are out of order if they relate to Opposition party policies rather than Government responsibilities . . . Answers should be confined to points contained in questions, giving only such explanation as renders an answer intelligible.”

4.22 The accountability value of question time hits its nadir during questions to the Prime Minister. Former PM John Major in evidence to the Committee on Public Administration in 2000 stated that PMQs was a ‘bear garden’ and ‘does not actually deal with the great important issues of government’. It is dominated by point scoring and the vast majority of questions on both sides of the House are planted by the whips. The high level of political management of questions is illustrated by the fact that in the first 21 PMQs in 1997 the Prime Minister’s “standard reply to [planted] questions – ‘My honourable friend is absolutely right’ – was used 35 times.”

4.23 The use of statements and Private Notice Questions is more highly regarded by MPs because they provide the opportunity to question ministers on the most topical issues. Statements are used by ministers to respond to events and allow the Opposition and backbenchers around 30 minutes for questions on the subject. Private Notice Questions allow a similar questioning but are tabled by individual MPs and are permitted at the discretion of the Speaker and, in recent years, have been rare – in the 1998-9 session there were only 12.

Written questions

4.24 Written questions are used by MPs often genuinely seeking information. By using written Parliamentary Questions, Members can obtain information which they may use as the basis for a campaign, for further inquiries, or for exposing errors or inconsistencies in the activities of the executive. However, the 1998 Public Administration committee noted that,

---

HC debates, 14 February 2001, vol. 341, col. 315


Weir & Reesham, op cit, p. 432
"The effectiveness of the system, however, depends crucially on the acceptance by Ministers of the principle that they should be as open as possible in responding to questions. The report of the Scott Inquiry, on the Export of Defence Equipment and Dual-Use Goods to Iraq and Related Prosecutions, expressed concern about the failure of Ministers to discharge the Government's obligation to give Parliament and the public "as full information as possible", and not to deceive them about government policy and actions."

4.25 The Scott Report had raised concerns about the approach adopted by civil servants in drafting replies to questions. It appears that some officials regarded it as a matter of professional pride that answers were so worded as to give away as little as possible. Sir Michael Quinlan, the former permanent secretary at the Ministry of Defence, in evidence to the Scott inquiry stated that the purpose of PQs was for the Opposition to "give the Government a hard time", and for the Government "to avoid having a hard time"... "the Opposition will seek to extract information which they can use to portray the Government in a bad light; and they will, within conventions looser than those binding the Government, feel free thereafter to exploit the information, if necessary selectively and tendentiously, to that end. The Government, for its part will be reluctant to disclose information of a kind, or in a form, that will help the Opposition to do so."

4.26 The Public Administration committee also raised concerns about the amount of questions that were either 'blocked' or that received 'holding answers'. Although there were good reasons for using both of these - not least the volume of questions now being asked of departments - the committee expressed concern at the extent of their use. Their report highlighted the implications of blocking answers, which not only mean that an answer is refused, but prevent others from asking questions on the same subjects, and recommended that departments explain more fully their reasons for using holding answers. In sum, these defects - the high level of political management, Whitehall's less than fulsome provision of information, the use of blocking and holding answers, and the fact that backbench MPs have no effective means of recourse if they are dissatisfied with an answer - weigh against effective scrutiny.

Reforming the chamber

4.27 To improve the attendance and influence of the chamber its core tasks need to be refined and clarified. It should become the plenary session of the Parliament. The Commission believes that the value of much of the chamber's activity needs to be re-assessed. There is scope for making much of the chamber's proceedings shorter, sharper and more to the point. Although it is important for the Commons to deal with subjects at length and in detail, it is not clear that six-hour debates make for rigorous analysis. They generate little public interest, and the lengthy contributions of some MPs combined with the limited opportunities for participation make them equally unattractive to other backbenchers. The content of many debates is dictated more by party politicking than scrutiny, and contributions are often more for the benefit of parliamentary colleagues than the public good.

---

[12] Public Administration Committee (1997-8), Ministerial Accountability and Parliamentary Questions, HC 870, para 1
Shortening the hours of the chamber

4.28 The chamber remains the ultimate forum for holding ministers to account. However to improve its effectiveness in doing so the Commission believes that Parliament should become a more committee-based institution. The committees offer much greater opportunity for detailed scrutiny and accountability of Government. But they also offer the prospect of a more effective chamber working to complement the work of the committees. In order to reflect the importance attached to the select committee system, and not take MPs away from the chamber, one day each week should be devoted to committee activity. To reflect the importance of this work other parliamentary business should be arranged around the committees so that the chamber would not meet on this day.

4.29 Such recommendations have been debated in the past by the Procedure Committee, which has recommended experimenting with the timing of parliamentary business.\textsuperscript{14} There have been numerous changes affecting the parliamentary timetable in the last thirty years such as the select committee system, morning sittings and the introduction of constituency Fridays, and logic would suggest that the 'committee day' should be either Tuesday or Wednesday. This recommendation would not only enhance the status of the committees, but also by rationing the time in the chamber would mean that it acts more as a plenary session for issues of importance. However, the Commission acknowledges that re-arranging the timing of the chamber relies heavily on how it deals with legislation, which is beyond the scope of this inquiry.

More statements, fewer debates

4.30 MPs should have more opportunities for short debates on substantive issues. A common feature of European legislatures is the 'interpellation' or 'short debate' where an opposition party (or an equivalent number of MPs) can call a debate on a topical issue. The system obliges a government minister to attend and provide an official statement on a matter of public concern. The debates are more substantial than adjournment debates in that they cover important topical issues and generate a high level of attendance. The closest equivalent in the Commons is probably Standing Order 24, which allows for emergency debates. However, the practice is very rarely used. In the 1998-9 session there were only three applications for a debate, none of which were successful.

4.31 The key is to provide opportunities for MPs to introduce topical and substantive issues, which allow a number of MPs to participate. In this vein, the Norton Commission recommended experimentation with 'unstarred questions', a practice used in the Lords allowing for 60 or 90-minute debates, and also 60 minute 'emergency debates'.\textsuperscript{15} Both suggestions would improve the quality and topicality of debates in the chamber.

\textsuperscript{14} For example, Procedure Committee, (1966-7), Sixth Report, HC 339, Procedure Committee, (Session 1977-8), First Report, HC 588-1

\textsuperscript{15} Commission to Strengthen Parliament, op cit., p 28
4.32 However, debates have a limited value in holding government to account and it may be more effective to extend existing arrangements in the Commons for questioning ministers and calling for ministerial statements. The first recommendation is that opposition parties should be able to trade some of their Opposition Days for the chance to call for a statement on a topical issue. At present Opposition parties have 20 days (or 120 hours) of debating time on issues of their choosing. A straight trade of hours for ministerial statements would probably be unacceptable to Government. Ministers are rarely present throughout Opposition Days, it would dramatically increase the amount of time they had to spend in the House, and the ability to question a minister for an hour is arguably more valuable than three hours of debate. It would need to be on a ratio therefore, of, say, four statements for one full day’s debate. The main opposition party would be able to trade a quarter of their time (five days) for twenty extra statements. This, in turn, would reduce the hours of the chamber.

4.33 Some of this extra time could be used for the second recommendation in this area—that the Speaker should grant more Private Notice Questions. Given that scrutiny is a task for all MPs and not just the opposition, PNQs have an advantage over Opposition Days. The current rules governing the use of Private Notice Questions mean that few are permitted and most go to frontbench MPs or Privy Councillors. The solution may be to use some of the extra hours, created by trading Opposition Day Debates for statements, for extra PNQs. The decision would still be at the discretion of the Speaker, and the practice relatively infrequent, but along with other changes they may be a more effective weapon for the backbench MP.

Public interest debates

4.34 The chamber should also complement other spheres of MP activity. A very high proportion of MPs regard the constituency as their most important role and, for Parliament and the Government, the constituency experience of Members is an important valve for alerting MPs to policy failure. MPs knew about the problems of the Child Support Agency and the Passport Agency long before they were debated in Parliament, but there were limited opportunities to raise issues on substantive motions. Adjournment debates tend to be sparsely attended and deal with parochial issues, whilst Opposition Days mean that important issues can be obscured by political point-scoring. There should be specific provision for public interest debates motivated by policy failure or maladministration on a broad scale (as opposed to constituency-specific concerns).

4.35 MPs should have the opportunity to call a short debate and require a ministerial response on such issues where there is a clear case of policy failure. These would be similar to the emergency debates under SO 24, but they would be specifically linked to the concerns of constituents. The trigger for such debates would be a specific number of MPs (it is suggested between 150 and 200) drawn proportionately from all the parties. The cross party requirement would prevent their abuse by pressure groups or manipulation by the whips. The system would effectively allow Early Day Motions to force a debate, but given the number of signatures and the cross-party balance they would only happen in the rarest of cases.
Debates on committee reports

4.36 As we suggested in the previous chapter (see para 3.46) the chamber should also reflect some of the valuable work done by MPs in committees. The thrust of most parliamentary reform has been to turn Westminster into a more committee-based Parliament. The chamber should reflect the importance of this work. There should be a weekly opportunity to raise issues related to recent select committee reports. At present they tend to be debated only during adjournment debates and get little interest from those outside the committee.

Time limits and order of speakers

4.37 In addition, to provide greater incentives for MPs to attend the chamber there should be time limits on the length of debates and the contribution of individuals. The Speaker already has the power to impose such limits, but a standard time limit on every contribution would encourage a more effective debating style, ensure the participation of more MPs and make the discussions generally more accessible. Provisions would have to allow for 'injury time' where the speaker gives way for other's interjections. Following Lords practice there should also be an ordered list of speakers produced in advance so that MPs know whether they are likely to be able to participate.

Improving Questions and Answers

4.38 The existing system of questions is one of the more effective ways in which MPs can hold Government to account. They are well attended and allow many MPs to participate. Yet there remain problems in the topicality of many questions, the length of time between tabled questions and a response, and the quality of many answers.

Prime Minister’s Questions (PMQs)

4.39 Prime Minister’s Questions receives a great deal of criticism for its overly adversarial style, and as such, the desire for accountability is often sacrificed for point-scoring. The format of PMQs fosters this approach. Open-ended questions mean that the PM cannot be certain which questions he will be asked, and although this keeps the PM on his toes, it tends not to provide detailed, thoughtful or substantial responses. The gladiatorial atmosphere means that the questions aim to embarrass, and the PM’s reply is designed to worst his opponent.

4.40 The recommendations of the Procedure Committee in 1995[10] should be implemented. Open-ended questions should be banned at Prime Minister’s Questions (although the leaders of the main Opposition parties should retain this ability); instead Members should give notice of their intention to ask a question ten days in advance. As now, a ballot would decide the MPs, but MPs would table their (substantive) question by noon two days before PMQs. Supplematories would have to relate to the original question. This would improve the topicality of PMQs, and provide a greater obligation for the PM to provide a detailed response.

4.41 However, changes made to PMQs may not dramatically improve parliamentary oversight. PMQs is dominated by point-scoring between the political parties and too deeply embedded in the adversarial tussle for any reforms to entirely remove this element. Despite its serious deficiencies as a mechanism of scrutiny, PMQs has a value in distilling some of the key political issues for consumption by the public at large. For good or ill it provides the most memorable moments of political theatre and is more effective than any other parliamentary mechanism in providing a focus for the public. There are few other countries where the Prime Minister is regularly questioned on a weekly basis.

4.42 Although improvements should be made, the equally important task is to bolster the accountability of the emerging Prime Minister's department to the select committees. The centre of government is becoming increasingly important in determining policy across a range of departments. Although the Committee on Public Administration (CPA) is responsible for scrutinising the work of the Cabinet Office, much of the work of the Prime Minister and the No 10 policy unit goes unscrutinised. Attempts to get the Prime Minister to appear before the CPA at the end of the 1999–2000 session failed, and the CPA has recommended that the Prime Minister should appear before the Liaison Committee once or twice a year.17 Such a proposal was supported by former Prime Minister John Major, who told the CPA, "it would be of advantage, I think, for the Prime Minister if he was to meet an equivalent of the Liaison Committee on a regular basis... that would be of use to the Prime Minister, I think it would be of use to Parliament and I think it would be of use to the public." 18 The Commission agrees with the CPA and recommends that the Prime Minister should appear before a select committee on an annual basis to account for the work of Government. The most appropriate opportunity would be once a year to give evidence on the Government's Annual Report.

Oral Questions

4.43 As the Norton Commission report notes, during departmental Question Time there is a tendency to try to get through as many questions as possible. The Commission argues that "the emphasis should be on depth rather than breadth, allowing the House to pursue a particular question in some detail." 19 The effect of syndicating questions by whips around particular policy issues has been to allow prolonged questioning, but the motivation for this is almost entirely party politics and not a quest for accountability.

4.44 Reform should aim to create a dialogue between the ministers and MPs, to allow a subject to be more fully investigated. Following the recommendations of the Norton Commission, and aiming to minimise the number of planned questions, no more than ten questions should appear on the Order Paper for each Question Time and no duplicate questions should be allowed. Each question would be pursued for five to eight minutes, with any MP able to ask a supplementary question on the subject.

17 Public Administration Committee (2000–2001), Minutes of Evidence, HC 821-I
18 ibid
19 Commission to Strengthen Parliament, op cit, p 27
The topicality of the questions also needs to be improved, but the two-day notice period for PMQs would not be suitable for Question Time given the greater number of questions and the level of detail which will be expected from ministers. As such, the period of notice should be reduced from ten working days to five.

Written Questions

Concerns about the system of written questions revolve almost entirely around the quality of answers from departments. The Committee on Public Administration (CPA), and its predecessor the Public Service Committee, raised their concerns about the standard of ministerial replies to questions. The committees questioned the use of blocking and holding replies, and the lack of recourse open to MPs if they are not content with the answer. Official guidance given to civil servants answering PQs stresses that departments should be as open as possible. Yet refusals to answer questions, although helpfully published in the Table Office’s ‘pattern of answering’, are frequently not fully explained by departments. Evidence to the CPA from David Clark MP, then Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, suggested that the Freedom of Information Act might be an easier way to get information than a parliamentary question. This combined with the availability of information on the internet, means that the common argument of disproportionate cost becomes less convincing. In cases where the Government does not produce a response to a written question the reasons for not answering must be made clearer. A denial of information should be accompanied by a reference to the relevant section of the Code of Practice on Open Government or the Freedom of Information Act.

Conclusion: The importance of the chamber

One of the underlying themes of the report is that Parliament should become a more committee-based institution. However, the Commission believes that by strengthening the committees, the work of the chamber will achieve greater focus and will itself be more effective in holding ministers to account. The chamber remains the ultimate forum in Parliament and our recommendations seek to restore the chamber to its central position. The reforms therefore aim to clarify its purpose in relation to Government and thus improve the quality of contributions on the floor. In her farewell speech as Speaker Betty Boothroyd commented that the chamber was the “chief forum of the nation – today, tomorrow, and I hope forever.” The Commission endorses these sentiments without reservation and we hope that our recommendations will help to achieve the former Speaker’s wish.

Principle 4 – Restoring the centrality of the Commons’ chamber

The floor of the House of Commons is the main public focus for activity at Westminster. However, attendance by MPs and the extent to which it dominates political debate has declined.

Public Administration Committee. (1997-8), Your Right to Know: the Government’s Proposals for a Freedom of Information Act, HC 398-II
HC debs 26 July 2000, vol 340, col. 1114
Recommendations

20. To improve the attendance and influence of the chamber its core tasks need to be refined and clarified. It should become the plenary session of the Parliament. (para 4.27)

21. In order to reflect the importance attached to the select committee system, and not take MPs away from the chamber, one day each week should be devoted to committee activity. To reflect the importance of this work other parliamentary business should be arranged around the committees so that the chamber would not meet on this day. (para 4.28)

22. In general, the chamber should have fewer lengthy debates. Opportunities for MPs to initiate short debates on substantive issues should be increased. Opposition parties should be able to trade some of their Opposition Days for the chance to call for a statement on a topical issue. (paras 4.30-4.32)

23. In addition, the Speaker should grant a greater number of Private Notice Questions each session. (para 4.33)

24. MPs should have the ability to call for ‘public interest debates’ on issues of public concern on a cross-party basis. (para 4.34)

25. Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) displays many of the worst aspects of Westminster. Open-ended questions should be banned at PMQs (although the leaders of the main opposition parties should retain this ability); instead Members should give notice of their intention to ask a question ten days in advance and should table their (substantive) question by noon two days before PMQs. (para 4.40)

26. However, even a reformed PMQs is unlikely to ensure the necessary scrutiny of the Prime Minister's expanding role and office. The Prime Minister should appear before a select committee on an annual basis to account for the work of the Government. The most appropriate opportunity would be once a year to give evidence on the Government's Annual Report. (para 4.42)

27. Question time for other departments and ministers should also be reformed to improve its topicality, substance and relevance. No more than ten questions should appear on the Order Paper for each Question Time and no duplicate questions should be allowed. The period of notice for oral questions should be reduced from ten working days to five. (paras 4.44-4.45)

28. In cases where the Government does not produce a response to a written question the reasons for not answering must be made clearer. A denial of information should be accompanied by a reference to the relevant section of the Code of Practice on Open Government or the Freedom of Information Act. (para 4.46)
Chapter Five
Parliament and financial scrutiny

5.1 Parliament, and in particular the Commons, has a unique constitutional role in the authorisation and scrutiny of government expenditure. This chapter considers two main elements of financial scrutiny. First, we examine the Commons' authorisation of future Government spending. Through the system of Estimates the Commons must give its approval prior to spending; however, MPs have limited ability to challenge Government priorities and the process tends to be politically-charged.

5.2 Second, the chapter assesses parliamentary scrutiny once money has been spent. In this area Parliament's scrutiny is more systemic and thorough, due in large part to the work of the National Audit Office and the Public Accounts Committee. However, improvements could be made to both processes, giving the system a greater flexibility and providing committees with a greater role.

Authorising Government spending

5.3 The main opportunities for scrutinising future government expenditure are through "Estimates Days" where spending plans are debated on the floor of the Commons. Until 1982 there were 19 "Supply Days" each year (designed to provide Parliament with the opportunity to debate and give authorisation to government expenditure). However, these days became increasingly used for debates on issues chosen by the Opposition and this reality was officially recognised by renaming them Opposition Days and introducing instead three specific "Estimates Days." The subject for debate in these Estimates Days is chosen by the Liaison Committee, the intention being that they should be used for debating select committee reports on particular Estimates. The possibility exists that a committee chair can table a motion to reduce an Estimate, which could be then be voted on. In fact, as has been widely recognised, the committee reports chosen for debate frequently bear only a tenuous relationship with the Estimate concerned. Therefore what was intended to be 19 Supply Days, designated specifically to scrutinise the Estimates, has ended up as three days discussing select committee reports, with only passing reference to the Estimates.

5.4 The Government regards getting its spending proposals through the House of Commons, in the form already decided in the Treasury and Cabinet, as essential to its programme and its credibility. Parliament has no ability to vary the contents of the Estimates (by proposing virement between budget heads) and its only sanction is to reject the Estimates in their entirety. With the Government enjoying a majority in the Commons, this 'nuclear option' is unlikely, and the limited options mean that, for the most part, the Government takes Parliament's approval for granted. As a result, neither the chamber nor select committees give finance a high priority. The current system of Estimates means that the House of Commons must vote on large sums of money which have not been subject to any detailed scrutiny.

Further information about financial procedures is shown in Appendix 6.
Reforming the Estimates

5.5 The 1999 Procedure Committee Report considered changes to allow the House greater powers in these areas, such as the ability to propose increases or transfers within budget totals,

"The principle of the financial initiative of the House is that it should not be allowed to recommend increases to the Estimates themselves. However, we consider that when motions are directed to future plans, motions recommending that 'in the opinion of the House' increases in expenditure or transfers between certain budgets are desirable, should be permissible.'"

5.6 The Government rejected such changes," but we believe that the above proposal has considerable merit. For example, under this proposal the House would not be able to increase or decrease the spending total for an individual department but could propose changes to the allocations within the total (say, to give greater support to rail rather than road schemes or vice versa). It would not add to government spending nor threaten its revenue settlement nor even change agreed departmental allocations. It would however give the House some say in the overall settlement where effectively it has none.

5.7 The process, even if unsuccessful, would give meaning to the debate and any potential division. Even if changes were not made, (and it is understandable that the Government would seek to prevent changes it did not like), the mere proposals to change the sub-heads, and the subsequent debate, would focus the House on the particular totals within the Estimates. It would also involve government explanation of its position, more thorough debate and perhaps more media coverage. The Estimates procedures should be changed to allow Parliament to debate and vote for transfers within overall departmental budgets. This would help focus the attention of MPs and ministers, and hopefully the media and the public, on the scrutiny of spending plans.

Estimates and select committees

5.8 Changes to the nature of Estimates debates by themselves are not sufficient. As we have noted in chapter four, the process of debating matters in the Commons does not guarantee effective scrutiny. The Commission believes that select committees should play a greater role in financial scrutiny. Although Standing Orders establishing the departmental select committees gave powers to examine the expenditure (as well as the administration and policy) of the relevant government departments and associated public bodies, the Commission's research confirmed the low priority given to finance. Only around a third of select committee inquiries considered any form of expenditure issue, and only 9.1 per cent examined the Estimates."
5.9 At present there is little incentive to pursue financial issues and chapter three highlighted the problems that committee chairs have in focusing their members on such issues (see para 3.11). Part of the problem is the limited influence of such reports, as by the time a committee had received the Estimates, inquired and reported, it would probably be too late to make any difference. Understandably, the greater likelihood of influencing policy or administration will condition a committee's activity.

5.10 The Procedure Committee made a number of important recommendations to involve select committees in the Estimates process,

'Given that, almost without exception, committees do in fact undertake some examination of their department's annual report, we do not believe that a formal referral of Estimates to committees would present them with too great a burden.

We propose that a Standing Order should provide that, when laid, the Main Estimates should automatically be referred to the relevant select committee, together with the relevant departmental plan and, later in the year, the departmental report.

There is no point in referring the Estimates if committees are not required to report back to the House, however briefly. We recommend that committees should, at the minimum, produce a short report to the effect that "the Committee has examined the Departmental Plans and the Estimates and has no comment to make."'

5.11 Again, the Government rejected the Procedure Committee's proposals. The Commission believes that select committees should play a greater role in financial accountability of Government. Improved scrutiny of the Estimates by select committees is an important element in improving Parliament's performance overall.

Resource accounting and budgeting

5.12 The introduction of Resource Accounting and Budgeting has provided the potential for more systematic scrutiny. It is hoped that Resource Accounts and Estimates will be accompanied by considerable amounts of extra information tied to policy objectives included in the Estimates, in departmental plans and in departmental annual reports for the previous year. The chair of the Liaison Committee and former Public Accounts Committee chair, Rt. Hon Robert Sheldon MP expressed the hope that resource accounting might lead to more effective scrutiny by committees,

"There is now a great momentum in the country and the House for more informed and better decision making. No question about it. Resource accounting is expected to lead finally to a proper assessment of how we decide on the Government's detailed expenditure plans."

---

17 Procedure Committee, (1999-2000), HC 388
18 HC debs, 9 November 2000, vol 341, col 478
5.13 However the extra transparency and more meaningful figures could turn out to be irrelevant if MPs, and the House as a whole, fails to respond positively. The Procedure Committee expressed its concern that committees need to take greater account of this extra information as “they will give far more detail of the Government’s plans than the Estimates themselves.”

5.14 Given the existing weaknesses of the Estimates process and overall select committee performance in this area, it seems quite possible that this concern is well founded. Resource Accounting and Budgeting is a complex process and unless MPs, and Commons’ staff, are well trained and supported, there is the distinct possibility that the opportunities for greater scrutiny will not be seized. The key to making best use of the benefits of resource accounting is the motivation of MPs, and the priorities they set for themselves, in the chamber and in committee. Improved accounts, more meaningful and open information, training and support resources all ultimately count for very little if MPs do not engage in the process.

Looking elsewhere for inspiration: The Scottish Parliament budget procedures

5.15 One option is to integrate the committees more fully into the budget process. In some other countries, for example New Zealand and India, Parliaments prioritise pre-budget inquiries, budget proposals are formally submitted to committees and influence can be brought to bear before the budget is a done deal. The Scottish Parliament budget process provides a useful comparison for Westminster.

5.16 The Scottish Parliament budget procedures were devised by the Financial Issues Advisory Group (FLAG) of the Consultative Steering Group and enshrined in the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000. Parliament has the opportunity to comment on the Executive’s spending plans at several points prior to the budget being agreed. There are a number of distinctive features including the involvement of the subject committees and the role of the Finance Committee in shaping the executive’s budget. There are three main stages in the process. Outlined below is the timetable of the stages for the 2001/2002 budget, which took place in 2000/2001.

---

120 For further information on the Scottish Parliament budget procedures, see The Scottish Parliament Information Centre Sheet, The Annual Budget Process, 97/11/20, Series 00/07.
### Figure 5A – Scottish Parliament budget process 2000–2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UK budget process</th>
<th>Scotland budget process</th>
<th>Scottish process – commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Spring: UK budget | March/April: Publication of Annual Expenditure Report | **Stage 1: April–June 2000**
|                   | Financial Committee oversees consultation process | This year’s expenditure report, *Investing in You: a comprehensive breakdown of the Executive’s spending plans*, each chapter covered the expenditure of particular portfolios. Subject committees are responsible for commenting on the relationship between expenditure plans and policy priorities in the relevant spending area (this may also involve consultation with outside bodies and interested individuals).
|                   | April/May: Subject Committees examine relevant chapter, each reports to Finance Committee | Each Committee decided on the most appropriate way to approach the process. These responses were co-ordinated by the Finance Committee, which reported to the Parliament. In 2000, the report was debated by the Parliament on 28 June.
|                   | June: Finance Committee Reports to Parliament | In the light of the Parliament’s input (and comment from other interested bodies), the Executive prepared its draft budget.
| End year flexibility announcement made (end June) | Mid September: Executive publishes draft budget and spending plans | **Stage 2: Sep–Dec 2000**
| July: Comprehensive spending review (2 years) | Subject Committee examines and reports to Finance Committee | The year’s spending plans (*Making a Difference for Scotland*) were published in September 2000. Again, each subject committee reported to the Finance Committee on relevant parts of the package. To identify whether the stage 1 recommendations were acted upon by the Executive.
| October: in-year changes | Finance Committee considers the draft budget and may propose alternative | At this stage the Finance Committee has the option of putting forward an alternative budget to the proviso that this must keep within the over-all spending limit set by the Executive’s draft budget. In any event, the Finance Committee will produce a Report by the beginning of December 2000 which will then be debated by the Parliament before Christmas Recess.
|                   | Mid December: Parliament debates report | The Budget (Scotland) Bill was introduced in January 2001. Only a member of the Executive may move amendments. Parliament has a vote to accept or reject it. If accepted, it authorises expenditure for financial year 2001/02.
|                   | January: Executive produces proposals (having considered Parliament’s recommendations) | | | Executive amendments and parliamentary vote |
Financial audit and accountability of Government expenditure

The proper and productive use of public money is an indispensable element of any modern, well-managed and fully accountable democratic state. It is essential that, where Government and the prime instrument of scrutiny, Parliament, interact, there exists a common understanding of how, and on what terms, public money can be used.13

Holding to Account, The Review of Audit and Accountability for Central Government
Lord Sharman of Redlynch (chair)

5.17 Whilst Parliament’s performance in scrutinising spending plans and forward expenditure is weak, it has proved more effective in calling Government to account once money has been spent. The National Audit Office and Public Accounts Committee mean that there are well-resourced structures in place to audit public expenditure, assess value-for-money outcomes and make recommendations for improvement. However, the Commission believes that such activity could be broadened and should be tied more closely to the work of other parliamentary committees.

The Public Accounts Committee and the National Audit Office

5.18 The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) is the most high-profile vehicle for parliamentary scrutiny of expenditure, its strength deriving in large part from its connection with the National Audit Office (NAO). The NAO has around 800 staff responsible for auditing and providing value for money surveys of government spending. Although the NAO has a remit to investigate any area of expenditure, it cannot question the merits of the policy objectives of any department or authority. Its reports are submitted to the PAC which can query the priorities of Government. The PAC then conducts around 50 inquiries each year on the basis of the NAO’s work.

5.19 The existence of the PAC and NAO provides permanent oversight and has a deterrent effect on ministerial activity. However, the PAC has limitations. Even though the PAC already works at maximum capacity, publishes about 50 reports a year and meets twice a week for 25 weeks a year, it is only able to take a limited look at government expenditure, and pick up only a proportion of the NAO’s work. The enormous scope of government means that even with the resources of the NAO, the PAC is necessarily highly selective in the inquiries it undertakes. The range of government activity means that neither the NAO nor PAC can track all the money spent by Government.

An alternative approach: Finance and Audit Sub-Committee

5.20 Members of the PAC cannot be expected to become experts on the enormous range of subjects into which they inquire. They are likely to be less well informed on a given subject than a member of the relevant departmental select committee. Reforms should encourage and enable departmental select committees to play a greater role in the scrutiny of finance. Each departmental select committee should pilot and evaluate a new form of committee, a Finance and Audit Sub-Committee. The sub-committee should consider, for example, Estimates and departmental allocations, audit and value-for-money inquiries, Public Service Agreements, performance indicators and outcomes.

Resources for financial scrutiny

5.21 Select committees and new sub-committees must improve their capacity for carrying out effective financial scrutiny. To do this they will need an analytical capacity as well as enhanced research facilities and access to financial expertise. There appear to be two ways of providing this support either by a new research and support function or by using existing capacity as far as possible.

5.22 We have already commented on the vast amounts of analytical and investigative material that are readily available but apparently not digested or used by select committees. For example, much of the audit and analytical work produced by the NAO is not fully used by Parliament. The NAO performs specific audit functions of public sector bodies, but it is not the appropriate body to provide support functions on issues of Estimates, scrutiny of government expenditure, analysis of expenditure outcomes, performance targets and the like. However, much of the NAO's work could and should be better utilised by the departmental committees which can bring their subject-specific expertise and experience to the policy content of an NAO report in a way that the generalist and time constrained PAC is often unable to do.

5.23 We do not suggest that the NAO should provide a servicing function for specific committees, but their reports and expertise should be shared more equitably among the other committees of the House of Commons. Select committees and their sub-committees should use the NAO and PAC reports as the basis for more detailed examination of Government finance.

5.24 This will be a new and significant function for select committees and a Parliamentary Finance Office should be established to provide high quality research, information, access to specialist advice and expertise, and support for the collection and analysis of evidence and report drafting. The Parliamentary Finance Office (PFO) would have certain functions in common with the economic and finance support functions currently provided by the Commons' Library. However whereas the Library at present provides services for all Members, with a concentration on individual cases, the PFO would be solely designated to the scrutiny function, primarily for the select committees.
5.25 There would of course be budgetary implications in establishing a new office but there is no doubt that scrutiny support functions are presently under-resourced. As the Liaison Committee noted in *Shifting the Balance*, "No-one could accuse select committees of being profligate in their staffing." If the scrutiny function is to be effective, adequate resources should be deployed and the necessary budget provided.

Parliament and the Audit Commission

5.26 Regardless of these changes Parliament is weakened by the fact that there are certain areas that the NAO and PAC cannot investigate. The Audit Commission rather than the NAO, audits many of the most important public services, including health, the police service and many local authority functions. These huge areas are outside Parliament's direct audit remit. The Departmental Select Committee on Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs (ETRA) published a report on the Audit Commission in June 2000 which stated that it was "generally highly regarded, due in large part to its independence from central government." The Report cited a proposal by the PAC chair, Rt. Hon David Davis MP, that a new select committee should be established to consider and report on the work of the Audit Commission, in much the same way as the PAC relates to the NAO.

5.27 The ETRA committee however did not see that there was a strong case for establishing a separate select committee to oversee the Audit Commission. Arguing that services provided by local authorities should be accountable to local electorates, it considered that Parliament should not, even indirectly, attempt to hold such authorities to account.

5.28 We do not share the ETRA committee's analysis and conclusion. Many of the services currently under the remit of the Audit Commission (most notably health and police services) are not directly provided by locally elected authorities, and a high proportion of all local revenues come from centrally raised taxation. The absence of formal links between Parliament and the Audit Commission means that the quality and detail of financial oversight in certain crucial areas is variable. The Audit Commission is in a position to provide an overview of performance across local health/police authorities and make good practice recommendations. Parliament should make greater use of the Audit Commission's work.

5.29 To ensure that best uses are made of its evidence the Audit Commission should report to the departmental committees relevant to its work. Therefore, National Health Service reports should be submitted to the Health Committee, police service reports to the Home Affairs Committee and local government reports to the Environment Committee.

---

14 Liaison Committee, (1999–2000), H.C. 300
16 *ibid.* para 68-70
17 *ibid.* para 74
18 *ibid.* para 75
Conclusion: The Sharman Report — holding to account

5.30 Similar conclusions were reached by the Government-initiated Review of Audit and Accountability, chaired by Lord Sharman, which reported in February 2001. Many of the report’s recommendations related to improvements in the government’s internal audit and financial control. The report also recommended that audit procedures for Non-Departmental Public Bodies should be strengthened and that the statutory access of the NAO should be formalised so that almost all public money was within its remit. Looking particularly at the role of Parliament, the report recommended that,

- the Public Accounts Committee could provide further powerful support to improvements in financial management by continuing to examine themes across central government as a whole (such as risk management, corporate governance, developments in performance measurement and fraud),
- further use could be made of the work of the NAO, for example by providing the Comptroller and Auditor General with resources to brief the departmental select committees annually on key financial issues, although it was mindful not to ‘undermine the key relationship between the NAO and PAC or drawing the C&AG and his staff into questioning policy matters’,
- the PAC and departments should take a ‘flexible’ approach in dealing with ‘joined-up’ matters; for example, allowing one Accounting Officer to represent others or with the PAC holding several hearings on a subject,
- the NAO and Audit Commission should co-ordinate with the Office of National Statistics and the Statistics Commission and other relevant bodies to provide Parliament with information about the performance of government departments and external validation of departmental information.

5.31 The Commission welcomes the recommendations of the Sharman report as it reinforces many of our conclusions. We hope that the Government will use it as the basis for reforming the way in which Parliament and Government deal with finance. The Commission believes that the scrutiny of finance is central to Parliament’s ability to hold Government accountable and reforms should reflect this importance.

Principle 5 — Financial scrutiny should be central to accountability

Parliament, and in particular the Commons, has a unique constitutional role in the authorisation and scrutiny of Government expenditure. At present the Commons fails to perform this role in either a systematic or effective manner.

Recommendations

29. The Estimates procedures should be changed to allow Parliament to debate and vote for transfers within overall departmental budgets. This would help focus the attention of MPs and ministers, and hopefully the media and the public, on the scrutiny of spending plans. (para 5.7)
30. Each departmental select committee should pilot and evaluate a new form of committee, a Finance and Audit Sub-Committee. The sub-committee should consider, for example, Estimates and departmental allocations, audit and value-for-money inquiries, Public Service Agreements, performance indicators and outcomes. (para 5.20)

31. We do not suggest that the NAO should provide a servicing function for specific committees, but their reports and expertise should be shared more equitably among the other committees of the House of Commons. Select committees and their sub-committees should use the NAO and PAC reports as the basis for more detailed examination of Government finance. (para 5.23)

32. A Parliamentary Finance Office should be established to give high quality support to the committees. The office would provide research, information, access to specialist advice and expertise, and support in the analysis of evidence and drafting of reports. (para 5.24)

33. Parliament should make greater use of the Audit Commission’s work. To improve parliamentary oversight in areas of public expenditure such as the police and the health service, the Audit Commission should formally report to Commons departmental select committees. (para 5.28)
Chapter Six

Scrutiny, accountability and the second chamber

"Given the Government’s enormous power in our system, it seems to us important to have a second chamber able and willing to complement the House of Commons in its essential work of scrutinising the executive and holding the government to account."

A House for the Future
Royal Commission on the Reform of the House of Lords

6.1 The Commission has focused most of its attention on the House of Commons. The fact that, at the time of writing, the Lords is in transition, means that the Commission can only outline tentative and less specific recommendations than those for the Commons. We did not wish to speculate on add to the numerous proposals for Lords reform, but instead have used the Wakeham Commission’s report as the basis for our work.

6.2 The Commission nevertheless believes that the Lords plays an important role in complementing the work of the Commons and holding Government to account. The Commission believes that the Lords can add real value through its different base of expertise and the greater independence of its members. The Lords should play a significant role in scrutinising cross-departmental initiatives and examine issues of ethical, constitutional and social issues for which the Commons has insufficient time. However, the effectiveness of Parliament as a whole requires a greater co-operation and co-ordination of the activity of the two Houses.

The distinct role of the second chamber

"The House of Commons, because it is directly elected by the whole people, is the ultimate repository of democratic authority in the United Kingdom. It alone . . . can call the Prime Minister and the Government fully to account."

We are concerned that the House of Commons often finds it difficult to balance its twin responsibilities of sustaining a government in office and at the same time holding it effectively to account.

A revitalised second chamber could enhance the ability of Parliament as a whole to scrutinise the executive and act as a check upon it."

A House for the Future
Royal Commission on the Reform of the House of Lords

6.3 While the fully elected Commons may have the greater legitimacy in ensuring the accountability of government, it also has other functions, notably making and sustaining the Government which, as we have shown, means that there are conflicting pressures on MPs, in their loyalty to party, in their support or opposition of the Government and in their role as impartial scrutineer of its actions. Such conflicts often hamper the quality of scrutiny in the Commons. In contrast, the second chamber is generally less partisan and its members are able to exercise a less partial form of scrutiny than their Commons counterparts.

"ibid (para 3.10)
6.4 The fact that the Government does not have a majority in the second chamber contributes to a less adversarial approach, as cross-party support is required to take decisions. The maintenance of Government does not rely on a majority in the Lords and, as such, no divisions can be regarded as votes of confidence. Party discipline is less strong in the second chamber and the atmosphere means that, up to now, the chamber has been almost entirely self-regulating. There is no Speaker to enforce order and no procedure for guillotining business. There are few formal restrictions on the ability of members to raise issues of concern. In general, these traits allow for a broader and more spontaneous questioning of ministers, often in greater depth than is possible in the Commons.

6.5 It is clear, however, that reforms to the second chamber will affect some of the traditional procedures. There are early signs that a greater role is being played by the whips attempting to enforce party discipline, a feature which is likely to grow with the election of a proportion of the second chamber. The election of members may also make them less willing to take up unpopular or controversial issues, such as euthanasia or cases of life imprisonment. The Wakeham Commission's recommendation that members should be elected for non-renewable fifteen year terms might prevent such developments. However, at the time of writing it is unclear how the Government intends to proceed. Crucially, though, all the political parties are committed to maintaining a second chamber where no party has an overall majority.

6.6 The new second chamber should reflect its existing strengths and reforms should deliberately build on these advantages. Scrutiny committees operate in very different contexts in the two Houses. The party balance means that the Government does not dominate Lords committees as it does in the Commons. As the Government also has no majority in the chamber itself, the chamber could refer matters of its choosing to committees, although up to now it has rarely done so against the wishes or approval of Government. The potential exists to develop a different dynamic to the Commons, opening up new and innovative means of scrutinising Government. The next stages of reform provide a rare opportunity to devise and consolidate a specifically second chamber form of scrutiny and accountability.

Scrutiny in the Lords

6.7 The Lords already performs a significant and frequently effective scrutiny role, quite independent of the Commons, although it receives media coverage. Peers, like MPs, have opportunities to question the Government, and thereby scrutinise the Executive and hold it to account. Since the 1960s the number of written questions in the Lords has increased 20-fold (although from a very low starting point). More significantly for accountability, each day in the Lords four oral questions are asked of Ministers. These are called "Starred Questions" and take up about 15 per cent of the time in the chamber. Starred Questions can be on any topic within government responsibility and are tabled first come first served. Each week, two of the questions asked are "Topical Questions", drawn by ballot 48 hours in advance. There is a time limit of 30 minutes for the four questions each day (allowing much longer for each question than in the Commons) and any Peer may ask supplementary questions. This system of starred questions allows peers to raise topical questions in a manner denied to the Commons. The topicality and random nature of the questions provide useful lessons for the Commons.
6.10 The ability of the Lords to question senior ministers has, however, declined over the course of the twentieth century as the number of Cabinet ministers from that chamber has been significantly reduced. In recent years there have been exceptions to the overall trend as some Lords ministers have held very high-profile, controversial briefs; for example, Lord Macdonald of Tradeston and Lord Falconer of Thoroton, with responsibility for transport and the Millennium Dome respectively. Additionally most departments of state have a minister below cabinet rank sitting in the Lords. In total, members of the Lords thus represent a small but significant proportion of the Government.

6.11 As most members of the Cabinet and of the Government sit in the Commons, it is in the Commons that the primary role of questioning Ministers is likely to take place. The Wakeham Commission nevertheless believed that an opportunity to tap into the expertise of the Lords was wasted because Peers in the Chamber were unable to question Commons Ministers. Lords can question Commons Ministers in committees, in the same way as Commons select committees question Lords Ministers. However, most members of the second chamber do not regularly question most members of the Government.

6.12 The Royal Commission did not wish to change the long-standing convention that members of one chamber should not speak in the other but believed that parliamentary scrutiny as a whole would be enhanced if Commons Ministers could make statements to and answer questions from members of the second chamber. They suggested that this should take place in a special committee away from the Lords’ chamber. The Grand Committee in the Lords could provide the basis for such a procedure.

6.13 To ensure topicality under such a new procedure, it was suggested there should be no fixed rota of Ministers nor any advance notice of questions. Instead Ministers responsible for current issues might be invited to appear before the Committee at a few days’ notice to take questions and explain their position. It was envisaged that rather than ‘ambulance chasing’ [of the latest crisis or headline], the new procedure would be a way to explore issues of longer-term significance. In fact, although the principle of enabling members of the second chamber to question Commons ministers is important, the Royal Commission’s proposal to issue invitations at short notice seems likely to result in just the sort of ‘ambulance chasing’ it wishes to avoid. A more measured approach would be achieved if Commons Ministers were invited to answer questions on an agreed, with-notice basis. Ministers should be invited to make statements and answer questions in a committee of the whole of the second chamber on specific issues within their responsibility on a long-term rota basis.

---

6 Since 1964 only seven peers have sat in the Cabinet (other than the Lord Chancellor and Leader of the Lords who are ex officio members of the Lords).

6i op cit., paras 8.7-8
6.14 The right of Members of the Commons to question those Ministers who sit in the Lords is also an issue. It is already commonplace for Lords Ministers to account for their department to the relevant Commons' select committee. Parliamentary scrutiny would be more comprehensive and thorough if Lords Ministers were able to be questioned by the Commons as a whole, in addition to scrutiny by select committee. This could take place away from the Chamber, for example in Westminster Hall.

6.15 Parliamentary scrutiny would be strengthened if all government Ministers were able to make statements to and be questioned in both Houses. We do not seek to challenge the long-standing convention that members of one chamber should not speak in the other. Instead, alternative forums away from the chamber of each House should be instigated to allow Ministers of the other House to be questioned. In the Lords a version of the Grand Committee procedure could be used to provide such a forum to question Commons Ministers. In the Commons, the Westminster Hall procedure would be appropriate.

Lords Committees: existing good practice

6.16 The Lords does not have departmental select committees on the Commons model. Instead, the Lords has two longstanding committees on the European Union and on Science and Technology. In addition the Lords expanded its committee work in the 2000–2001 session, with the establishment of two new permanent committees to consider the constitution and economic affairs. The Lords also continues its tradition of setting up ad hoc committees on particular topics: in 2000–2001 new ad hoc committees on Stem Cell Research and Animals in Scientific Procedures were set up. The Lords is also working with the Commons in establishing a joint committee to consider human rights. The Royal Commission recommended a committee to consider the implications and progress of the devolution settlement, although this has not as yet been formally agreed and the subject matter could fall within the remit of the new constitution committee.

6.17 Wakeham strongly endorsed the existing specialist committee work undertaken by the Lords. The Royal Commission believed that further specialist committee work should attempt to complement the work of the Commons, in particular by inquiring into cross departmental issues. In evidence to the Commission, Damien Welfare, former special adviser to the Leader of the Lords, considered the second chamber more inclined to take a cross-cutting approach, with a greater capacity to stand back and take the "long view". The Science and Technology Committee in the Lords is a good example of a cross-cutting committee. It was established after a similar Commons committee was abolished in 1979 and frequently looks at issues which cut across departmental boundaries and is able to draw on considerable expertise within the House and outside, where it has a high reputation. Some recent inquiries have attracted major coverage; for example Air Travel and Health and Complementary and Alternative Medicine.18

---

18 Appendix 2, Evidence 34
19 Science and Technology Committee, (1999–2000), Fifth Report, HL121
20 Science and Technology Committee, (1999–2000), Sixth Report, HL123
6.18 It is arguable that all political issues are cross-cutting in that they are likely to touch on the affairs of more than one department. However, the emphasis of the Labour administration on 'joining-up' government has given it a greater impetus and potentially provides the Lords with an important strategic role. The example of ONE (see figure 6A), designed to improve access to benefits, shows the complexity of accountability. Although in this case the Commons initiated its own inquiry through the Education and Employment and Social Security Committees, the Lords, by establishing a cross-cutting committee could complement the work of the Commons and provide a strategic overview.

**Figure 6A: Cross-cutting issues in practice — ONE**

An integrated 'One Stop Shop', a single gateway for claiming social security benefits, has many merits. Rather than having to make multiple claims for the various benefits to which they may be entitled, claimants need make just one claim with one disclosure of circumstances. The costs to the state of multiple claims should be significantly reduced. Furthermore, if claiming, and reclaiming, benefit is considered straightforward, claimants might be more likely to take temporary or potentially insecure work; confident that they will be able to receive benefit easily should they need it.

The Labour Government has attempted to deal with the issue with the establishment of ONE. This initiative has brought together the Department for Education and Employment (DfEE), the Department of Social Security (DSS), the Employment Service (ES), the Benefits Agency (BA) and local authorities, who administer Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit on behalf of the Department of Social Security.

There are complex lines of responsibility, communication and liaison between all these organisations, all the more so when national, regional, area and district levels are also involved. Project Management Groups at regional level bring together BA, ES and local authorities to manage the project in each region. At national level, the two departments, DfEE and DSS, are responsible to Parliament and the two agencies, ES and BA, are responsible to the departments. While all contributing departments and organisations remained accountable for the resources they put in, it was crucial to judge the success of the initiative as a whole, and not just on its component parts. The Commons responded positively and the two select committees involved, Education and Employment and Social Security, held a joint inquiry and published a joint report.10

6.19 It is not desirable to have a set of second chamber committees shadowing government departments as they would duplicate much of the work of Commons committees. The second chamber should continue its distinctive approach by addressing cross-departmental and 'joined-up' issues to complement the work of the departmental select committees in the Commons. The Science and Technology Committee is one effective existing example. Others might include, for example, access to benefits, rural affairs, environmental protection, equal opportunities and social exclusion. The new committees on the constitution and economic affairs should see their work as primarily cross-cutting.

---

10 Joint Report by the Social Security and Education Committees, (1998–99), The One Service Pilot, HC 412
6.20 In addition, some of the most successful committees in the Lords are the *ad hoc* committees on specific topics appointed for specific periods; for example, the committee on relations between central and local government, which led to the report "Rebuilding Trust". Such committees consider particular inquiries and dissolve on completion. There is currently less opportunity for such flexibility in the Commons. Such committees provide a useful model for enhancing the scrutiny function, in both the Lords and Commons and in the Lords in particular greater use of such committees, for a specified purpose, would provide a complementary function to the permanent committees of the two Houses. The second chamber should continue to establish *ad hoc* committees to consider specific issues and developments, such as those recently appointed to consider Animals in Scientific Procedures and Stem Cell Research. Such an approach would bring greater flexibility and responsiveness to Parliament’s committee system and would allow the second chamber to respond to gaps in the Commons work.

**European Union scrutiny**

6.21 The scrutiny of European Union issues is an example of very highly effective scrutiny work undertaken by the Lords. It is also the best example of the two Houses working in a complementary and mutually beneficial manner. The Lords’ European Union Committee operates with six sub-committees involving some 70 peers and carries out detailed scrutiny of proposed European Union legislation. Its predecessor Committee, the European Communities Committee, was established on the UK’s accession to the European Economic Community in 1972 to scrutinise proposals coming from Brussels.

6.22 It takes a different approach to that of the Commons European Scrutiny Committee which rapidly sifts all proposals under the consideration in the Council of Ministers (usually about 400 a year). Instead the Lords European Committee identifies about 30-40 items for in-depth study and analysis. The issues considered in the Lords are usually those which raise issues of policy or principle rather than the detailed programme or administrative issues which are more frequently covered by the Commons Committee.

6.23 These arrangements are supplemented by the European Scrutiny Reserve, a resolution of the House of Commons that UK Ministers should not enter into any new commitment in the Council of Ministers until the Commons scrutiny has been completed (apart from in exceptional circumstances). A similar resolution applies to the House of Lords. Wakeham believed that the current system of Lords European scrutiny should be maintained and that in order to improve and strengthen the process, additional staff and other resources should be made available. It was also proposed that the system could be strengthened by inviting Commons ministers to make statements and answer questions to a second chamber committee after meetings of the Council of Ministers. The two different approaches taken by the separate Houses in the field of European Union scrutiny complement each other extremely well. This approach should be used as a model for future complementary, division of scrutiny functions between the two Houses.
Conclusion: Complementary and co-ordinated scrutiny

6.24 Wakeham described the current systems taken by the two Houses as 'complementary and mutually reinforcing.' Reform should play to their respective strengths and avoid duplication of inquiries. On a practical basis, similar inquiries would place demands on joint witnesses and respective House resources. On a broader level, it is difficult to see what reports on the same subjects from the two Houses would achieve. If their reports came to similar conclusions, they could be accused of wasteful duplication. If they came to different conclusions, the Government might be tempted to play off one against the other.

6.25 A complementary approach relies on both Houses adopting mechanisms for co-ordination and closer working. At present, the working relationship between Lords and Commons is virtually non-existent. The two Houses, their members and staff need to co-ordinate more closely to increase their effectiveness and to prevent unnecessary duplication and overlap.

Principle 6 – The House of Lords should complement the Commons

The Lords play an important role in complementing the work of the Commons and holding Government to account, but the effectiveness of Parliament as a whole requires greater co-operation and co-ordination of the activity of the two Houses.

Recommendations

34. Parliamentary scrutiny would be strengthened if all government ministers were able to make statements to and be questioned in both Houses. We do not seek to challenge the long standing convention that members of one chamber should not speak in the other. Instead, alternative forums away from the chamber of each House should be instigated to allow Ministers of the other House to be questioned. In the Lords a version of the Grand Committee procedure could be used to provide such a forum to question Commons Ministers. In the Commons, the Westminster Hall procedure would be appropriate. (para 6.15)

35. It is not desirable to have a set of second chamber committees shadowing government departments as they would duplicate much of the work of Commons committees. The second chamber should continue its distinctive approach by addressing cross-departmental and 'joined-up' issues to complement the work of the departmental select committees in the Commons in areas such as rural affairs, environmental protection, equal opportunities and social exclusion. (para 6.19)
36. The second chamber should continue to establish ad hoc committees to consider specific issues and developments, such as those recently appointed to consider Animals in Scientific Procedures and Stem Cell Research. Such an approach would bring greater flexibility and responsiveness to Parliament's committee system and would allow the second chamber to respond to gaps in the Commons work. (para 6.20)

37. The two different approaches taken by the separate Houses in the field of European Union scrutiny complement each other extremely well. This approach should be used as a model for future complementary, division of scrutiny functions between the two Houses. (para 6.23)

38. The two Houses, their members and staff need to co-ordinate more closely to increase their effectiveness and to prevent unnecessary duplication and overlap. (para 6.25)
Chapter Seven

Two-way Communication: Parliament and the outside world

"The acid test of success will depend on the perception of the media and the population, as to whether Parliament is effectively scrutinising the executive."

Ofwat, Evidence to the Commission

7.1 Parliament holds Government to account on behalf of the public. In order to retain its legitimacy Parliament must not only be more effective, it must convince the public that it is more effective. Parliament’s task is to engage more fully with the public interest, highlighting and explaining issues. Parliament is strongest where it articulates and mobilises public opinion. To do this it must communicate more effectively with the voters.

7.2 There are three main areas in which Parliament’s communication with the electorate is poor. In the first place, the style and procedures of the Commons are alien to most voters. Parliamentary debates are conducted in a manner that is, on occasion, difficult to understand. The Commons looks, for the most part, arcane and old-fashioned. Secondly, Parliament, and specifically, the Commons, has been slow to adapt the developments in the media as tools for communicating with the public. TV broadcasting of the Commons began only in 1989, and Parliament’s resources for dealing with the media are still not sufficient to guarantee the effective dissemination of its work. Thirdly, there are limited means by which the public can convey their concerns to Parliament as an institution. Whereas the constituency link provides a useful channel for individual concerns, Parliament’s consultation with the electorate is weak and it is often slow to react to issues.

7.3 The Commission believes that Parliament’s deficiencies in these areas seriously undermine its ability to hold Government to account. The main forum for public debate of political issues is the TV studio rather than the chamber of the Commons. The Commission believes that if Parliament is to be effective the public must regard it as relevant and topical. To do this it must adapt more quickly than it has done in the past.

The public impression of Parliament

7.4 Despite extensive media coverage of politics it is rare for Parliament to lead the day’s news bulletins. With the exception of Prime Minister’s Questions, coverage of parliamentary proceedings is very limited. As a result most people tend to derive their understanding of Parliament and politicians from the jostling at PMQs. Evidence suggests that, overall, the public is not impressed.
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7.5 Research by Dr Stephen Coleman into the televising of the Commons showed that the effect of PMQs was that the public saw Parliament "more as a theatrical performance, and sometimes a spectacular verbal duel, than a representative legislature." He cited MPs and broadcasters who concurred with that view. Claire Ward MP described the coverage as "A load of people shouting at each other without any real substance or outcome."  

7.6 The media, relying as it does on confrontation for most of its political stories, perhaps inevitably, focuses on the more gladiatorial aspects of what goes on at Westminster. However, the structure and content of parliamentary activity outside of PMQs does not encourage journalists to broaden their scope. The fact that debates can last six or seven hours does little to generate wider public interest. Although it is important for the Commons to deal with subjects at length and in detail, it is not clear that such debates make for rigorous analysis. 

7.7 Similarly, the hours of the Commons mean that most of its activity misses newspaper and broadcast deadlines. The Commons starts business late in the day, and finishes even later. The early evening, when many substantive debates are reaching their peak and when many of the committees do their work, is unlikely to generate anything other than the slightest coverage. This is to say nothing of the debates which run to midnight. Press conferences to publicise a Government initiative are uniformly held mid-morning so as to catch the lunchtime bulletins and evening newspapers, and so, ideally, dominate the headlines for the rest of the day. Parliament's approach to media coverage is poor by comparison. 

7.8 Although the Commission believes that parliamentary reform should not solely be dictated by the needs of the media, Westminster must update its proceedings. Opinion poll research shows that 59% think that 'Parliamentary procedures seem to be old-fashioned and outdated'. Additionally 41% agree that 'Much of what is said in Parliament is difficult to understand' compared with 27% who disagree. Parliamentary debates, revolving around lengthy speeches, are seen as archeaic. Rightly or wrongly, the public is unused to simply listening to people speak, without any other aids or information, and it is regarded by many people as an outdated and ineffective form of communication.

Parliament and the media

7.9 The inflexibility and verbosity of much of what goes on in the chamber has meant that the TV and radio studios have taken over as the principal means of political debate. As Dr Ralph Negrine stated in evidence to the Commission, 'The media have taken the view that Parliament as a source or location of news is of lesser importance than it may have been either thirty or even ten years ago.' The media studios provide...
a much more manageable arena, they present the issues for the public clearly, with the necessary background information, and allow politicians to talk directly to the electorate. Unless steps are taken to improve Parliament’s use of the media, it will continue to decline as a forum for debating and communicating issues of national importance.

Ministerial announcements

7.10 Concern has been expressed by many, not least by former Speaker Betty Boothroyd, about the tendency of ministers to announce policy through the media rather than in the chamber. This is despite the fact that the Ministerial Code stipulates that when Parliament is in session Ministers will want to bear in mind the desire of Parliament that the most important announcements of government should be made, in the first instance, in Parliament.\[164\] In reality, Parliament may be formally told of the policy only after the media has run the story and any parliamentary reaction may be ignored, or considered peripheral to the main story. Several former ministers put this into perspective, telling us that ministers chose to make statements to the media precisely because those interviews were easier to manage than the floor of the Commons.\[165\]

7.11 Whilst most MPs accept this trend as inevitable many are concerned about its implications for accountability. At a select committee hearing Rt Hon Stephen Byers MP, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, was criticised for attempting to manipulate the news. The committee chair, Martin O’Neill MP, complained that the minister’s desire to generate weekend coverage deprived Parliament of any chance to digest government policy.\[166\] Betty Boothroyd, former Speaker of the House, has also reprimanded government ministers for revealing new initiatives before the House has had a chance to discuss them.\[167\] By the time MPs get to question ministers the most salient political issues have already been discussed, and with the politics sucked out of an issue the parliamentary debate provides little that is newsworthy.

Publicity and dissemination

7.12 However, Parliament has more than contributed to this situation. Whereas the Government machine, the political parties and many individual MPs, are attuned to media requirements, Parliament is not. Our survey of MPs revealed the importance attached to media appearances by politicians. Asked how important they regarded appearing on TV or radio to their role as an MP, 40.8% thought it was very or quite important, whilst a quarter of MPs felt it was quite or very unimportant. Even so, 72% of politicians spend between one and five hours every week on media work.\[168\]

7.13 Despite some recent improvements Parliament as an institution still does not effectively publicise or disseminate its work in any co-ordinated fashion.

---
\[164\] Cabinet Office, (1997), Ministerial Code – A Code of Conduct and evidence on proceedings for ministers

\[165\] See appendix 3

\[166\] Times 10 February 2000

\[167\] For example, the former Speaker upbraided sports minister Kate Hoey on 5 April 2000 for announcing policy initiatives on the Today programme. HC Debts 5 April 2000, col. 347, col. 975

\[168\] See appendix 4
7.14 For example, increasing numbers of people have access to Parliament on digital, cable or satellite television but there is little publicity for these programmes. It is unlikely that they will ever be rating toppers but there will be a small proportion interested in certain debates or select committee hearings. And although they may be aware of the timing of some debates, BBC Parliament screens various select committee hearings over the weekend with no advance warning.

7.15 Evidence submitted to the Commission suggested there was much scope to improve coverage and forewarning of select committee inquiries and reports. As we noted in chapter 3, the chair of one committee told us his only power was that of embarrassing the Government occasionally. Whilst the committees do not have any formal power to change Government policy they can shame ministers into addressing issues raised in their reports. Having that impact, though, requires media coverage.

7.16 The problem for the committees is that there is little or no co-ordination of their press activity. It is left to individual select committees to make their own press contacts. Age Concern believed that Parliament does not publicise itself effectively, particularly in the case of select committees and their reports, stating that “publicity is not always effectively handled by the committees themselves.” The Commission’s meeting with the Liaison Committee bore out this impression. Several chairs told us that they had not known when other committees were publishing their reports. As a result it was common for different committees to publish on the same day, thus reducing the coverage and impact of their findings.

7.17 The appointment of a communications adviser to the Commons in the summer of 2000 is a positive development. However, this appointment is put into context when it is realised that Whitehall departments have 1,083 full time staff working on media relations, publicity campaigns and advance planning of ministers’ announcements.

7.18 But at a more basic level the Commons must improve the accessibility of its publications. Whereas Government publications have been overhauled in recent years to make them readable, Parliament’s publications still look like outdated mathematics textbooks. It is unlikely you would encounter publications in this format outside of Westminster. Unless information is made more comprehensible and attractive it should not come as a surprise when few people use it.

7.19 The one area where there have been important developments in recent years is in Parliament’s use of the internet. Parliament was ahead of many others in seeing the value of the web and has a website which means that select committee reports and evidence, library papers, and Hansard are now far more accessible. The internet allows far easier access to parliamentary material than has ever previously existed.

---
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Responding to issues of public concern

7.20 The biggest task facing Parliament is convincing the public that the proceedings are topical and relevant. In this respect the content and structure of proceedings work against topicality. There is a limited interest in many debates because of their highly-specialised nature and the sheer length of many debates means that few people are willing to sit through the entire discussion, especially when the outcome will be inconclusive. This, of course, might not matter – Parliament should deal with technical issues which are of limited interest. However, there is a question as to whether these issues should be discussed in the main chamber. The rows of empty green benches are not a convincing advert for the centrality of Parliament and it may be that many debates could be moved from the chamber into Westminster Hall, so that the floor of the House is reserved for those issues of most importance, likely to generate maximum interest.

7.21 A potentially bigger problem is that Opposition parties and backbenchers have limited opportunities to initiate debates on relevant and substantive issues. The case of the Passport Agency highlights the problem, which is explained in more detail in the next chapter. Despite problems emerging as early as February, Parliament did not discuss the issue properly until the end of June by which time the situation was reaching crisis point. There are of course other ways of raising such an issue in Parliament. But no backbencher initiated an adjournment debate on the Passport Agency in that period. The case highlights the limited opportunities for MPs to raise topical issues in a meaningful way.

7.22 The lack of topicality does not apply solely to debates, the topicality of questions are also limited because they have to be tabled two weeks in advance. Parliament’s ability to respond to issues of public concern appeared to reach its nadir in the autumn of 2000. As Tony Benn stated in the debate on Parliament’s return from summer recess at the end of that October, “We have been in recess since July, and during that time there has been a fuel crisis, a Danish no vote, the collapse of the Euro and a war in the middle east, but what is our business tomorrow? The Insolvency Bill [Lords]. It ought to be called the Bankruptcy Bill [Commons], because we play no role.”

7.23 The choice of whether to recall Parliament lay with the Government and there was little that any MP could do to influence their decision. But as the case of the Passport Agency shows, even when Parliament is sitting, MPs have very few ways of translating public concerns into parliamentary action.

7.24 The Commission believes that the way that Parliament communicates and consults with the public needs to be radically updated. Its style and proceedings need to bear more relation to everyday conversation, its relationship with the media needs to be more systematic and its response to issues of public concern needs to be swifter and more comprehensive.

Updating parliamentary proceedings

7.25 Our recommendations in chapter 4 cover some aspects of improving the sharpness of debates in the Commons, such as the ability to trade Opposition Day Debates for ministerial statements. The Commission believes that there should be less time spent debating and more time devoted to more rigorous questioning of ministers.

Changing the hours of the Commons

7.26 Historically, the House of Commons has been notoriously slow in adapting to the requirements of the press (especially compared with the House of Lords) and despite the objections of some parliamentarians, this is a problem for Parliament, not the broadcasters. There are though precedents for altering Commons procedure to improve coverage. The introduction of standing orders in 1902 moved Question Time to earlier in the day so that, according to Balfour, then Leader of the House, proceedings “may be reported in the newspapers that have currency in the country.” The House needs a similar shift now. Government announcements are trailed in the press and on the Today programme, so that by the time the minister makes a statement the House is already aware of its content. The Commission believes that the House should sit earlier in the day and allow for morning statements from ministers.

7.27 Most press conferences tend to take place at around 10.30 in the morning. By opening the chamber at 10.30, ministerial announcements could be made at the start of the day. The House would need to be informed the previous day that the Government intended to make such an announcement. This would not differ greatly from the current system where the vast majority of statements are indicated to journalists at the Monday morning lobby briefing.

7.28 The system would be likely to ensure greater coverage of the statement, by providing TV pictures for the news bulletins, but also improve coverage of the opposition’s point of view. The present system of ministerial announcements at 3.30, followed by a press briefing at 4.30 means that the opposition’s view is rarely covered in much detail. It is very unlikely that such a change would prevent the trailing of government initiatives, but it would lower the incentives, give Parliament a greater role and mean that the chamber became the focal point for political activity.

7.29 The morning sittings would also allow the House to finish earlier in the day and improve the chances of the media covering other parliamentary activity. In the past objections to morning sittings were that they would prevent MPs from getting on with constituency or committee work, and ministers from work in their departments. However, if the chamber sat for one less day a week such problems would be alleviated (see recommendation 21). Alternatively, committee work could be re-arranged so that committees sat in the early evening or in recess. For most ministers, the pressures of their work means that most attend the chamber only when they are obliged.

7.30 The Commission hopes that this recommendation would provide incentives for ministers to make announcements in the House rather than the TV studio, but we acknowledge that this would not entirely alleviate the problem. The Commission recommends that if a policy announcement is not accompanied by a statement to the House the Speaker should grant a PNQ, allowing MPs to question the minister on the policy.

Publicising Parliament

7.31 Obviously Parliament is hampered by the fact that business is announced only one week in advance and provisional business two weeks in advance. The Government's attempts to programme business in the Commons might make proceedings more predictable, but even without programming Parliament should make more of an effort to publicise forthcoming activity, at least to interest groups.

Greater use of the internet

7.32 The Commission acknowledges that recently committees have started e-mailing interested parties about their forthcoming work. This is a welcome development, however the Commission believes that Parliament should make greater use of the internet, and use it innovatively.

7.33 Various members of the Liaison Committee suggested to the Commission that every select committee oral evidence session should be recorded on video as it is impossible to know which ones will be interesting. Currently meetings to be recorded are chosen in advance; as a result, rather predictable ones may be chosen but surprisingly exciting or important ones can be missed. To improve the interest in, and coverage of, select committee hearings, every oral evidence session should be recorded on video.

7.34 However, even if they were videoed it cannot be guaranteed that individuals or organisations would be aware of where or when they would be shown on BBC Parliament. The footage of hearings should be kept for a limited period and stored on the individual select committee's page of the Parliament website. Every interested organisation would be able to check the website, and if necessary, download committee hearings.

A designated press office

7.35 Parliament needs its own press office. The Commons and Lords have designated communications advisers to provide expertise on relationships with the media. A cross-departmental group on information to the public has also been formed in the Commons.

7.36 But given the size of Government, the size of the job that Parliament is expected to do and the amount of information that is generated by Westminster and Whitehall it is absurd that Parliament's press activity is not better co-ordinated. The Commission believes that Parliament should establish a press office for Parliament. The office would be responsible for co-ordinating the press activity of the committees so that reports were not published on the same day, would highlight to journalists forthcoming issues to be debated and promote Parliament as an institution to the media.

(3) Appendix 3
Layout of reports

7.37 While the internet has transformed dissemination, attention should still be paid to the longer established methods of communication. Indeed in the rush to embrace new technologies, improvements to the longer established methods appear to have been ignored. For example, select committee reports are difficult to read and look outdated. Hansard’s daily record is little better. The Liaison Committee Report, *Shifting the Balance*, criticised the poor layout of committee reports and suggested changes. The committee chair Rt Hon Robert Sheldon MP stated that the poor design was “an absurd situation and relegated us to the also-rans in the publicity stakes”.

7.38 The Commission believes that there should be a comprehensive reform of the layout and design of select committee reports.

Systematic consultation

7.39 At our meetings with the Liaison Committee, and others, it has been said that select committees tend to receive evidence from the same groups, such as professional, ‘representative’ bodies, pressure groups and academics. A number of written submissions have made similar points. For example, according to RADAR, little effort is made to collect information from, or disseminate it to, disabled people, “Particular thought needs to be given to the involvement of groups who have traditionally been furthest from the exercise of power and decision making …” RADAR believes that consultation papers should be available on request in all formats – Braille, audio-tape, sign-language video … The price of ordinary print copies is often prohibitive [for those on low incomes].

7.40 The Equal Opportunities Commission believed that the widest range of interest groups should be consulted, with particular reference to those with access difficulties, for example linguistic barriers, those in remote areas. They suggested greater use of video conferencing and the internet. A report produced by the Hansard Society, *New Media and Social Inclusion*, looked specifically at the ways that excluded groups could be brought into consultation processes through the internet. The report described how the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Domestic Violence successfully used the internet to hear the views of women who had experienced domestic violence, a group who would usually be considered extremely difficult to consult. Subsequently on-line consultation was used by the Social Security Select Committee to hear directly the views of low-income claimants.

7.41 The internet provides the opportunity for committees to consult much more widely with the public. The internet must be used more creatively during inquiries so that they go beyond the ‘usual suspects’. Committees should use the internet as part of their effort to ensure that all interested parties are invited to contribute and are notified of future select committee work.

---
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The challenge for Parliament: Making Government accountable

Publication of an annual report

7.42 Parliament should also make greater effort to publicise its activity as a whole, through an annual report. Such a report is now published by the Government, and also by the Edinburgh Parliament. There are various mechanisms currently in use in Westminster – the Lords publishes an annual report, and the Commons Sessional Returns, but these tend to have a specialist audience and are often difficult to follow and hard to obtain. The annual report would provide a sharper focus for parliamentary activity and, importantly, allow members of the public to judge its performance. Both Houses of Parliament should produce Annual Reports on their work which set out their activity and achievements during the year. They should be publicised properly and made easily accessible to the public through the Stationery Office and the internet.

Responding to public concern

Recall of Parliament

7.43 As the petrol crisis of autumn 2000 showed, Parliament is hamstring at times of crisis by the fact that only the Government can recall Parliament. The Commission believes that Parliament as an institution must be able to respond to issues as they arise. If Parliament is to be an effective forum at times of crisis, and retain its significance to political debate, there must be an alternative mechanism for the recall of Parliament.

7.44 The Commission believes that the Speaker of the Commons should have the ability to recall Parliament at times of emergency. The recall would have to be instigated by a Member of Parliament and the Speaker would adjudicate claims for recall, along similar lines to those for the choice of Private Notice Questions. The Speaker would therefore consult with the leaders of the political parties before taking the decision. It is envisaged that a recall would occur only when an urgent development affecting the national interest had to be discussed by Parliament.

Greater use of petitions

7.45 One method of engaging more systematically with the public interest is to make petitions a more significant feature of the work of Parliament. At present they are governed by strict rules about wording and there is little sense that petitions to Parliament result in any concrete action on the part of MPs. Although there are approximately 80–100 petitions submitted to Parliament each year, between January 1999 and January 2001, 492 petitions of over 200 signatures were presented to 10 Downing Street. \[110\]

---

\[110\] The number of petitions presented in recent years is as follows, the figures in brackets are the number that received an 'observation' or response from the relevant government department: 1997–8: 99 petitions (33), 1998–9: 99 petitions (37), 1999–2000: 87 petitions (54).

\[111\] Petitions of under 200 signatures are not kept by 10 Downing Street, but are forwarded to the relevant department.
7.46 This is in contrast to the Scottish Parliament where the Public Petitions Committee plays a pivotal role between the public and the Executive. All petitions go to the committee which then assesses the merits of each submission by consulting with the Executive, MPs and, if necessary, taking evidence from individuals and organisations. The Commission filters out petitions where action is already being taken or where the case is weak. Where there is a case to be answered the committee refers petitions on for further consideration. In the 1999–2000 session of the Parliament the committee referred 92 petitions (57.5%) on to the relevant subject committee for further consideration, 17 (10.6%) to the Scottish Executive and 4 (2.6%) to a UK Government minister for a response.

7.47 Even where the Petitions Committee, the subject committee, or the Executive decides no action should be taken, the fact that it was discussed in Parliament is significant. That Parliament addressed and responded to the issue is important to members of the public and it also offers a valuable means for MSPs to remain in touch with issues of public concern.

7.48 The House of Commons should re-establish a Petitions Committee which would play a significant role in mediating between issues of public concern and select committees. The committee should be structured along lines similar to the Scottish Parliament’s committee and should draw the attention of MPs to issues where it feels there is public concern. By channelling such petitions through the relevant departmental select committee, greater pressure would be placed on the Government to respond to public concerns.

Principle 7 – Parliament must communicate better with the public

Parliament is strongest where it engages with and articulates issues of public concern. If Parliament is to be effective the public must regard it as relevant and topical, but to do this it must adapt more quickly than it has done in the past.

Recommendations

39. The House of Commons has been slow to adapt to the needs of the media. Whereas the Government machine, the political parties and most individual MPs, are attuned to the needs of the media, Parliament is not. To improve media coverage the Commons should sit earlier in the day and allow for morning statements from ministers. (para 7.26)

40. In recent years concern has grown at the number of policy announcements made outside Parliament. Mid-morning statements might reduce this tendency, but where a policy announcement is not accompanied by a statement to the House the Speaker should grant a Private Notice Question, allowing MPs to question the minister directly on the policy. (para 7.30)

41. To improve the interest in, and coverage of, select committee hearings, every oral evidence session should be recorded on video. This footage could be kept for a limited period and stored on the individual select committee’s page of the Parliament website, allowing the public to access the evidence. (paras 7.33–7.34)

42. Although both the Commons and Lords have information officers both Houses need a designated press office. The press offices would be responsible for co-ordinating the press activity of the committees, highlight to journalists forthcoming issues and promote Parliament as an institution to the media. (para 7.36)

43. Parliamentary publications are poorly designed and presented. The layout and design of committee reports, in particular, should be comprehensively reformed. (paras 7.37–7.38)

44. The internet provides the opportunity for committees to consult much more widely with the public. The internet must be used more creatively during inquiries so that they go beyond the 'usual suspects'. Committees should use the internet as part of their effort to ensure that all interested parties are invited to contribute and are notified of future select committee work. (para 7.41)

45. Both Houses of Parliament should produce Annual Reports on their work which set out their activity and achievements during the year. They should be publicised properly and made easily accessible to the public through the Stationery Office and the internet. (para 7.42)

46. At present, only the Government can recall Parliament if an emergency develops during a recess. The Speaker of the Commons should, after having consulted the main political parties, have the ability to recall Parliament at times of emergency. (para 7.44)

47. The House of Commons should re-establish a Petitions Committee which would play a significant role in mediating between issues of public concern and select committees. The committee should be structured along lines similar to the Scottish Parliament's committee and should draw the attention of MPs to issues where it feels there is public concern. By channelling such petitions through the relevant departmental select committee, greater pressure would be placed on the Government to respond to public concerns. (para 7.48)
Chapter Eight
Parliament at the apex

8.1 Parliament has a unique role in holding ministers to account on behalf of the public. However, as this report has shown, Parliament displays numerous shortcomings in its monitoring of government. The Commission has argued that Parliament's role is not to attempt to scrutinise systematically every aspect of government itself. Government is too large and complex for Parliament to do the job alone. Its role, and the role of individual politicians, needs to be refined and clarified according to the context in which it operates. Alongside the growth of government there have developed numerous other interrogatory and scrutiny bodies who are better equipped, in terms of resources and expertise, to monitor government.

8.2 As a result, one of the most significant characteristics of modern government is the wealth of information available on its performance. The creation of executive agencies, utility regulators, inspectors and ombudsmen has meant that Parliament now has a greater number of facts and figures than ever on which to draw in the pursuit of accountability. Through the scrutiny work, annual reports and performance assessments of such independent bodies there exists an array of indicators by which government can be judged.

8.3 However, the effectiveness of such work relies on it being used for a purpose. By challenging ministers on the basis of independent analysis it not only strengthens Parliament's case but also gives added value to the original work. Parliament needs to use the work of these other bodies in a more rigorous and systematic fashion, and provide a framework for their scrutiny of government.

8.4 This chapter examines how Parliament currently uses the available information by reference to a number of case studies. The first part of the chapter examines Parliament's relationship with executive agencies. Using the Public Trust Office, the Child Support Agency and the Passport Agency as examples we assess how effectively Parliament adapted to, and utilised, their work. The second part of the chapter looks at growth of extra-parliamentary scrutiny and examines the implications for Parliament of the independent regulators and the increasing use of judicial review.

8.5 The chapter highlights the strengths and weaknesses of the current system. It draws on the recommendations of the report, showing what the Commission's proposals are designed to achieve and how they might work in practice. The underlying message of this chapter, and the report as a whole is that Parliament must adapt, and adapt swiftly.
8.6 It is estimated that three-quarters of central government activity is now undertaken by executive agencies. The process of giving civil service functions to arms-length agencies was a result of the Next Steps programme in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and it has transformed the provision of government services. Although executive agencies remain formally part of their original department and operate within 'framework agreements' established by the ministry, they are headed by a chief executive who has a large degree of autonomy and is responsible for the day to day performance of the service.

8.7 The size and scope of their activity, as well as the removal of direct responsibility from the Government department has raised concerns about the accountability of these new agencies to Parliament. Lord Nolan, at the Second Radcliffe Lecture in 1996 voiced his concerns,

"... if accountability is only through Ministers, in respect of an agency with hundreds of offices and thousands of clients, the chain is too long, the person who should be answerable - perhaps at local level - remains shielded from public view, and true accountability is weakened ... The right people have to be accountable ... Eventually, the framework of accountability will have to change, to follow the new management and organisational structure."

8.8 However, the accountability of agencies is not solely through ministers. Parliament has the capacity to scrutinise the activity of the agencies and their chief executives directly through the work of select committees. The publication of framework documents, targets and annual reports has increased the amount of information upon which committees can base their investigations. An official review in 1995 argued that agencies clarified the roles and functions of chief executives, agency and departmental officials, and therefore 'facilitated accountability'. The Public Service Committee made a similar argument in 1996, commenting,

"... the formal delegation of responsibility to agency Chief Executives can offer better accountability because it makes more transparent the relationship between Minister and civil servant ... With the information it now has available in the Framework Document and elsewhere, it ought to be possible for Parliament and the public to examine the relationship between Ministers and some civil servants to decide to whom should be attributed praise or blame."

8.9 However, the accountability of the agencies relies ultimately on the performance of Parliament. They can only be made accountable if MPs and committees use the information that agencies produce in a more systematic fashion. As the following case studies show, in practice, the performance of the committees in relation to agencies has been haphazard. Where some committees regularly review the activities of the agencies within their ambit, others are less thorough. In many areas Parliament has failed to detect agency problems early enough and once problems have been diagnosed MPs have not been fully effective in ensuring that remedial action is implemented. Parliament needs to adapt its structures so that it engages more effectively with the work of the agencies.

---

[1] Wei, S., & Beaulieu, D., op cit, p. 194
[2] The Efficiency Unit report 'Improving Management in Government: the Next Steps', published by the Cabinet in February 1988, laid the basis for agencies. Its main recommendation was that agencies should be created to 'carry out the executive functions of Government within a policy and resources framework set up by a department.' The agencies vary considerably in terms of size and scope; the largest are major enterprises such as the Benefits Agency, IIM Prison Service and the Employment Service.
Administrative failure, ineffective scrutiny – the case of the Public Trust Office

8.10 The Public Trust Office (PTO) was established in 1987. Its Mental Health Sector had responsibility for the management of the private assets and financial affairs of people with mental incapacity when they had no one able or willing to act as receiver. The appointment of receiverships is made by the Court of Protection, which oversees around 22,000 public and private receiverships. The PTO was responsible for around 2,500 'public trustee receiverships', to act directly on a patient's behalf and obliged to account for all their transactions. In return the PTO charged each patient a fee for their monitoring and receivership work.

8.11 The PTO was thus responsible for the financial affairs of some of the most vulnerable people in society. In 1994 the National Audit Office investigated the operation of the agency, ranging over 400 case files and interviewing patients, receivers and carers. The NAO found serious deficiencies in the service being provided for patients. This was followed four months later by the Public Accounts Committee which reinforced the findings of the original NAO report. Both reports highlighted a backlog of accounts and investments awaiting review, as well as numerous instances of fraud, inefficiency and incompetence. The PAC questioned the role of the PTO in keeping receivers informed and the high fees that the PTO was charging for such an unsatisfactory service.

Figure 8a – Case study: the Public Trust Office

| 1987 January | Public Trust Office established. In 1994 the PTO became an executive agency within the Lord Chancellor's Department. |
| 1994 March | National Audit Office publishes its report Looking after the Financial Affairs of People with Mental Incapacity. The report found a significant backlog in the case files of patients and that money was not being accounted for properly. |
| 1994 July | Public Accounts Committee publishes its report on the same subject. The committee reinforced the NAO's findings and expressed its concern at the backlog of cases, the frauds being committed against patients accounts and the high fees patients were charged by the PTO. |
| 1994 October | Public Trust Office responded to the PAC report stating it was taking action to remedy the deficiencies. |
| 1999 February | National Audit Office returned to the case five years after its original report publishing Protecting the Financial Welfare of People with Mental Incapacity. The NAO found a marked deterioration in the service. |
| 1999 September | Public Accounts Committee publishes its report Public Trust Office: Protecting the Financial Welfare of People with Mental Incapacity. The report was highly critical of the PTO and the deterioration since their previous report. PAC chair David Davis stated that the PTO had displayed an "unacceptable level of performance". |
| 1999 November | Lord Chancellor's Department and the Public Trust Office stated "we accept the Committee's overall conclusions as well as the specific areas for improvement which the Committee has identified" which "demand a fundamental programme of change". |
| 2000 December | Lord Chancellor's Department announced that as of April 2001 the PTO would cease to exist and its functions would be performed by a new organisation the Public Guardianship Office. |

---

n National Audit Office, (Session 1993–94), Looking after the Financial Affairs of People with Mental Incapacity, HC 218
nn Treasury Minutes on the thirty-ninth report from the Committee of Public Accounts 1993–94 – Looking after the Financial Affairs of People with Mental Incapacity
nn BBC online, "Patients' cash badly managed", 1 September 1999
nnn Treasury Minutes on the thirty-fifth report from the Committee of Public Accounts 1993–94 – Looking after the Financial Affairs of People with Mental Incapacity
8.12 The reports made a series of recommendations to reduce the backlog and to ensure that receivers were regularly informed and advised. In October 1994 the Public Trust Office responded, stating that it had “taken action on each of the Committee’s conclusions and recommendations to ensure that opportunities to improve the service offered by the PTO are not missed”. 164

8.13 In February 1999, the NAO investigated the PTO again. Far from improving, the NAO found that the five years since its previous report had been marked by a serious deterioration of the service. The NAO noted that in almost 40% of cases, the PTO had failed to obtain accounts from receivers explaining how they had used patients’ money. 165 When accounts were received, the report stated that only 25% were reviewed within the target time of four weeks – a deterioration since the previous report when 85% were dealt with on time. 166

8.14 The subsequent PAC report in September 1999 stated that “there has been a serious deterioration in the Public Trust Office’s performance in several key areas since our predecessors’ 1994 report which has not been addressed through the Lord Chancellor’s Department’s oversight and monitoring.” 167 The chair of the committee Rt Hon David Davis MP in an annual Commons debate on the work of the PAC expressed the seriousness of their concerns,

“The Committee first considered the issue in 1994 and, as a consequence, published one of its most critical reports of the decade. Revisiting the subject this year, we found that the improvements that we had been promised had not been delivered and that, worse still, in some important areas performance had deteriorated markedly. That fell far short of what patients have a right to expect . . . Patients have been failed at every turn.” 168

8.15 In November 1999, the Lord Chancellor’s Department and the Public Trust Office responded, stating “we accept the Committee’s overall conclusions as well as the specific areas for improvement which the Committee has identified . . . [these] demand a fundamental programme of change”. 169 A subsequent review recommended that the Public Trust Office’s operations should be performed by other parts of the Lord Chancellor’s Department, specifically the Court Service and the Official Solicitor’s Office. 170

8.16 The Government’s subsequent actions revealed the depth of the problems at the PTO. The Lord Chancellor’s Department announced in December 2000 that, as of 2 April 2001, the PTO would cease to exist. Its functions would be taken over by a

---
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new organisation, the Public Guardianship Office (PGO) and its investments functions would be radically overhauled to improve management of clients' funds. Initially the PGO would be part of the Court of Protection but ministers would consider whether it should be a candidate for agency status.

*Improving select committee coverage and follow-up*

8.17 The case of the Public Trust Office highlights serious deficiencies in the quality of accountability exercised over this particular agency. Although Parliament, through the NAO and the PAC, was able to identify serious problems, it failed to ensure that their recommendations were acted upon. As a result, the quality of the service affecting the financial affairs of people who were already amongst the most disadvantaged, was allowed to deteriorate unacceptably over the course of five years without any further intervention.

8.18 Clearly, the bulk of the responsibility must lie with the Government, the Lord Chancellor's Department as the agency's sponsoring department, and the chief executive of the PTO. However, Parliament failed to monitor the situation and, perhaps knowing that there would be little continuing oversight, neither the LCD nor the PTO felt pressure to act upon the reports' findings. Regardless of the strength of evidence, argument and recommendations, years elapsed before the situation was rectified. The fact that the PTO had to be abolished reflects the extent of the problems that were being faced by 1999. And, despite significant changes in service provision, it is not clear that Parliament was able to identify and hold to account those responsible for the deterioration.

8.19 There seems little point in spending significant sums on the NAO and the PAC if no action is taken after they report and no mechanisms are in place to ensure that their work is followed up. As this report has argued, if Parliament is to be effective committees must follow up their recommendations and publish a periodic review within two to three years of the original report (recommendation 13).

8.20 The case also highlights the need for the departmental select committees to work more closely with the PAC and NAO. The Home Affairs committee, under whose jurisdiction the PTO came, did not broach the subject between 1994 and 1999. Had they done so, they may have exerted the necessary pressure to ensure that matters were rectified before they reached crisis point. Select committees should use the reports of the NAO and PAC as the basis for more detailed policy investigations (recommendations 30 & 31).

8.21 Most significantly though the case highlights the extent to which agencies can easily slip through the net of parliamentary scrutiny. Select committees must have as part of their core duties an obligation to track and monitor the work of the agencies and non-departmental public bodies which are the responsibility of their department (recommendations 8 & 9).
Policy failure compounded by maladministration – the Child Support Agency

The Child Support Agency (CSA) was established in 1993 to ensure that parents made sufficient financial contributions for the maintenance of their child’s welfare. The CSA would adjudicate and enforce rulings on the amount that each parent should make to their child’s upkeep. The principle behind the legislation introducing the CSA was supported by all the political parties and the Bill passed through Parliament with little scrutiny and few amendments.

The problems which occurred when the agency began its work in 1993 were compounded by administrative shortcomings. The sheer number of cases and the number of decisions being challenged by parents meant that the agency was struggling to cope. The volume of work further weakened the agency’s ability to deal with the cases swiftly and efficiently. The failings were evident at a number of levels and in its early years the agency failed to meet its targets for arrangement of maintenance, customer service and administrative performance.  

In contrast to the case of the Public Trust Office the CSA became a significant feature of every MP’s work and as a result it could not avoid parliamentary scrutiny. The sheer volume of cases meant that most MPs were having to deal with constituents who were in difficulty with the CSA. It appears that for many MPs CSA cases were the single most time-consuming element of their constituency work. As our survey of MPs shows, by the summer of 2000 over 70% of MPs were still spending between one and five hours each week on CSA casework, with a further 10% spending between six and fifteen hours.

This level of concern could not be ignored by Parliament, and the CSA was the subject of successive inquiries by a variety of select committees, Opposition Day Debates, Adjournment Debates and parliamentary questions. The Social Security Select Committee alone produced five reports on the CSA in just over three years. During their investigations the committee took regular oral evidence from ministers, CSA chief executives, senior officials, pressure groups and those personally affected by the CSA. The committee received in excess of 12,000 letters and submissions from the public in a two-year period. This level of concern meant that the committee monitored the CSA’s developments very closely, it received monthly written evidence from the CSA (including detailed figures on its performance) and took evidence on the CSA’s business plans and annual reports.

---
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### Figure 8b – Case study: The Child Support Agency

1993 Child Support Agency established to ensure that parents made a financial contribution for the welfare of their child.
1995 March: Select Committee on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration publishes report responding to Ombudsman’s concerns.256
1995 November: Public Accounts Committee publishes its report on the finances of the CSA.257
1996 March: Ombudsman lays second report on the CSA before Parliament.259
1997 March: Public Accounts Committee publishes second report on finances of CSA261
1997 March: Social Security Select Committee publishes fifth report on CSA, *Child Support*262
1997 April: CSA Independent Case Examiner introduced to assess cases of maladministration.

8.26 The inquiries of the social security select committee were buttressed by the work of the Ombudsman and the Committee on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (PCA) to which the Ombudsman reported. The extent of the CSA’s problems were reflected in the fact that by the end of 1994 complaints against the agency accounted for more than one third of the total of all complaints being referred to the Ombudsman. So acute was the situation that the Ombudsman took the unusual step of writing to all MPs asking them not to refer further CSA cases unless they contained novel features or were resulting in financial loss.264

---
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8.27 As well reporting on individual cases the Ombudsman used his powers to lay two special reports to Parliament, in January 1995 and March 1996 summarising what his investigations into individual complaints had found.98 In March 1995 the PCA also published a report based on the ombudsman’s findings and concluded that the committee were "in no doubt that maladministration within the CSA cannot be divorced from the responsibility of ministers for the framework within which it operated."99 In addition the Public Accounts Committee published two reports in the period on the CSA’s finances.100

8.28 The Government had to respond to these problems and in 1995 introduced legislation to amend the working of the CSA. This was undoubtedly partly a response to parliamentary pressure from individual MPs and committees, and the Government acknowledged the merit of many of the committees’ recommendations.101

8.29 Despite these reforms the CSA remained a problem beyond the 1997 election and the Labour government introduced further changes designed to overhaul the agency. The Social Security Select Committee conducted an inquiry into the Government’s White Paper, A New Contract for Welfare: Children’s Rights and Parents’ Responsibilities, taking evidence from a range of interested parties, including the Ombudsman to ensure that the lessons were brought to bear on future legislation.102 It also took evidence from the CSA Independent Case Examiner, a post created in 1997, partly as result of an earlier recommendation by the PCA. Legislation introducing major changes to child support was passed in 2000 with an implementation date of 2002.

Effective oversight, parliamentary pressure channelling public concern

8.30 The experience of the CSA showed how the departmental select committee, the Ombudsman (and its parliamentary committee) and the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) can work effectively together. Whilst the Ombudsman dealt with cases of maladministration and the PAC with finance, the Social Security Select Committee could effectively bring together the various strands of their work, and channel public concern into specific policy recommendations. The considerable evidence accrued by the committees was used in debates, parliamentary questions and media coverage of the CSA. Many of the committees’ recommendations were accepted by Government and they undoubtedly shaped the content of subsequent legislation.

8.31 The case highlights the effectiveness of Parliament where its engages with and articulates issues of public concern (principle 7). The value of constituency casework was evident throughout, in that individual MPs of all parties were well aware of the hardship of many constituents and many became expert in the technicalities of child support. In addition, scrutiny may have been easier for select committees because of its agency status. The CSA was required to publish performance targets, framework

100 Session (1995–6), HC 31. Session (1997–8), HC 313
101 See Government Replies 1993–94, Cm 2469, Cm 2743.
agreements, staffing and resource requirements in a business plan and account for its performance in an annual report. In short, it was much more transparent than the equivalent maintenance-collecting section of the DSS, the Liable Relatives Unit, which the CSA replaced. The committees were able to draw effectively on a vast amount of information and expertise.

8.32 However, the CSA was an unusual case and Parliament's response atypical. It would have been difficult for Parliament to ignore, and the apparent success of Parliament should be put into context by the fact that it took approximately five years for the original mistakes to be properly rectified. Although the various parts of Parliament complemented one another, the case emphasises the need for a formalised relationship between agencies and select committees, between the ombudsman and Parliament and between the committees and the chamber (principle 3, recommendations 10 & 11). In addition, the case highlights the value of select committee consultation and ensuring that evidence is taken from a wide variety of sources. There is scope for further improvement, and the Commission has made a number of recommendations to enhance public interest, processes of consultation and the ability of the public to feed their concerns into Parliament (recommendations 41, 42, 43, 44, & 47).

8.33 In some respects lessons still need to be learned with respect to scrutiny of legislation. Although the experience of the CSA was a significant factor in the Labour Government's desire to introduce more draft Bills for scrutiny, the Social Security Select Committee was not able to consider the Draft Bill to reform child support. This was despite a commitment from the previous Secretary of State for Social Security that such a bill would 'certainly' be made available to them. The expertise built up by the members of select committees should be deployed much more effectively in the examination of legislation (recommendations 16 & 17) at an early stage.

Parliament's limited response to mismanagement at the Passport Agency

8.34 From its inception in 1991 until the summer of 1999 the Passport Agency had an unremarkable history. One of many agencies within the Home Office, it had performed its core tasks adequately and been given its Charter Mark in 1992. However, administrative and policy changes introduced by the department meant that the agency reached crisis point during 1999 affecting the service to thousands of individuals.

8.35 The problems began with a Home Office decision to introduce a new computer system into two of the Passport Agency's offices. Added to this, the Government announced in April 1998 that from October that year, children under 16 would need to carry separate passports when travelling abroad. The agency, however, failed to anticipate the number of applications they would have to process and received almost 800,000 in the first six months of 1999. The increased demand coincided with an underestimation of how long it would take to train staff in the new system.

ibid., para 174
8.36 In February 1999 the Passport Agency decided to prioritise applications by dates of travel, and by March the delays in processing were beginning to attract media attention, leading to increased numbers of applications and congestion in the system.12 By June 1999, about 565,000 applications were awaiting processing. Between May and July 1999, the Home Office and Agency introduced emergency measures including free two year extensions to passports and extra staff at passport offices.

Figure 8c – Case Study: The Passport Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Passport Agency established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>October: New computer system introduced to the Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>April: Government announces that from October 1998 all children will need passports. In the first six months of 1999 the Passport Agency received almost 800,000 applications for child passports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>February: Agency chief executive informs ministers of problems in processing passports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>March: Business recovery plan approved by Home Office minister Mike O’Brien MP and Home Secretary Jack Straw MP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>April: Leader of the House Margaret Beckett MP is asked about the delay in passports and acknowledges the great difficulties being experienced by the Passport Agency “and their serious effect on the service available to people.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>May: Ministers begin to receive questions from MPs on the delay in processing passport applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>29 June: First Commons debate, Opposition day (Conservatives) ‘Delay in the Issue of Passports’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>July: Permanent under-secretary and Principal Finance Officer (Home Office) appear before Home Affairs Select Committee, questioned on Passport Agency and other issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>December: Jack Straw MP makes a statement to the House of Commons to explain imminent rise in passport fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>June: Public Accounts Committee publishes ‘The Passport Delays of Summer 1999’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>June: Government response to PAC report: “We accept the recommendations. The Passport Agency is already implementing most of them.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.37 Despite these early warnings Parliament’s response was slow and muted. The problems were acknowledged in Parliament in April when, during business questions Margaret Beckett MP, Leader of the House of Commons, told MPs that “I think that the whole House . . . will be aware of how great are the difficulties being experienced by the Passport Agency and their serious effect on the service available to people.”13 |

---

12 Maximum processing times in the Agency’s 6 regional offices ranged between 25 and 50 days, compared to the Agency’s target of 10 working days.

13 HC dels, 29 April 1999, vol. 330, col. 487
8.38 The first questions to the Home Office began in May, but Parliament did not debate the issue properly until the Conservatives held an Opposition Day Debate at the end of June. This was a full two months after the matter was originally raised, and by which time the situation was reaching crisis point. By June there was clearly a political value in the Conservatives raising the issue, but the debate did not provide a new perspective on the agency's problems nor did it provide any constructive recommendations for its solution. In the intervening period there had been no select committee hearing and not even an adjournment debate.

8.39 The impact of these problems was to be borne by the taxpayer – the cost of additional measures taken by the Agency in an effort to maintain services during the year from October 1998 was £12.6 million\(^2\) and the cost of adult passports rose by £7 to £28, and the cost of children's passports went up by £3.80 to £14.80.

8.40 Whilst the National Audit Office published its report in October 1999, the Public Accounts Committee did not pick up the issue until June of 2000. It highlighted that the Agency did not have adequate risk management and contingency plans in place and had failed to communicate effectively with the public, and made a variety of recommendations on this basis. By this time, the Government stated in its response of the same month, the vast majority of recommendations were already being implemented.

*Improving the responsiveness of Parliament*

8.41 The Passport Agency highlights the shortcomings of Parliament in acting as an early warning system for policy and administrative failure. Although the warning signs of problems at the Passport Agency were evident early on in 1999, Parliament did not address them fully until the following summer when the Public Accounts Committee published its report. Important though such reports are, the case reinforces the point that departmental select committees should not simply conduct *post hoc* investigations after crises have been resolved, they should maintain a watching brief over the activities of the agencies and bodies within their department and report regularly on their performance (recommendations 8, 9 & 10). In this case the Home Affairs Select Committee did not engage with the issue at all, save for one hearing in July 1999, which also covered a range of other subjects. The extent to which MPs secured accountability or redress in this case is not clear.

8.42 Parliament's slow response time was also reflected in the chamber. Although Opposition Day Debates provide a useful political function, this was a case of poor administration on the part of the Home Office and the Passport Agency. The suitability of such debates to deal with administrative matters is highly questionable, and the role of the chamber needs to be clarified in the light of such instances (recommendations 20 & 21). A more productive exercise might have involved the Opposition reserving some of their debating time for a statement from the Home Secretary, granting of a Private Notice Question or reforms to improve the topicality of question time (recommendations 22, 23 & 27).

8.43 The case also highlights the limits on MPs in calling substantive debates on anything other than party political grounds. Although adjournment debates serve some purpose, in this case the fact that no MP used them highlights their limited value. This was a predominantly non-party issue, and MPs of all parties were having to deal with constituency cases. Yet there is no mechanism for a 'public interest debate' moved by a significant number of MPs across party boundaries which might produce a fuller chamber and a more constructive debate (recommendation 24).

**Quangos and Non-Departmental Public Bodies**

8.44 A related but separate category of organisation which has presented similar problems of scrutiny to executive agencies is the quango or non-departmental public body (NDPB). These have played an increasingly important role in government, particularly in the fields of health, housing, education, and social care in the last 25 years.\(^{22}\) These bodies vary enormously in structure, remit and powers and have altered the delivery of government services through a combination of local government, special purpose bodies, the voluntary sector and the private sector. Their defining features are that they are removed from the mainstream political channels and are often created without any reference to Parliament. More significant for parliamentary accountability, there are no formal requirements for their reporting to Parliament, and although they spend billions of pounds of public money much remains outside direct scrutiny of the Comptroller and Auditor General.

8.45 An inquiry by the Public Administration Committee found that most select committees' chairs believed it was difficult, perhaps impossible, to monitor closely NDPBs in their department under existing structures, resources and staffing. The common complaints were the lack of time and resources.\(^{25}\)

**Figure 8d – Case study: The Housing Corporation**

The Housing Corporation is a non-departmental public body, sponsored by the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, whose role is to fund and regulate Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) in England. The Corporation’s Board, appointed by the Secretary of State for the Environment, Transport and the Regions, advises ministers on housing policy and implementation. As well as distributing public money to RSLs, the Housing Corporation has a regulatory role to ensure that taxpayers money is safeguarded.\(^{29}\)

The Corporation reports annually to Parliament through the Secretary of State for the Environment, Transport and the Regions on the use of the funding allocated to it. It is subject to scrutiny by the National Audit Office and can be called before the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee and the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration. The Corporation also publishes performance standards covering finance, letting, tenant involvement, development and management.

However despite the size of the organisation and the information available the Corporation has not been subject to any direct parliamentary scrutiny by the departmental Environment, Transport and Regions select committee since 1992-3, although the Corporation has given evidence to Commons committees on subjects such as rural housing.\(^{11}\)

\(^{22}\) Figures compiled by Democratic Audit had put the total executive quango count at 5,773 in 1994 and 5,681 in 1997, the biggest single categories being housing associations, grant maintained schools and further education corporations.

\(^{25}\) Public Administration Committee. (1998-9). Quangos, HC 209-1

\(^{29}\) £20 billion has been invested since RSLs were set up in 1964

\(^{11}\) HC 12-1 (1999-2000)
8.46 The Public Administration Committee made a series of recommendations to improve the quality of scrutiny such as select committee 'confirmation hearings' of appointments, extending the scope of the NAO to audit all executive NDPBs and the standard circulation of notes from ministerial meetings with NDPBs to the relevant select committee.18

8.47 However, as the committee acknowledged increased responsibilities require increased staffing and resources. As this report has advocated, the resources of the committees need to be assessed strategically so that additional resources are tied to a clarification of committees' roles and core tasks (recommendations 18 & 19).

8.48 However, in the first place committees need to be clearer about their responsibilities. Parliament must compile a central list of all the bodies obliged to report to both Houses and distribute to the committees the list of organisations under their jurisdiction (recommendation 7). In addition the committees should pilot new methods of working to improve their coverage, the obligation to report regularly could be made easier by making greater use of sub-committees and possibly rapporteurs (recommendations 11 & 12).

**Extra-parliamentary scrutiny**

8.49 As the executive has changed and grown so a host of external mechanisms have evolved to monitor the activity of government, service delivery and, most recently, the public utilities. In some respects the 'extra-parliamentary' scrutiny of the various regulators, inspectors and commissioners has challenged the traditional role of Parliament, providing new and more extensive scrutiny beyond the capacity of Westminster.

8.50 The Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration provides an example of how Parliament is strengthened by the investigative work of an independent office. The Ombudsman's work investigating individual cases of maladministration often illuminates much broader issues of policy and practice. The above example of the CSA showed how the work of the Ombudsman and its parliamentary committee effectively complemented the work of the Social Security Select Committee.

8.51 The Ombudsman is officially tied to Parliament through a parliamentary committee and thus in theory it should be easier for politicians to build on its work. There are a range of organisations which provide technical information on the quality of government and increase the opportunities for improved accountability. The Government-initiated Review of Audit and Accountability for Central Government19 stressed the potential benefits of greater use by Parliament of the available external evidence. Suggesting greater co-ordination of the work of the NAO, Audit Commission, the Office of National Statistics and the Statistics Commission its theme was that there already exists considerable, high quality evidence from a range of external mechanisms. Holding Government to account requires Parliament, and specifically its committees, to engage with and utilise their evidence in a more systematic manner.

---

18 HC 209-I, (1998-9), para 43
Regulators and Inspectorates

8.52 There was a significant growth in the number of independent regulators and commissions during the 1990s. Many were established by statute to regulate former public utilities such as electricity, telecommunications and water following their privatisation. Others, such as Ofsted or the Postal Services Commission, conduct regulatory or supervisory functions over government controlled public services.

Figure 8c – Utility regulators and public service regulators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility regulators</th>
<th>Other UK regulators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFTEL</td>
<td>Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFGEM (Office of Telecommunications)</td>
<td>Data Protection Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFWAT (Office of Water Regulation)</td>
<td>Drinking Water Inspectorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORR (Office of the Rail Regulator)</td>
<td>Electoral Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEG (Office for the Regulation of Electricity and Gas Northern Ireland)</td>
<td>Financial Services Authority (FSA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food Standards Authority (FSA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and Safety Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independent Television Commission (ITC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Law Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Lottery Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office of the International Rail Regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupational Pensions Regulatory Authority (OPRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postal Services Commission (Postcomm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press Complaints Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Securities and Investments Board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.53 Parliament’s relationship to these bodies is sometimes difficult to define and the quality of parliamentary accountability has two dimensions. The first is the extent to which the regulators are accountable to Parliament, so that their internal administration and activity is scrutinised by politicians. The second is the extent to which Parliament uses the technical investigations of these bodies as the basis on which to hold Government to account.

8.54 In the first instance, despite their close relationship with Government there are few formal links between the regulators and Parliament, scrutiny is still variable and there are no annual debates of even the most major regulators. A Hansard Society Commission on the regulation of privatised utilities showed that the relationship of these new bodies with Westminster was tenuous and poorly-defined, stating:

"Parliament has very few specific powers directly over the operation of the regulatory system, particularly over the industry regulators. Its two main specific powers are to vote appropriations to pay for the industry regulatory bodies and to overturn ministerial decisions which are in the form of Orders (for instance, the designation of public telecommunications operators) by passing a Resolution in the House of Commons. In addition, it can use its general scrutiny powers, notably via the National Audit Office and select committees."[1]

8.55 As was noted in chapter one, evidence to the Commission from a number of regulators highlighted the sporadic and unsystematic scrutiny of Parliament. In some areas Parliament is adapting as the case study of the Financial Services Authority (figure 8f) shows. But such developments are rare and the danger for Parliament as noted by David Edmonds, Ofset’s Director General, was that “accountability to other bodies, especially stakeholders, is increasingly seen as important and this acts to ensure efficient and effective regulatory action.”\textsuperscript{103} In other words, for so long as Parliament’s oversight is patchy and other mechanisms remain in place, the role of MPs and Peers will be further marginalised.

**Figure 8f – Case study: The Financial Services Authority**

The issues surrounding regulator accountability were central in the establishment of the Financial Services Authority. The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 recast financial regulation in the UK, creating the Financial Services Authority (FSA) solely responsible for regulating the finance industry. The original bill was published in draft and examined by the Treasury Select Committee, which highlighted the need for the FSA to be accountable and efficient. In response, the Treasury acknowledged these concerns, and stressed that it was “fully committed to ensuring that the FSA operates in a fair, open and accountable way”\textsuperscript{103} and promised to make several amendments to the Bill before its introduction.

Although these amendments placed various public obligations on the FSA, they did not include accountability to Parliament. The accountability of the body was thus also an issue for the Joint Committee, chaired by Lord Burns, which scrutinised the draft bill. Its first report stated that, “Proper Parliamentary accountability is essential. We believe that this can best be achieved by asking a parliamentary committee to review the FSA’s annual report and to take regular evidence from a broad range of consumers and practitioners.”\textsuperscript{104}

This recommendation was welcomed by the Government and has since been put into practice – the FSA published its Annual Report for 1999-2000 in July 2000, and the FSA’s first annual meeting was held on 20 July 2000. On 7 November 2000, Howard Davies, chair of the FSA, and 3 of his staff, appeared before the Treasury select committee for questioning on the annual report.

8.56 The second, and more significant dimension to regulator accountability is the extent to which Parliament uses the technical investigations as the basis for its pursuit of accountability. The regulators provide alternative and more direct forms of accountability for individuals mistreated by the privatised utilities or other public services. However, whilst the regulators deal with cases of individual mistreatment, their ability to secure strategic solutions to industry-wide problems is improved if Parliament builds on their scrutiny. Parliament’s task is two-fold, to maintain its relevance in the public mind by drawing out the lessons from the work of the regulators and giving greater worth to their investigations by using it as the basis for holding Government to account.

8.57 In practice though, the departmental committees do not engage systematically enough with the work of regulators and commissioners. A sizeable proportion of evidence to the Commission emphasised such problems, but the submission from Elizabeth France, the Data Protection Commissioner, was particularly telling. The Commissioner is obliged to report to both Houses of Parliament annually on the work of the Office of the Data Protection Commissioner (ODPC). It is responsible for spending almost £5 million of public money each year.
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8.38 During the 1990s and the genesis of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 issues of data protection were a significant feature of government activity. John Major's government introduced a Code of Practice on Open Government in 1994 which touched on issues of data protection. The Labour Government introduced a Data Protection Act in 1998 which was originally published in draft form in 1997. The Government was heavily criticised at one stage because the early drafts of its Freedom of Information Bill directly contradicted provisions in the Data Protection Bill then going through Parliament. Other policy proposals and pieces of legislation such as social security fraud had a direct bearing on data protection.

8.59 Despite the silence of the issues since the creation of the ODPC in 1984 the Commissioner has given evidence to the Home Affairs select committee on only two occasions.

8.60 There are many other examples of Parliament's failure to engage with outside expertise and numerous missed opportunities which would enhance the status of the committees. Formalising the relationship between committees and regulators, by obliging them to report regularly on their work would not only improve the coverage and quality of scrutiny but would also strengthen their work. In addition, allocation of time in the chamber for select committee reports on such issues would further integrate the external investigations with the work of Parliament (recommendations 8, 9, 10 & 15).

The growth of judicial review

8.61 Since the late 1970s judges have played an increasingly influential role in challenging ministerial decisions. In part the growth of judicial review reflects a desire on the part of individuals and organisations for a more direct form of redress, and cases have tended to fall into one of three categories - crime, immigration and housing - but in recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the number of planning applications challenged in the courts.

8.62 A series of high-profile cases in the early to mid-1990s, most notably, Pergau Dam in 1995, where Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd was found to have unlawfully used £234 million of government money to fund a project in Malaysia, were followed by cases such as the restriction on asylum seekers' benefits in 1996 and the judgement on performance related pay for teachers in 2000. The publicity given to these cases emphasised the power of the courts in challenging government activity and, at the same time, implicitly questioned the relative inability of MPs to gain accountability from ministers through Parliament. The Commission was told in a private meeting with former Ministers that the trend reflected the fact that the power of Parliament was being usurped by the courts. However, the ex-ministers also remarked on MPs' lack of desire to reverse such developments.\footnote{Appendix 3}
Figure 8g – Case study: Teachers’ Pay Award

On 14 July 2000 the High Court declared illegal the proposed performance-related pay scheme for teachers. The National Union of Teachers had argued that the Secretary of State for Education, David Blunkett MP, did not have the power to set the standards by which teachers applying for performance-related pay should be judged.  

In his ruling on the case, Mr Justice Jackson said he would not allow Mr Blunkett to "foist" such a major reform of pay and conditions on the teaching profession. He stated that Mr Blunkett had acted "in a manner not authorised by Parliament", had bypassed the independent School Teachers Review Body which advises him on pay, as well as the Welsh Assembly and as such had "evaded proper scrutiny". The judge rejected the argument that Mr Blunkett had "inherent powers" as a minister of the Crown to take administrative action in support of policies to promote education.

In response Schools Minister Estelle Morris MP made an emergency statement to the Commons, at the request of the Conservatives, on 17 July 2000. She said Mr Blunkett had believed it was not necessary to refer the standards to the review body because "they are about standards of teaching, not about pay structures and scales". She announced that the government would follow a formal consultation process on introducing performance-related pay for teachers in England and Wales, following the court ruling that it had acted illegally. Following the completion of the formal consultation process, performance-related pay was introduced in the first half of 2001, backdated to September 2000.

8.63 How far MPs wish to enhance the power of Parliament is a moot point, but the fact remains that there are no parliamentary mechanisms to monitor or follow up court cases overturning ministerial decisions or assess their implications in any systematic fashion. There is no formal mechanism for Parliament to challenge the Government when it fails to follow proper procedure. As the teachers' pay award case shows, even though a Secretary of State unlawfully by-passed Parliament, MPs were unable to remedy the situation. It took outside bodies, in this case the trade unions, to resort to the courts and force the minister to go through the proper procedures.

8.64 Parliament cannot, of course, control or force the courts to account to Parliament in the same way that it should with agencies. NDPBs and regulators. It should though monitor and evaluate judicial decisions in such cases. The departmental select committees should record instances of ministerial decisions overturned in the courts and the reasons given. Reforms should mean that Parliament plays a role in improving the quality of policy making and ensure that mistakes are not repeated.

**Approximately 197,000 teachers in England applied for the new pay scale, which if successful, would give them an immediate pay rise of £3,000 and access to a higher pay scale.**
Conclusion: Putting Parliament at the apex

8.65 The effectiveness of Parliament relies on it adapting to the environment in which it operates. It cannot expect to scrutinise the whole range of Government activity, but it does not have to. The expertise and resources available to external bodies, combined with the amount of information produced by executive agencies, as well as bodies such as the Ombudsman and NAO, should make Parliament's core task of making Government accountable much easier than it has been in the past.

8.66 This though requires that Parliament uses the available information effectively. It needs to be more systematic and rigorous in its relations with external organisations, agencies and, indeed, the public. To achieve accountability Parliament must reform its structures, its procedures and its ethos.

8.67 The Commission is well aware that parliamentary reform has traditionally been a slow process. The success of reforms often relies on balancing the aspirations and objectives of MPs and ministers, frontbenchers and backbenchers, Government and Opposition. Reforms should, as far as possible, seek to meet the needs of these different groups. However, it has often been the case that the perceived difficulties of reform have prevented a creative and long-term approach to the role of Parliament. This has, in turn, lengthened the time it has taken to implement change.

8.68 The Challenge for Parliament has set out seven principles as the basis on which Parliament should be improved. It has sought to combine a strategic approach to the role of Parliament with a series of smaller recommendations designed to improve the working of Westminster. We have not provided a detailed blueprint, but hope to provide the principles which will govern future reform, so that Parliament effectively adapts to the context in which it operates, but also, crucially, retains and clarifies its core roles.

8.69 The Commission acknowledges that our proposals are not all-encompassing, they will not be quickly or easily implemented. However, our proposals reflect the concern with which we view the current position of Parliament. If Parliament is to retain its central role in scrutinising and holding Government to account, it must perform that role more effectively. It must adapt, and it must adapt quickly.
Conclusions and recommendations

Principle 1 – Parliament at the apex

If Parliament is to improve its effectiveness, reform must be based on underlying principles which improve Parliament’s relationship with the public and outside bodies. Parliament needs to be at the apex of the network of regulatory bodies and alternative scrutiny mechanisms. (para 1.53)

Principle 2 – Parliament must develop a culture of scrutiny

The task of holding Government to account should be central to the parliamentary work of every MP but, in practice it is often defined in party political terms. Reforms should seek to enable MPs to balance their party role with their parliamentary role in the pursuit of the public interest. The Commission believes this should be achieved mainly through the system of select committees.

1. To develop a culture of scrutiny and allow all MPs to pursue their scrutiny function every backbench MP should be expected to serve on a select committee. (para 2.29)

2. The high turnover of MPs on committees is partly a result of the large number of MPs on the payroll vote. This should be reduced, so that all but the very largest government departments are limited to one PPS. (para 2.33)

3. Reforms should also seek to improve the attractiveness of committee service and create a parliamentary career path for ambitious MPs. Key posts on select committees should be paid and MPs chairing committees should receive a salary equivalent to that of a minister. (para 2.34)

4. The Commons should build on current practice and provide continuing training for MPs related to their work on committees, parliamentary procedure and subject specialist policy areas. (para 2.39)

5. Fostering a culture of scrutiny requires greater leadership and co-ordination of parliamentary activity. Parliament needs a steering committee or bureau which formally organises parliamentary business. (paras 2.47–2.49)

6. In addition, the Liaison Committee should be restructured and re-named to provide a greater degree of leadership and co-ordination for parliamentary activity. The committee should be reduced in size and elect its own executive body of six MPs. It should play a greater role in determining the membership of the committees and oversee their work. (paras 2.50–2.56)

Principle 3 – Committees should play a more influential role within Parliament

The Commission believes that the system of departmental select committees provides the basis for a more effective system of scrutiny. However, the work of the committees needs to be made more systematic. The duties of the select committees should be more closely defined, their relationship with external scrutiny bodies made more formal and their input into the other areas of parliamentary activity increased.
Core duties and performance indicators

7. Both Houses should maintain a central list of all those organisations obliged to report to Parliament. This list should be distributed to every committee, so that every departmental select committee is aware of the organisations which come under their jurisdiction. (para 3.24)

8. The select committees should be given a set of core duties and functions. To improve the coverage of issues, to utilise the work of the regulators and to give the committees a continuity to their work they should meet pre-agreed objectives over the course of a Parliament. These objectives would provide a set of criteria against which their performance can be judged. (para 3.25)

9. These objectives should be agreed with the reformed Liaison Committee, which would also be responsible for monitoring progress over the Parliament. These objectives might include: balancing inquiries between administration, finance and policy of their department; monitoring all departmental reports, business plans and performance indicators; conducting a regular cycle of work on activities of the regulators, executive agencies, quangos and other associated bodies within their department's purview; and review the progress of the department following the committee's previous reports. (para 3.26)

10. Select committees should have a set of objectives and performance indicators by which their performance could be judged. This would provide a public measurement of their effectiveness. (para 3.28)

Developing new methods of work

11. The principal method of work for these enlarged committees should be through a series of sub-committees with specific remits for examining different aspects of departmental activity. The Commission believes that this would markedly improve the breadth and depth of scrutiny. (para 3.31)

12. The House of Commons should allow committees to experiment with the use of rapporteurs who would gather evidence and produce background papers for the whole committee. (para 3.34)

Improving impact

13. The impact of committee reports will be determined by the assiduity with which their recommendations are monitored and followed up. Committees should publish a periodic review (two to three years after the original report) assessing how far their recommendations have been implemented. (para 3.40)

14. Government replies should conform to a set of minimum standards. These should include an undertaking that a reply should address each of the committees' specific recommendations and oblige Government to formally publish their response. (para 3.42)
Integrating committee work into parliamentary activity

15. There should be regular opportunities for short debates/questions on recently published reports during a peak period in the chamber, to which ministers should give the Government’s preliminary response. (para 3.46)

16. The expertise of select committees should be deployed much more effectively in examination of legislation. Committees should play a greater role in the scrutiny of draft legislation. However, this relies on earlier publication by departments so that committees have sufficient time to examine draft bills. (paras 3.47-3.50)

17. In addition, one or two dual-purpose committees, conducting departmental inquiries and scrutinising legislation, should be established on a pilot basis and their performance evaluated by a re-organised Liaison Committee. (para 3.50)

Staffing and support

18. The recommendations for increasing select committee responsibilities also require a consequent increase in staffing and resources. (para 3.51) However, the resourcing of Parliament needs to be examined strategically. The provision of extra resources should be tied to a clarification of the committees’ roles and their core tasks. Extra staff or secondments should be related to their agreed functions and duties. (para 3.55)

19. The House authorities should review the work of the clerk’s department and levels of support to ensure that committees, and the scrutiny function more generally, are supported in the most effective way possible. (para 3.56)

Principle 4 – Restoring the centrality of the Commons’ chamber

The floor of the House of Commons is the main public focus for activity at Westminster. However, attendance by MPs and the extent to which it dominates political debate has declined.

20. To improve the attendance and influence of the chamber its core tasks need to be refined and clarified. It should become the plenary session of the Parliament. (para 4.27)

21. In order to reflect the importance attached to the select committee system, and not take MPs away from the chamber, one day each week should be devoted to committee activity. To reflect the importance of this work other parliamentary business should be arranged around the committees so that the chamber would not meet on this day. (para 4.28)

Improving topicality and effectiveness

22. In general, the chamber should have fewer lengthy debates. Opportunities for MPs to initiate short debates on substantive issues should be increased. Opposition parties should be able to trade some of their Opposition Days for the chance to call for a statement on a topical issue. (paras 4.30-4.32)
23. In addition, the Speaker should grant a greater number of Private Notice Questions each session. (para 4.33)

24. MPs should have the ability to call for 'public interest debates' on issues of public concern on a cross-party basis. (para 4.34)

25. Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) displays many of the worst aspects of Westminster. Open-ended questions should be banned at PMQs (although the leaders of the main opposition parties should retain this ability); instead, Members should give notice of their intention to ask a question ten days in advance and should table their (substantive) question by noon two days before PMQs. (para 4.40)

26. However, even a reformed PMQs is unlikely to ensure the necessary scrutiny of the Prime Minister's expanding role and office. The Prime Minister should appear before a select committee on an annual basis to account for the work of the Government. The most appropriate opportunity would be once a year to give evidence on the Government's Annual Report. (para 4.42)

27. Question time for other departments and ministers should also be reformed to improve its topicality, substance and relevance. No more than ten questions should appear on the Order Paper for each Question Time and no duplicate questions should be allowed. The period of notice for oral questions should be reduced from ten working days to five. (paras 4.44-4.45)

28. In cases where the Government does not produce a response to a written question the reasons for not answering must be made clearer. A denial of information should be accompanied by a reference to the relevant section of the Code of Practice on Open Government or the Freedom of Information Act. (para 4.46)

Principle 5 – Financial scrutiny should be central to accountability

Parliament, and in particular the Commons, has a unique constitutional role in the authorisation and scrutiny of Government expenditure. At present the Commons fails to perform this role in either a systematic or effective manner.

29. The Estimates procedures should be changed to allow Parliament to debate and vote for transfers within overall departmental budgets. This would help focus the attention of MPs and ministers, and hopefully the media and the public, on the scrutiny of spending plans. (para 5.7)

30. Each departmental select committee should pilot and evaluate a new form of committee, a Finance and Audit Sub-Committee. The sub-committee should consider, for example, Estimates and departmental allocations, audit and value-for-money inquiries, Public Service Agreements, performance indicators and outcomes. (para 5.20)
31. We do not suggest that the NAO should provide a servicing function for specific committees, but their reports and expertise should be shared more equitably among the other committees of the House of Commons. Select committees and their sub-committees should use the NAO and PAC reports as the basis for more detailed examination of Government finance. (para 5.23)

32. A Parliamentary Finance Office should be established to give high quality support to the committees. The office would provide research, information, access to specialist advice and expertise, and support in the analysis of evidence and drafting of reports. (para 5.24)

33. Parliament should make greater use of the Audit Commission’s work. To improve parliamentary oversight in areas of public expenditure such as the police and the health service, the Audit Commission should formally report to Commons departmental select committees. (para 5.28)

Principle 6 – The House of Lords should complement the Commons

The Lords plays an important role in complementing the work of the Commons and holding Government to account, but the effectiveness of Parliament as a whole requires greater co-operation and co-ordination of the activity of the two Houses.

34. Parliamentary scrutiny would be strengthened if all government ministers were able to make statements to and be questioned in both Houses. We do not seek to challenge the long standing convention that members of one chamber should not speak in the other. Instead, alternative forums away from the chamber of each House should be instigated to allow Ministers of the other House to be questioned. In the Lords a version of the Grand Committee procedure could be used to provide such a forum to question Commons Ministers. In the Commons, the Westminster Hall procedure would be appropriate. (para 6.15)

35. It is not desirable to have a set of second chamber committees shadowing government departments as they would duplicate much of the work of Commons committees. The second chamber should continue its distinctive approach by addressing cross-departmental and ‘joined-up’ issues to complement the work of the departmental select committees in the Commons in areas such as rural affairs, environmental protection, equal opportunities and social exclusion. (para 6.19)

36. The second chamber should continue to establish ad hoc committees to consider specific issues and developments, such as those recently appointed to consider Animals in Scientific Procedures and Stem Cell Research. Such an approach would bring greater flexibility and responsiveness to Parliament’s committee system and would allow the second chamber to respond to gaps in the Commons work. (para 6.20)
37. The two different approaches taken by the separate Houses in the field of European Union scrutiny complement each other extremely well. This approach should be used as a model for future complementary, division of scrutiny functions between the two Houses. (para 6.23)

38. The two Houses, their members and staff need to co-ordinate more closely to increase their effectiveness and to prevent unnecessary duplication and overlap. (para 6.25)

Principle 7 – Parliament must communicate better with the public

Parliament is strongest where it engages with and articulates issues of public concern. If Parliament is to be effective the public must regard it as relevant and topical, but to do this it must adapt more quickly than it has done in the past.

39. The House of Commons has been slow to adapt to the needs of the media. Whereas the Government machine, the political parties and most individual MPs, are attuned to the needs of the media, Parliament is not. To improve media coverage the Commons should sit earlier in the day and allow for morning statements from ministers. (para 7.26)

40. In recent years concern has grown at the number of policy announcements made outside Parliament. Mid-morning statements might reduce this tendency, but where a policy announcement is not accompanied by a statement to the House the Speaker should grant a Private Notice Question, allowing MPs to question the minister directly on the policy. (para 7.30)

41. To improve the interest in, and coverage of, select committee hearings, every oral evidence session should be recorded on video. This footage could be kept for a limited period and stored on the individual select committee’s page of the Parliament website, allowing the public to access the evidence. (paras 7.33–7.34)

42. Although both the Commons and Lords have information officers both Houses need a designated press office. The press offices would be responsible for co-ordinating the press activity of the committees, highlight to journalists forthcoming issues and promote Parliament as an institution to the media. (para 7.36)

43. Parliamentary publications are poorly designed and presented. The layout and design of committee reports, in particular, should be comprehensively reformed. (para 7.37–7.38)

44. The internet provides the opportunity for committees to consult much more widely with the public. The internet must be used more creatively during inquiries so that they go beyond the ‘usual suspects’. Committees should use the internet as part of their effort to ensure that all interested parties are invited to contribute and are notified of future select committee work. (para 7.41)
45. Both Houses of Parliament should produce Annual Reports on their work which set out their activity and achievements during the year. They should be publicised properly and made easily accessible to the public through the Stationery Office and the internet. (para 7.42)

46. At present, only the Government can recall Parliament if an emergency develops during a recess. The Speaker of the Commons should, after having consulted the main political parties, have the ability to recall Parliament at times of emergency. (para 7.44)

47. The House of Commons should re-establish a Petitions Committee which would play a significant role in mediating between issues of public concern and select committees. The committee should be structured along lines similar to the Scottish Parliament’s committee and should draw the attention of MPs to issues where it feels there is public concern. By channelling such petitions through the relevant departmental select committee, greater pressure would be placed on the Government to respond to public concerns. (para 7.48)